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1.

Overview

We are once more gathering in Chief Albert Luthuli International Conference Centre for
the period 05 – 08 November 2019 to account on the political developments since our
resounding 8th National Congress in June 2015. This congress is convened under the
Theme: “Thirty Years of Working Class Consciousness, Defending Workers’ Rights and
Building Self-sustainable Union”. The theme is talking to the road travelled by POPCRU in
terms of dealing with issues affecting the rights of workers over the last three decades from
a working class perspective. Certainly, as we open this congress we need to undoubtedly
pronounce that we are together here as delegates of POPCRU from across all provinces –
we are flourishing, we are well and we are belligerent. The 8th National Congress preceded
COSATU’s Special National Congress on 13 – 14 July 2015, which was convened during
a very difficult period as the federation was subjected to turmoil by its detractors. Our 8th
National Congress directed us to approach the federation’s congress with clear intentions
to help it yearn and long for finding solutions and a way out of the challenges that were
confronting it, the workers and the working class as a whole. Consequential from this
debacle, an essential organisational position was arrived at of ensuring that COSATU was
protected from political threats of any form. So, we attended COSATU’s Special Congress
with a fresh political mandate.
The 8th National Congress was in part to memorialise and honour the late 2nd Vice President
of POPCRU, Pretty Nomhle Shuping through the Memorial lecture. The Congress validated
our unbroken united spirit which should stay with us forever as we recommitted ourselves
towards advancing the working class struggle within the criminal justice. At the centre of
everything was our enormous and colossal undertaking to take the working class interest
as the dominant national goal. The task included building a strong POPCRU asserting
working class hegemony in all sites of power whilst conquering the philosophy of neoliberalism. The congress directed us to set ourselves an assignment which we should
accomplish so as to take forward the workers’ struggle.
Commanded by the 8th National Congress and in pursuit of our mission to unite our
members in their quest for fundamental change, we have developed a policy position on
organisational renewal to ensure an unflinching and tireless commitment towards POPCRU’s
unity and cohesion. The final political determination by the 8th National Congress was that
POPCRU is a revolutionary labour movement which declared its intentions of fighting for
socialism under the leadership of the South African Communist Party within the context
of thoroughgoing National Democratic Revolution. For this reason, the SACP should be
assisted in terms of resources to be in a better position to drive this political agenda. We
have since ensured that the SACP is properly accommodated, as we will elaborate below.
Since the 08th National Congress, we successfully convened three Central Executive
Committee meetings. All the three constitutional structures engaged politically on a variety
of issues. As part of this report, we will be making reference to some of the decisions
arrived at in each of these sittings. In order to ensure that we continuously sharpen the
leadership’s political consciousness, we convened the National Political School and nine
Provincial Political Schools in 2016. This 9th National Congress has a mammoth task to
execute since it is not convened simply as just a matter of routine or dictated to by the
constitutional obligations. For this reason, we are assembled here, in part to tackle our
organisational matters, assess the political developments affecting POPCRU as a labour
movement, our beloved federation, the broader Alliance, the country at large and above
all, issues within the scope of our operation. Since we are also celebrating three decades of
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POPCRU’s existence, part of accounting in this congress is to take a closer analogy of the
path journeyed by this organisation politically over the same period. We also have to focus
our discussions at this congress on enhancing the quality of our membership. Different
socioeconomic developments in our country that affect the working class as a whole have
also taken place since the last congress. The 9th National Congress will also take stock
of these socio-economic conditions and deliberate accordingly. We will be sealing off this
congress on Saturday, 09 November 2019, when we celebrate POPCRU’s 30th Anniversary
with the broader masses at Curries Fountain stadium.

2.

POPCRU’s Political Journey

We present the political journey travelled by this organisation since its inception on the 05th
of November 1989. In doing so, we make reference to the country’s historic background,
which is inevitable. This had an effect on the thoroughfare the organisation had to endure
as it scuttled to its current directorial physique.
The history of South Africa is known throughout the world because of its system of white
domination, a special form of colonialism which has been carried to extremes under the
Nationalist Party policy of apartheid. Nowhere else, other than in South Africa, was national
and racial oppression practised so disrespectfully and brazenly, with such systematic
viciousness and disregard of human rights and dignity. It was built on crude colonial
injustice and criminal disregard for the indigenous African majority. During the sixties,
only three million whites held a control of political rights and economic opportunities.
They alone could vote for and be elected to Parliament and other governing bodies. They
were strengthened behind a wall of privilege in the public service, in jobs and professions,
in educational opportunities and a hundred other capacities. Eighty seven per cent [87%]
of the land was reserved for white ownership. Moreover, the white capitalists owned and
controlled the mines, factories and banks and most of trade explorations. Their government
indoctrinated a dishonest and offensive philosophy of race superiority. Being white
was definitive in status and success during apartheid.1 The majority of the population,
which was black, suffered merciless national oppression. They have been robbed of their
ancestral lands and only thirteen per cent [13%] of land set aside for their occupation –
the so-called reserves or homelands. Starvation and the network of pass laws and special
taxes drove blacks to work in mines, industries and farms, where they were appallingly
subjugated and poorly paid. African languages were despised and undeveloped and the
growth of national cultures was restrained. Africans were predestined from birth to little or
no education, to the status of hewers of wood and drawers of water.2 As the last straw to
insult their character, they were classified as heathens, the word connoting barbarism or
lack of contact with the ways of civilisation. To make matters worse politically, by means of
Bantu Homelands Citizenship Act of 1970, all blacks were deprived of their South African
citizenship. Henceforth, they had to become citizens of one or other ethnic ‘homeland’ and
foreigners in the land of their birth. It was such a horrendous, disgusting and despicable
political situation for the black people in South Africa.3

1 Cilliers C. [2008]., “For Whites Only”. X-Concepts Publications [Pty] Ltd, Stormill Industrial Estate, Johannesburg. p17.
2 South African Communist Party. [1962]., “Programme of the South African Communist Party 1962 – The road to South African Freedom”. Farleigh Press Ltd. [T.U.], Aldenham, Herts,
England, for Ellis Bowles. 52 Palmerston Road, London, S.W.14. p2.
3 N
 ash M. [1980],. “Black Uprooting from White South Africa”, The Fourth and Final Stage of Apartheid. South African Council of Churches, Braamfontein.
p1.
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2.1. The Liberation Struggle Against Apartheid
One element that persistently becomes largely visible in South Africa’s future is its ruthless
and extreme historic past. The history of apartheid dates back to 1652 when the Cape of
Good Hope was settled by the Dutch East India Company to provide refreshment station to
facilitate trade with the East Indies. Racial segregation and white domination, the hallmarks
of apartheid, were evidenced by the Dutch settlement’s subjugation of the indigenous
people and the introduction of slaves.4 And in dealing with the political thoroughfare sailed
by POPCRU, it is worth touching a bit on the broader struggle. Resistance movements
began to rise in the entire African continent where European settlers robbed Africans of
their land through conquest and later through Acts of Parliament. More land was taken
from African people and given to Europeans for settlement and in response to these
developments, some chiefs organised rebellions against colonial authorities. White people
held a monopoly of political rights and economic opportunities hitting at the bottom of
everything pertaining to mistreatment and unswerving abandonment of black people.
Resistance against colonial occupation was embarked upon by great African warriors, like
Dingane ka Senzangakhona of the Zulus, Hintsa of amaXhosa, Sechele I of Batswana,
Sekhukhune of Bapedi, Ramabulana Makhado of the VhaVenda, Gungunyane of the
Shangaan, Moshoeshoe of Basotho, Hendrik ‘Hennie’ Van Wyk of the Khoi and others.
Further response to colonial makeover was the establishment of liberation movements.
In his book, Peter Welsch traces the origins of African political consciousness to the
first half of the nineteenth century. For more than half a century black South Africans
have unsuccessfully tried to dislodge white governments from their policies of racial
discrimination, segregation and apartheid.5 Thando Zuma explains the role of chiefs in
the struggle against colonialism in detail, even in later years of the struggle. In article
published in African Communist, he stated that amongst the many forces thrown up by
the mass struggles of the second half of the eighties and drawn into the anti-apartheid
forces were the traditional chiefs. It might be difficult at sight to accept that in the 1980s
there can be chiefs in South Africa who found common course with the rest of the broad
anti-apartheid forces.6
The South African Native National Congress [SANNC] which later became African National
Congress [ANC] formed in 1912 became one of the earliest liberation movement. Others
political formations fighting against apartheid system were the Communist Party of South
Africa [CPSA], which later became the South African Communist Party [SACP], South
African Indian Congress [SAIC], South African Congress of Democrats [COD], South African
Coloured People Organisation [SACPO], South African Congress of Trade Unions [SACTU]
and Federation of South African Women [FEDSAW], Pan Africanist Congress [PAC] and
Azanian People’s Organisation [AZAPO]. There was later during the 1980s establishment
of the United Democratic Front [UDF]. Despite the fact that all these political formations
were fighting against the system of oppression being apartheid, they differed ideologically
[difference in a way that related to their ideas, especially of a political or economic nature]
and the methods that should be engaged to bring down apartheid. Ultimately, all of them
were banned by the racist apartheid regime at various periods and its leadership would,
either escape to exile or be confined to imprisonment.
4 D
 ugard J. [2018]., “Confronting Apartheid”. Jancana Media Pty [Ltd], Sunnyside, Auckland Park. p39.
5 W
 alshe P. [1970]., “The Rise of African Nationalism in South Africa 1912 – 1952”. C. Hurst & Co. [Publishers] Ltd, Royal Hill Greenwich, London, S.E.10.
p1.
6 Z
 uma T. [1990]., “Role of the Chiefs in the Struggle for Liberation – An Outline of the Historical Factors leading to the Formation of the Congress of Traditional Leaders of South Africa in 1987”. African Communist, No. 121, Vol. 2nd Quarter, 1990. Inkululeko Publications, 39 Goodge Street, London WIP
IFD ISSN 0001-9976. p65.
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2.2.

Trade Unionism and National Liberation in South Africa

History has shown that unorganised workers are unable to improve their wages and
conditions of work on a lasting basis. Only where workers have organised in effective trade
unions have they been able to improve their lot, raise their standard of living and generally
protect themselves and their families against the insecurities of life. The whole experience
of the Trade Union Movement the world over has furthermore established the fact that
the Movement can only progress on the basis of unity and in the spirit of brotherhood
and solidarity of all workers. Trade Unions must unreservedly reject any attempts to sow
disunity among the workers, on the basis of colour or nationality or any other basis.
The trade union movements in South Africa played a significant and strategic role in the
struggle against apartheid and class oppression. One thing certain is that trade unions
are not political parties. Trade Unions are organisations of workers – uniting to fight for
the rights of workers and to defend these rights on the shop floor. Trade unions committed
themselves to fight for a society in which all workers are free. On the other hand, they
have a political role to play. In addressing the SACTWU National Conference, the former
Secretary General of the ANC, Cyril Ramaphosa stated that as the most organised sector
of the mass movement, the unions have spearheaded the active involvement of civil society
in the political process.7
Two generations of progressive trade unionists before South African Congress of Trade
Unions [SACTU], which was March established in1955, had grappled with the basic
dilemma in South African trade unionism – the racial division of the working class within
the context of a rapidly developing industrial capitalism. SACTU distinguished itself as the
first non-racial trade union coordinating federation, promoting the common class interests
of all workers, regardless of race or colour. It had also been in the forefront of the political
struggle against the national oppression of all Black people in South Africa – Africans,
Indians and Coloureds.8 During this period, veteran trade union leaders were forced to
waste their lives rotting in apartheid prisons. What was their crime? It was for involvement
and active participation in the struggle for a free and democratic South Africa, devoid of all
forms of racial oppression and class exploitation.
The workers built up their trade unions into a powerful fighting force during the 1970s and
1980s. To a certain degree, the unions were successful in improving the material conditions
of their members while, at the same time, taking on the labour imbalances shaped by the
ruthless apartheid state. The unions kept the flag of freedom flying and became a symbol
of anti-apartheid resistance, whilst the liberation movements were banned. This was also
evident in the late 1980s, when other components of the Mass Democratic Movement [MDM]
were politically muscled up. A deepening recession, increasing industrial domination and
sophistication of management strategies, tightening state repression and the penetrating
intensification of township struggles enlarged the pressure on industrial unions to take up
political issues and on general unions to establish a strong shop-floor presence. The ‘unity
talks’ finally culminated in the launching of COSATU in December 1985, bringing together
three political traditions, namely: the well-organised industrial unions drawn from the
shop-floor tradition; the general unions drawn from the national–democratic tradition;
and the National Union of Mineworkers [NUM], which broke away from the Council of
Unions of South Africa [CUSA] to join COSATU.9
7
8
9

T
 he African Communist [1993]., “Address by ANC Secretary General, Cyril Ramaphosa to the SACTU National Conference”. No. 133, 2nd Quarter, ISSN
0001, June 19, 1993. p32.
Luckardt & Wall. [1980] “Organise or Die – The History Of The South African Congress Of Trade Unions”. Lawrence and Wishart, London. p15.
H
 ouston G.F. [1998]., “United Democratic Front: A Case Study of a Democratic Organisation”. Dissertation Submitted in Partial Fulfilment of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor
of Philosophy in the Department of Political Science, University of Natal, 1998. p304.
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The apartheid government has gone out of its way to give black officers an inferiority
complex, to give them false impression that they were powerless to change things, and
that struggle was useless. It was expected of them to ensure that the vicious system was
successful and conformed. Black workers within the apartheid machinery in the form of
police and prison officers felt the same social and economic conditions which all black
workers and the masses endured. These workers developed consciousness promoted by
their realisation that they had to unite in order to gain strength to change their horrible
conditions within their sectors. These were workers who, like all black workers, suffered
from oppressive measures and were subject to low wages, job discrimination, had to
enforce pass laws they did not favour themselves, etc. Without doubt – directly and
forthright, these members also suffered varying forms and degrees of national oppression
and economic exploitation.
Within this exposition, the political journey travelled by POPCRU is depicted as we illustrate
below. Shawn Gude, a writer, graduate student, activist and assistant contributor at
Jacobin [a leading voice of the American left, offering socialist perspectives on politics,
economics, and culture] wrote an article about the horrifying conditions within the police
during apartheid. He stated that in the 1980s, black police officers in South Africa were
enforcers of their own subordination. Internally, they were mired in low-level positions
and lacked collective-bargaining rights; externally, they could not arrest whites, yet had to
suppress unrest that threatened to topple the racist Afrikaner government. Economically
desperate and typically lured from rural areas by the promise of a pay check, some, having
coarsened once on the force, patrolled restive townships unsympathetically.10 These events
directly affected police, prison and traffic officers, both as workers and as people who had
to identify themselves with the struggle for a free and just South Africa. The strong trend
towards national identity developed and grew stronger with time. This national identity
was fortified and underwired by the hostility of white members towards black members’
aspirations, which inhibited the growth of non-racial class consciousness. The time
arrived when these members had to broadcast their normal agenda about their workplace
grievances for social change. They had to align themselves with social movements for
racial justice, gender equality and total liberation of the oppressed. By implication, a new
era of political consciousness to members within the security environment ushered in.
The strength of trade unionism lies in its ability to unite workers in the workplaces with
the possibility of stopping production.11 This
happens mainly around some of the immediate
problems facing workers in that workplace.
During the late 1980s leading towards the
formation of POPCRU in 1989, members united
against the horrible conditions they experienced
within their workplaces. For example, labour
actions took place around the country, notably at:
Stutterheim Prison: The prison was closed after
all 131 black warders went downed tools. The
prisoners were transferred to Ford Glamorgan,
and the warders were suspended without pay.

10
11

G
 ude S. [2014]., “The Bad Kind of Unionism – When Police Unions have Widened their Gaze Beyond Issues like Compensation and Working conditions,
it’s been almost exclusively to conservative ends”. Jacobin, 01.12.2014.
Journal of the African National Congress – Mayibuye [1993]., “Marching to Freedom”. Mayibuye Vol 4, No 7, September 1993. p6.
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Cape: Police and warders at East London, Ford Beaufort, King Williams Town, Kirkwood,
Oudtshoorn, George, Mossel Bay, Brandvlei, Worcester and Paarl have all participated
in work stoppages. Pollsmoor Prison: wardens went on strike and 87 were suspended
without pay. The Prisons Service attempted to evict 31 warders from their houses on
prison property. POPCRU took legal action against such evictions. Diepkloof Prison: At
Diepkloof Prison 400 warders staged a sit-in over working conditions. There emerged a sense
of urgency and a widespread belief that the time was right to launch a trade union within
the police and prison departments, as it successfully occurred on the 05th of November
1989. The main aim of POPCRU’s establishment was to organise the unorganised workers
within the sectors to fight for the improvement of the material conditions of its members
in particular and workers in general. It also wanted to ensure the maximum involvement
of workers in the national democratic struggle. It was POPCRU’s contention that if police
and prisons are expected to behave ‘democratically’, it was important for them to
experience democratic engagement within the organisations in which they work.
POPCRU has brought to light grievances in the prisons and police which were similar
to those of workers in companies throughout the country. It has also shown that the
political support of the police and prisons service could not be taken for granted since
it was a subject for political organisation. For example, up until 1990, no black officers
could be promoted above the rank of lieutenant colonel, except in the Bantustans.12 Since
political consciousness chiselled in, the members were quite aware and ready for the
dire consequences of their labour actions of challenging the authorities. And indeed, the
response of the authorities against their actions was harsh because those who participated
were suspended without pay and others dismissed from the service. In total, by the end
of March 1990, 707 prison warders were suspended and 39 policemen dismissed. Despite
this POPCRU claimed 5 000 membership increase as at the end of March 1990. Due to
POPCRU’s political consciousness, it declared that it did not limit its denunciation of the
prisons and police to its members own economic interests only, but also objected to the
following aspects:
o

Prisoners being segregated on racial lines;

o

Black warders not being allowed to work with white prisoners, black prisoners being
fed inferior food;

o

Overcrowded prison cells for black prisoners than whites;

o

Black prisoners sleeping on the floor while whites have beds;

o

Black juveniles being locked up with hardened criminals whilst whites were sent to
special youth institutions.

To dismantle the ruthless system of apartheid, there was a need for conscious police and
prison officers including the armed forces to augment the liberation struggle waged by the
political formations. As was reported by POPCRU’s former General Secretary, Peter Nkuna
that POPCRU abhorred the attacks on the black policemen by APLA as much as they
abhorred certain acts of some members of the police. He further said the police force had
to be democratised and that POPCRU would be involved in dismantling the then security
forces.13

12 South African Labour Bulletin [1990]., “Police Pay – Racialism Fuels Strike”. Umnyango Publications,, Jeppe Street, Johannesburg, 89/00595/23. p81.
W
 ork in Progress [1992]., “Police Killings – POPCRU requests Meeting with APLA”. Southern African Research Service, Braamfontein. WIP, No. 80, January/ February
1992. p3.

13
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Police and prison officers had to make sure that the machinery which the apartheid regime
relied on to enforce its discriminatory practices was weakened. It became evidently vibrant
that indeed, the machinery was waning when the role of the military in the Bantustans
became affected as well. There was an attempted Bophuthatswana coup in 1988, the
successful one in Ciskei, Transkei, Ciskei and
Venda. When the masses protested against
the counterfeit independent government of
Bophuthatswana, police refused to action
against protesters. All these actions gave
testimony of the consciousness of the
armed forces in South Africa. It is a political
statement that black policemen, soldiers and
prison warders shared interests with the mass
of South Africans – they too were oppressed
and exploited. Consequently, men and women
of courage took a stance against a powerful
system from within and declared that enough
was enough. This was the first fundamental
political posture adopted to directly oppose
that brutal system and it became evidently
clear that the system would inevitably collapse.
Some of the changes brought about by POPCRU are articulated in a research paper penned
by S. Singh when saying amendments to the Prisons Act No 8 of 1959 to the looked at
the abolition of apartheid in the prison system. Most fundamental in this respect was
the removal of the requirement that ‘white’ and ‘non-white’ prisoners had to be housed
separately. Reference to race was removed and prisons were desegregated. The gradual
release of political prisoners during the course of 1990 and 1991 meant that the prison
authorities could look forward to a period in which prison management would not necessarily
be linked to major national political questions. A key factor in change was POPCRU. This
organisation was committed to the recognition of the civil rights of all members including
equal treatment of inmates.14 Moving forward, POPCRU became determined to bring
about change within the police and prison sectors. The organisation fully participated in
structures that had to demolish the status quo at the time, for example, Transformation
Forum, Monitoring Committee, Training and Development Committee including formation
of bargaining structures. All these structures were effectively utilised to change policy
directions within these departments.

2.3.

Affiliation to Congress of South African Trade Unions [COSATU]

In 1995, a political discussion arose within POPCRU for possible affiliation to COSATU.
COSATU was thus invited to address POPCRU National Executive Committee. In considering
whether or not to affiliate, a number of factors and fundamental principles were considered
by the NEC. The following became handy as per the presentation by COSATU:


Commitment to a unified democratic South Africa, free of oppression and economic
exploitation;

14 Singh S. “The historical development of prisons in South Africa: A Penological perspective”. Department of History, University of KwaZulu-Natal. p29.
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Organising national industrial trade unions, financed and controlled by their worker
members through democratically elected committees;



Combating the divisions amongst the workers of South Africa and unite them into a
strong and confident working class;



Encouraging democratic worker organisation and leadership in all spheres of our
society together with other progressive sectors of the community; and



Reinforcing and encouraging progressive international worker contact and solidarity
so as to assist one another in our struggles.

Out of COSATU’s presentation, the NEC engaged intensively. Just as the individual
worker, or any group of workers, are unable to improve their lot without organisation
into trade unions, so is the individual trade union powerless unless there is in existence
a coordinating body of trade unions which unites the efforts of all workers. For such a
trade union federation to be successful, it must be able to speak on behalf of all workers,
irrespective of race or colour, nationality or sex. POPCRU’s final assessment was based
on this fundamental fact – that it will not win the course on its own. Its success could
only be realised through uniting with other progressive formations. And that formation
was COSATU. Having considered everything, a conscious political decision was taken for
POPCRU to affiliate to COSATU. The successes and challenges experienced by POPCRU
may be attributed to both its mandate as a trade union, representing the workers security
sector, as well as its political role discharged within the federation – COSATU.

2.4.

POPCRU’s consciousness about Internationalism

Since POPCRU’s inception, internationalism had always been kept afloat. When apartheid
police wanted to arrest the founding members of POPCRU in 1990, their first solace and
shield was the Dutch Embassy. Upon realising that the struggle for recognition, against the
economic exploitation and oppression could not be achieved in isolation, POPCRU turned
to international arena to forge links with other international trade unions. The founding
members’ first international contact was Human Rights activist, comrade Fons Geerling in
Netherlands, who facilitated interactions with the trade union movement within the police
in Netherlands – Nederlandse Politi Bond [NPB]. It remained POPCRU’s understanding
that trade unions and the workers they represent are part of a transnational system of
labour relations. Capital has always been mobile and the capital/ wage-labour relation has
never been hermetically [in a way that is insulated or protected from outside influences]
contained within national boundaries.
The philosophy of internationalism had since grown from strength to strength within
POPCRU’s ideological posture. In 2001, POPCRU together with the Trade Union Research
Project [which was part of the Industrial, Organisational and Labour studies Programme
(IOLS)] and the University of Natal embarked on a project for promotion of sound labour
relations in Southern Africa. The rationale for democratising poling in the world in general
and Africa in particular is to achieve more cooperative and interdependent police or public
relationship which aims at more effective yet humane policing regimes. This has created
the need for dialogue and discourse on the establishment of democratic policing structures.
As such international symposiums on police labour relations in Africa became necessity
as a response to this democratic imperative which emphasise not only police unionisation
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in particular but also on public sector unionisation in general. The organisation enabled
fact-finding missions to the neighbouring countries and established a network of contacts
with police associations, other sister unions and also met with police management and
researchers. In return, representatives from countries in the region paid working visits
to POPCRU. This culminated in POPCRU organising International Symposium held in
Durban, South Africa, in 2002. This was followed by a sub-regional workshop, jointly
organised with the International Labour Organisation and IOLS in October 2003 with
representatives from South Africa, Lesotho, Mauritius and Zambia. Subsequently, other
symposia were convened in Lesotho, Botswana and Zambia. More on this international
project is covered under Book International report.
To further occupy the sphere of internationalism, POPCRU assigned a delegation to Athens
to interact with the leadership of the World Federation of Trade Unions [WFTU] in 2011 and
again in 2012. This was after participating in the COSATU debates about the federation’s
international affiliation. The assignment was to learn and acquire more information about
what WFTU entailed and what it stood for politically. It was our finding that WFTU share
similar ideological perspectives with COSATU on what should be the solution to almost all
the political and economic challenges. It is therefore, us who must stand up and put a stop
to the fact that these high levels of global poverty and unemployment coexist with high
levels of accumulation which continues to happen at the expense of the working class. The
consequent effect hereof was POPCRU resolving to affiliate to WFTU and was accepted in
June 2012.

2.5.

Continued Sharpening of Political Consciousness

2.5.1.

Political consciousness meaning

Consciousness typically refers to the idea of a being that is self-aware. It is a distinction
often reserved for human beings. This remains the original and most common usage of
the term. However, a line of political and philosophical inquiry opened up which explores
consciousness in terms of one’s political state of mind. For Marx, consciousness describes
a person’s political sense of self. That is, consciousness describes a person’s awareness
of politics. For Marx, an authentic consciousness was linked to understanding one’s
true position in History. While Hegel placed God behind the workings of consciousness
in people, Marx saw the political economy as the engine of mind. Valerie Miller defines
political consciousness as a way of seeing, caring about and acting in the world. It is
guided by a commitment to human rights and justice and an understanding of power and
inequity in social, political and economic systems, relations and values.15 The challenge
of politics and political consciousness, therefore, involves caring about community and
seeking the common good. It is about hating injustice and the systems and structures
that perpetuate it, but not hating people. It is the art of respecting and working with one
another, seeing the ‘other’ as a fellow human being -- shaped by social forces both perverse
and praiseworthy, joined in a common quest and struggle for dignity.
Andrews Addoquaye Tagoe & Mary Akosua Torgbe denote that historically trade unions
existence and right to operate as legitimate organs of the labour force has been a hard earned
right in and across many countries. The processes of globalisation with its underlying
neo-liberal ideology underpinned by the free market principle poses a great threat to the
interest and well-being of working people and their organisations.
15

Miller V. [2002]., “Political Consciousness: A Perpetual Quest”. Article by Valerie Miller, May 31, 2002. p3.
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To understand the nature of neo-liberal policies, their underlying principles and implications
for workers and their organisations demands, calls for new ways of doing things altogether
and some measure of technical competency across all spheres of life. For trade unions, this
has necessitated the need for some organisational culture that demands professionalism
in trade unionism and a shift from bare militantism [advocacy of or support for militant
policies] which characterised their participation in the past. Today trade unions strategies
such as strikes, demonstrations and lockouts among others have to large extent given
way to social dialogue. More social dialogue means that trade unions require heightened
and enhanced knowledge about the political, economic and social situation to be able
to interact effectively with stakeholders on issues that affect workers beyond wages and
working conditions.16 Progressive and revolutionary trade unions must deliberately seek to
educate and influence members to grasp the broader political context within which trade
union struggles are taking place. Politics tells you how a society must be set up and how
one should act within a society. This is the principle that POPCRU adopted and ensures
its application to its cadres.
Whilst education plays an important role in raising awareness among union members,
training on the other hand provides workers with skills needed to address the challenges
that confront the labour movement both at the national and institution levels. POPCRU
have shown high commitment towards educational support and training for its members.
POPCRU, inspired by its pioneers since inception in 1989 and the continued revolutionary
and transformative role, it continues to assert within the sectors it organises, operates,
mobilises and fights for its membership conditions of work. POPCRU is delighted by
the growth it continues to register, and believes that nobody has yet made a successful
revolution without a revolutionary theory. We are convinced that our organisation must
continue to sharpen its Marxist-Leninist tools of analysis and their applications on any
challenges we face daily within the sectors where we operate in particular and the working
class movements in general. Our political direction should be informed and premised
on the correct tools of analysis and other theories, as we embark to lead and enhance a
culture of learning in levels of the Organisation to build a strong Trade Union Movement.
We underscore the importance of the Political School in the context of the global crisis
confronting humanity and continue to analyse this crisis from a working class perspective.
It is important that our modus operandi in so far as political education is concerned has to
equip the broader membership with the tool of analysis of understanding how and when this
organisation evolves. Political education should further provide the members and leaders
with context to determine the magnitude and importance of present-day transformation in
the economy, gender, demographic patterns and international relations. It must contribute
in building strong democratic POPCRU. In addition, it necessitates building cadres who
will be conscious in defending this organisation against attacks from any quarters. It is
important to note that being a member of the working class, poor or oppressed does not give
one the consciousness to fight against the oppressive system. Therefore, for the working
class, the poor and oppressed to become a revolutionary force, requires intellectuals
to analyse and elaborate social, political and economic atmospheres in common sense.
Such elaborations happen through political education whereby the working class and
collectives of intellectuals will have dialogue, reading clubs and lectures. This will also be
exchanging to the proficiencies between the working class and intellectuals to formulate
a concrete plan of action fight against oppressions such as corruption, poverty, inequality
and unemployment.
16 Tagoe A.A & Torgbe M.A. [2012]., “Workers’ Education And Its Role For Critical Political Consciousness – The Case of the Ghana Trades Unions Congress. July 2012. p10.
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The themes of the revolution are motive forces which are working class in nature. Joe
Slovo in 1988 affirmed the notion that the working class must be the leader of the National
Democratic Revolution – which advances for the national liberation and self-determination
as the first phase and the second phase categorised as the fight for socialism. For this
reason, the working class needs political education to boost their political consciousness
in order to fight for economic emancipation. The working class should, in all probabilities,
be logically and instinctively conscious of its oppression. In this regards, our continued
convening of Political Schools has to give ideological and political education that will
create the organic intellectualism to defend POPCRU a culture of leadership that will
serve the membership with ethical leadership and expertise. The importance of political
consciousness was emphasised by Former revolutionary President of Burkina Faso,
Thomas Sankara who warned that: “A soldier without any political or ideological training is
a potential criminal”.17 We have to produce revolutionaries who should always be modest,
whilst determined to carry out the tasks entrusted to them. They have to fulfil the tasks
without boasting and without expecting any reward. No leader of POPCRU should occupy
leadership position out of desire for entitlement and/ or privilege. The political education
must impress on any leader’s consciousness that he/ she is an activist with the masses,
who must respect them, someone who does not think of him-/ herself as a school teacher
to whom the masses owe obedience and submission. Through the political education,
we must produce leaders who renounce all authoritarian methods worthy of reactionary
bureaucrats. It therefore of critical importance that POPCRU averts criminality and
corruption by successively conducting political education to train its members and leaders
politically and ideologically so as to defend the national democratic revolution.
Our 8th National Congress emphasised the importance of political consciousness and
its continued implementation throughout our structures. Within the ambit of the above
exposition, we have a challenging task of breathing fresh air into organisational building,
political education and cadre development. For this to happen, we need to always sharpen
both our political and ideological understanding to be resilient and in a better position for
class struggles ahead. It is within this background that one of the most important tasks
we have to carry out amongst the leadership and the broader membership is systematic
and on-going political consciousness.
The direct implementation of this obligation was to stage three National Political Schools
since 2010, summarised as follows:
a.

First [1st] School in 2010 [26 – 29 July 2010] under the theme: “Consolidating Politics
of Theory to Advance Working Class Revolution within the Criminal Justice”.

b.

Second [2nd] School in 2013 [20 – 23 August 2013] under the theme: “Deepening
Political Knowledge for Effective Leadership”.

c.

Third [3rd] School in 2016 [09 – 12 March 2016] under the theme: “Transforming the
Criminal Justice Cluster in defence of the Working Class struggle for the advancement
of the National Democratic Revolution”.

The Political Schools were rolled out to all provinces immediately after the national ones.
As its role and political responsibility, the South African Communist Party has always been
helpful throughout. We are succeeding in this posture, and moving forward we should
make attempts to hold Political Schools annually and roll them over to the lowest levels
[Institution levels].

17 Kongo Jean-Claude & Zeilig Leo [2017]., “Voices of Liberation – Thomas Sankara”. HSRC, Cape Town. p81.
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3.

The Interrelated Political Developments

Our Central Executive Committee sittings of 2017 and 2018 made a critical overview
of the political challenges at a broad scale, facing the National Democratic Revolution
[NDR]. Our political direction since the 8th National Congress was driven by the theme:
“Transforming the Criminal Justice Cluster in defence of the working Class struggle
for the advancement of the National Democratic Revolution”. This theme was and
continues to be of critical importance, particularly when dealing with the national question
as embodied in the NDR. In the context of our revolution, it is always critical to espouse
the NDR – extrapolate or simplify it. For example, the NDR is a revolutionary process
whose outcomes include the resolution of the following: three interrelated challenges or
encounters [more politically correct despite difficulty is contradictions] of class, race and
gender. It is accordingly, of crucial that we elucidate a bit further in this regard. The NDR
is the product of a class alliance [unity-in-action] against an oppressor class. This political
value system was linked to the characterisation of South Africa as a special type of colonial
state [CST], under apartheid. The notion of NDR entailed combining resistance to both
national oppression and class exploitation and avoiding either a class reductionist or race
reductionist mode of understanding and strategising, that is explaining everything either
by race or class.18 From the outset, the NDR’s objective was to overthrow the colonial state
and establish an untied or free, democratic and non-racial South Africa. Firstly, to resolve
the national question in South Africa entails ending racism and creation of a unitary
state and unified country based on non-racialism. This point is well-articulated in the
Freedom Charter’s preamble which states that: “South Africa belongs to all who live in it,
black and white, and that “no government can justly claim authority unless it’s based on
the will of the people”.19 This does explicitly show commitment to the superiority of class
over nationality. The point is further elaborated in the ANC’s 1969 Morogoro Conference’s
Strategy and Tactics against narrow nationalism. The Morogoro Conference said a South
Africa comprised of a large and well-developed working class whose class consciousness
and in which the independent expressions of the working people – the political organs
and the trade unions – were very much part of the liberation front. Accordingly, it warned
of nationalism that should not be confused with chauvinism or narrow nationalism of a
previous epoch.20
In resolving the gender question within the tenets of the NDR which is appropriately the
women’s question, clearer exposition is required. At the centre of this is to resolve the
system of patriarchy which is about male domination over women. It is a system of power
relations between men and women and it is reinforced by a capitalist production relations
and the development of capital. The Sandinista Movement in Nicaragua called this type
of a system triple struggle for women.21 This was during the time of injustices wrought by
US-backed Nicaraguan dictator, Anastasio Somoza and his National Guard where women
were discouraged from joining the army and segregated them into separate training camps
as people lacking confidence in their capabilities. A woman was supposed to stay at home
and be the kept woman of her husband [because they were never companions of friends,
a lover maybe, but that was it]. Women were objects … they did not even know about how
their husbands earned money, much less about politics. And as long as the husband was
not a drunkard … the women would put up with it. Marriage was forever. We called it the
triple oppression denoting that women were oppressed a rule, as a class by capital and as
women by patriarchy.

18 S
 uttner R. [2011]., “Revisiting National Democratic Revolution [NDR]: the ‘national question’”. Paper Presented to ANC 100th Anniversary Conference, 20 – 24 September 2011,
Johannesburg. p6.
19 T
 he Freedom Charter [1955]., Blueprint Adopted at The Congress of the People at Kliptown. Historical Papers Research Archive, Collection Number: AD1137, Johannesburg,
on June 25 and 26, 1955. p1.
20 African National Congress [1969]., “Strategy and Tactics of the ANC”. ANC Historical Documents Archive, p27
21 Stevens K. [2013]., “Women’s Role in the Sandinista Revolution”. The Workman’s Circle.
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When coming to the class question, the Marxist theory defines it as consciousness or
awareness of one’s social and/ or economic class relative to others. It further denotes an
understanding of the economic rank of the class to which you belong in the context of the
larger society. In addition, class consciousness involves an understanding of the defining
social and economic characteristics and collective interests of your own class within the
constructs of the given socio-economic and political order.22 This is a core facet of Marx’s
theory of class conflict, which focuses on the social, economic, and political relationships
between workers and owners within a capitalist economy. The precept was developed in
conjunction with his theory on how workers might overthrow the system of capitalism and
then go on to create a new economic, social and political system based on equality rather
than inequality and exploitation. Classes therefore are defined in terms of ownership or
non-ownership of productive property which makes the taking of the surplus possible. At
different times in human history different forms of property [e.g. slaves, water, land and
capital] have been crucial in shaping social relationships, however all class systems are
characterised by two major classes. The most important class relationship as far as Marx
was concerned was that found in capitalism – between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat.
Thus, to end the exploitation of the working class by capital and create working class
power – effectively means introducing socialism. Where is our class struggle as we speak
and what are we saying, taking tune from the political direction given by the 08th National
Congress through the above theme? Are we conforming to the status quo of a capitalist
system and getting comfort or cosiness within it? If not, what should be our role and
posture?

3.1.

Deterioration of relations within the Alliance

As per the analogy by two CEC’s (2017 & 2018), we witnessed the relationship disintegration
within the alliance, which led to SACP during 2017 calling for former ANC President to
step down followed by the COSATU making the same call. These calls gained momentum
around April 2017 and ultimately led to the 2017 conflict-ridden May Day rallies which
were marred by humiliation, insults and derogative statements to individuals, including
the total collapse of the main May Day commemoration in Mangaung since members of
COSATU refused to be addressed by former President Jacob Zuma.
We critically looked at the continuing deterioration in support of our movement, the ANC
over several past elections, and then the precipitous decline across most provinces and
in urban as well as rural areas is a sobering indication of a trend. That was a direct
reflection of the loss of organised working class or the proletariat. Those results were
symptomatic of broader challenges. They were also less the consequence of opposition
parties progressing and rather more the consequence of serious internal contradictions
about the trajectory within the movement. It was helpful for the CEC to trace as to what
led to the ANC’s downgrade spiral in the modern epoch. An answer to that question
pointed to incumbency, complacency, indecisiveness on accumulated weaknesses/
negative tendencies, disunity, factionalism, corruption of ANC processes, acting too late,
disregarding the will of the people, etc. This was at the time when the ANC was heading
towards its 54th National Conference which took place on 16 until 20 December 2017 at
the Johannesburg Expo Centre, Nasrec. Preceding the National Conference, we have seen
serious internal political wrangles from almost all the provinces. Many of the preparatory
Branch General Meetings were marred by litigation proceedings, leading to nullification
22 Crossman A. “Understanding Karl Marx’s Class Consciousness and False Consciousness”. Two of Marx’s Key Social Precepts Defined, Updated July 25, 2019.
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of some of them, like in KZN, North West and Free State. Ultimately, the conference has
come and gone, despite ferocious contestation which became the bone of contention and
chief focus, the leadership emerged and congress resolutions were adopted. There was no
straightforward winner from the warring factions, which was an enforced unity to the ANC
by conference delegates. However, there was one unity by the two factions – the removal
of the SACP from the ANC NEC.
It was these CECs’ observation that majority of the liberation movements in Africa lost
power when they ignored their base and internal organisational discipline that held them
together during the period of their struggles. And the conclusion was that the ANC was
advancing such a stage. The contemporary political developments inside and outside the
ANC-led movement that culminated in the 2016 local government elections results which
saw the movement experiencing a setback in at least three strategic metros, was a clear
sign to force all of us into panic and into being in disarray, resulting in unprincipled
accusations and or failure to tackle mistakes genuinely. What was clear from the analysis
was that the turn-out was stronger in DA strongholds and weaker in ANC areas: accordingly
PR/ ward dissonance. However, as we know there was stay-away by the ANC supporters,
which itself was an expression of protest in relation to candidate selection processes and
due to corruption and state capture at national level which discredited the ANC, as a brand.
Such trend of the liberation movements performing in the manner the ANC did, was of
no difference from other liberation movements in Africa. The difference though and the
advantage was that the lessons learned from the mistakes of others could be used to turn
the situation around. Further analogy is outlined below as to whether the ANC, which was
the last hope for the majority of South African masses, had turned against its own support
base. Will the ANC take that opportunity of learning moving forward or complacency and
other actions of maleficence or degeneracy will forever creep in and wrestle within the
movement?
Post the 54th National Conference, colossal principal decisions were taken within the
movement. The first one was the successful commemoration of the ANC 2018 January 8
Statement in East London with vigorous attendance. The move was of high note with high
moral and discipline. The Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture
headed by Deputy Chief Justice Raymond Zondo was appointed to investigate allegations
of state capture, corruption and fraud in the Public Sector, including organs of state.
This was followed by the ANC NEC decision for former President Zuma to be recalled as
the President of the country, leading to postponement of the State of the Nation Address
[SONA]. Such decision led to former President’s two contradictory press conferences [one
during the day which he said the NEC could regret its decision and later in the evening
tendering his resignation]. His resignation, however, saved the movement and the country
from a potentially embarrassing situation whereby he would have been removed from office
through Parliamentary process of ‘Vote of No Confidence’. The move culminated to taking
of oath by the new ANC President, Cyril Matamela Ramaphosa, as State President on 15
February 2018 and he delivered his first ever State of the Nation Address on 16 February
2018. Subsequently, we witnessed the insurrections in Bokone Bophirima leading to the
resignation of former Premier, Supra Mahumapelo and inauguration of the new Premier
for Bokone Bophirima, Job Mokgoro.
There were later unfortunate revelations of secret meetings involving former ANC President.
The Sunday Times journalist, Qaanitah Hunter, exposed that former President Zuma held
an underhanded meeting with current and former senior leaders at the Maharani hotel in
Durban on Thursday, 06 September 2018. Apparently, the Thursday meeting was preceded
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by one of the day before at the Beverly Hills Hotel in Umhlanga Rocks. Zuma did not
attend the Beverly Hills gathering.23 Those present denied having met Zuma, despite the
existence of pictures showing them together inside the hotel, and outside when they left.
The meeting was assumed to have discussed a fightback plan allegedly involving litigation
to challenge the Nasrec 2017 ANC’s 54th National Conference outcome where Ramaphosa
was elected as the President of the ANC. The allegations were subsequently denied by
the Spokesperson. According to the outcome of the ANC NEC sitting convened from 28
– 30 September 2018, the matter was referred to the top-six for further investigation.
According to the media briefing, concentration was on the unity of the ANC – how possible
that unity would have been with the noticeable and eye-catching disunity. There were
further allegations by former general secretary of the South African Council of Messianic
Churches in Christ [SACMCC], Buyisile Ngqulwana about the African Transformation
Movement [ATM] being the brainchild of ANC Secretary General Ace Magashule. The
matter is currently the subject of litigation.
The divisions within the movement are so deep that it will require real hard work and
commitment to reconcile them. The Ramaphosa era is still in its infancy and it is
characteristically stumbling. The misfortune currently borders around the distraction in
relation to the ‘CR17 leaks’, without much effort to counter the public narrative. Is the
real problem not being the ANC’s dysfunctional election system, where people pretend
that only their opponents are the bad ones? Within this ambit, many are prepared to gloss
over the funding issue, because, it is contended, the whole thing is part of the ‘fight back
campaign’. The kind of donors revealed so far have a very little stake in the matter and the
man himself. Conversely, an impression is being created that his is a ‘Bidvest Presidency’
or Ramaphosa is indebted to his funders. That itself is a narrative with lots of legs or
currency if you are to venture into conspiracies.

4.

COSATU 13th National Congress

COSATU successfully convened its thirteenth [13th] National Congress for the period 17
– 20 September 2018 at Gallagher Estate, under the theme: “Deepen the Back to Basic
Campaign, Consolidate the Struggle for NDR and Advance the Struggle for Socialism”. The
2500 proud delegates of COSATU unions coming from across the length and breadth of our
country covering all sectors of the economy, including delegates from our alliance partners
ANC, SACP and SANCO and international organisations and friends of COSATU have met
for four days. The hype about this important congress, both in social and mainstream
media was more about the strategic direction of the federation in responding to the ever
changing work environment.
This congress also took place in the year which marks the second centenary since the birth
of a great scientist of all times, comrade Karl Marx whose science continues to inspire the
working class struggles throughout the world. Our vision is a Marxist vision. This 13th
National Congress also took place in the year which marks thirty years since the end of
the Battle of Cuito Cuanavale, where the Cubans occupied the front ranks against the
Apartheid system. This battle remains a shining example of what international solidarity
should be about i.e. readiness to provide resources and readiness to sacrifice one’s own
life for the freedom of others.
23 Sunday Times [2018]., “Magashule part of secret meeting with Zuma and allies ‘to chart fightback against Ramaphosa”, 09 September 2018 – 00:00.
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The 13th National Congress was inspired by the victories secured which include a legislated
National Minimum Wage of R20 per hour. This translates into R3500 per month for workers
working 40 hours per week and in which more than 6.4 million workers or 47% of workers
who’s wages will rise. We will now be intensifying our struggle of a Living Wage. Congress
took stock of the on-going job losses occurring across the economy, and the horrendous
problems of growing unemployment, poverty and inequality. Jobs are at the heart of who
we are, and Congress expressed a concern about the lack of clear job saving and job
creating measures in the run up to the Jobs Summit. We instructed our Federation to
demand clear commitments on significant, implementable and urgent solutions to this
crisis.
As an organisation, we truthfully valued this congress for what it was supposed to be. The
political and social commentators have already started writing the federation’s obituary.
It was therefore, of crucial importance that we do thorough preparation in this regard.
For this very reason, we convened Secretariat Forum to galvanise the preparatory work.
A draft Discussion document was presented to the Special National Executive Committee
which was convened for 21 – 23 September 2018.

4.1.

Context of COSATU’s 13th National Congress

The 13th National Congress of COSATU took place at the time when the federation needed
a thorough and serious introspection for its continued survival and to make a meaningful
contribution at organisational and at the political level. We appreciated the fact that the
report impressed in presenting an analysis of the current political climate. The federation
had a solid strategic document called 2015 Plan, which lapsed in 2015. At the time when
there was a need for an objective analysis of the plan, the federation faced severe internal
political wrangles and organisational spats. The ultimate end was the dismissal of NUMSA
and the federation’s former notorious General Secretary. That was followed by the formation
of a splinter federation led by COSATU’s former General Secretary, which absorbed some
of the COSATU affiliates which were sympathetic to him and with NUMSA. That kind of
organisational disjuncture or the federation’s state of lacking unity severely weakened it,
this weakness was tackled during the recent national congress. There was again a need for
a medium-to-long-term plan to replace the 2015 plan and to take the federation forward.
The National Congress had to appreciate the fact that the plan was never fully implemented
and must pass a resolution that mandates the first sitting of the Central Executive
Committee [CEC] in the early days of 2019 to develop a way forward. The resolution
was expected to re-direct the federation to prioritise the main issues of the workers. The
congress was to analyse the fact that the federation was consistently losing its grip as
the biggest in the country and everywhere. The other reality to be looked at was the nonpayment of affiliation fees by some affiliates. The congress further had to deliberate on the
issue of poaching amongst its affiliates. The affiliates seem to be priding themselves about
membership growth whereas the growth is centred on poaching members from another
affiliate. Affiliates should continue to build a COSATU that is campaigning and pass a
resolution on capacity building in the Secretariat at the Provincial level.
We were to present to the congress to pass a resolution on the matter which was to be
amicably dealt with in the COSATU CEC about the financial and personnel management
within it entire administration. It was prudent for the federation to have solid administrative
systems in order to be able to drive its programmes.
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4.2.

Leadership

The 13th National Congress was able to concentrate on the matters at hand, as per the
determined programme. The issue of leadership was tackled in a way of more engagement at
affiliate level and it was agreeably sealed-off during the congress. We have fully participated
through the nomination process of the Federation’s National Office Bearers [NOBs] which
closed on the first day of the congress. Ultimately, the congress emerged with the following
comrades as the new COSATU National Office Bearers:
a)

President				:

Zingiswa Losi

b)

1st Deputy President		

:

Michael Shingange

c)

2nd Deputy President		

:

Louise Thipe

d)

General Secretary			:

Bheki Ntshalintshali

e)

Deputy General Secretary

:

Solly Phetoe

f)

National Treasurer		

:

Freda Oosthuyzen.

For the first time in history since COSATU’s inception, it was able to elect and be led by a
woman President. We remain true to our own principles, we don’t preach non sexism we
live by it. This congress has for the first time in the history of COSATU and the alliance,
unanimously elected two females in the presidency and for the position of national treasury.
History will record COSATU as having led in the realisation of the 50/50 policy on the
national office bearers and the election of the first female president.

4.3.

International Balance of Forces

Linked to COSATU’s successful national congress is the reality of the changing world
of work where the fourth industrial revolution threatens millions of jobs. It calls for
business and government to plan for a just transition to the fourth industrial revolution.
Capitalism recognises no limits to its expansion and there is no amount of profit, wealth
and consumption that is enough or too much. Its inherent destructive, mercilessness
and violent character has become more open, more brazen, overt and unapologetic in its
intensity. In the process, countries with strong mineral and oil endowment have become
victims of massive capitalist expansion and accumulation of capital in which finance capital
is the main driver. Countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Yemen, Syria and many
others have been destroyed and millions have been killed or turned into refugees. The
federation condemned the continued attacks of innocent Palestinian people by the USA
backed apartheid Israel. The federation vowed never rest until Israel Apartheid is defeated
and Palestinian people are free. The USA led imperialism continues to impose misery and
regime change programmes in countries with socialist or progressive governments. CUBA
and many of the Latin American countries such as Venezuela and Brazil have become its
primary targets. Donald Trump represents the face of this imperialist, right wing arrogance
and war mongering. The uncontrollable desire of expansion and boundless production
dominates the world. In the process, climate change has advanced, the seas and rivers
have been poisoned, the atmosphere saturated with gases, altering climatic conditions
with catastrophic effects. The earth is rapidly approaching a point of no return.
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In our country, the grip of neo liberal policies continues to undermine progress made
since the 1994 democratic breakthrough. Our economy remains dominated by monopoly
capital and foreign ownership. This pattern continues to reproduce high levels of racialised
poverty, unemployment and inequality which remain unbelievably high. The current neo
liberal policy paradigm allows South African businesses to use tax havens to hide money
which should be paid as taxes. Illicit financial flows and transfer pricing is moving badly
needed state revenue out of the country. This does not only withhold taxes which could
have been paid to the fiscus, but also locally needed investment and spending. We call
upon government to act and work with other governments in the world to eliminate illicit
financial outflows and penalise those responsible for this criminal activity. The neo liberal
paradigm allows South African mining companies to fail to beneficiate locally mined raw
materials. Government is not acting despite section 26 of the MPRDA which says that the
minister may initiate or prescribe incentives to promote the beneficiation of minerals in
the republic.
Government has failed to act against mining companies who do not comply with the MPRDA.
Sections 47, 90 and 93 of the MPRDA empowers the minister to cancel or suspend
exploration and technical cooperation permits and mining licences if it is found that the
mining company has not complied with the act. Revenue generated through beneficiation
can be used to save jobs in the mining sector and in many sectors of the economy. Why
is government not acting against mining companies which flout the law? The fight against
neo liberal policies should be intensified on all fronts. It is only the decisive action of the
working class that can put a stop to this capitalist onslaught.
More about the issues pertaining to the balance of forces is broadly covered under Book 5.

4.4.

Building COSATU and its affiliates

From the 13th National Congress, the main task of COSATU at all its structures and all its
affiliates in the period between this Congress and the next COSATU Ordinary Congress will
be to implement concrete steps to unite the working class, in particular the trade union
movement and progressive movements. The federation should implement concrete steps
within time frame from the date of this Congress to commence the implementation of this
task. We should decisively continue to advance our work which includes intensifying our
recruitment programme which will target unorganised workers and organise all workers
under the leadership of COSATU. This work will include supporting industrial unions and
working with unions which are confronted with internal organisational challenges. This
work will be linked to an aggressive recruitment programme that will cover all sectors.
This Congress has decisively agreed to strengthen the federation’s constitution to allow for
the federation to provide the required leadership and support over the unions. The process
is aimed at building strong unions that are focused on servicing workers and leading
work place struggles. The federation will work to strengthen and resource COSATU local
structures into organs of activism and organisational innovation. Concurrent with this
work will be taking up organisational renewal in which all COSATU organs including its
affiliates will be subjected to thorough diagnosis and rebuilding to adapt to the challenges
of our time. This work will be directly linked to COSATU’s medium term vision and the 2015
Plan. Congress was clear that our major task in the period ahead is to unite the working
class. The unity of COSATU supersedes personal interests and it is sacrosanct. This newly
elected COSATU leadership must be able to unite all affiliates towards a common goal of
driving the working class struggle and ensure that COSATU develops into a campaigning
federation. Therefore, the federation shall work endlessly to achieve this objective.
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4.5.

Working with Civil Society

The 13th National Congress has instructed that if our battles are to be effective and for
them to be anchored on the daily struggles of our people, we should seek to work with
organisations beyond the alliance and the MDM formations and revive our working
relationship with civil society formations guided by the 8th Congress Resolutions which
set the criteria for the type of social movements COSATU should work with. In this regard
the CEC will, through the NOBs coordinate consultative meetings with social movements
and civil society formation in various sectors including those focusing on the rights of
disabled people in South Africa, in education and those focusing on various socio economic
struggles in defence of our people in deepening the gains of the democratic breakthrough.

4.6.

Ideological development and capacity building

COSATU has in the recent past been faced with serious organisational challenges which also
affected the financial resources of the federation. The mass democratic movement inclusive
of COSATU has benefited from international funding organisations over the decades during
the struggle against apartheid and after freedom. The ideological independence of COSATU
is threatened by new agenda of international funding organisations whose modus operandi
is a departure from the historic role they have played in fighting apartheid and helping
build strong independent unions. COSATU has a political responsibility to continue with
the class struggle and shift the balance of forces in favour of the working class and the
workers in particular.
All effort must be employed to counter and defeat the attempts of the capitalist class and
right wing to capture our movement. The economic situation is used by some funding
agencies to weaken COSATUs ideological strength. Whereas the challenges that the
federation has faced in the recent past have been disastrous but they are temporary and
are being adequately addressed. Maintenance of the strategic and tactical relations with
historical international and local funding organisations is critical and to the benefit of
COSATU and the workers and a revolutionary duty to advance the unity of the global
working class. The ideological independence of COSATU must be defended at all cost.
There is a need for COSATU affiliates to take an urgent matter of interest on the programme
of action to re-assert COSATU as the driving force in our country and internationally.
COSATU through its affiliates must adopt a programme to fight against a capitalist
invasion of our ideological realm. There must be vigilance to put in place mechanisms that
will ensure that those organisations that fund our activities do not set the agenda for us.
The political commission of COSATU and SACP Politburo will work to strengthen the Chris
Hani Institute to build deeper ideological grounding. We will put aside funding to ensure
the sustained political education of leaders and members. This will ensure that the Young
Workers Forum and National Gender Coordinating Committee is properly resourced to
take forward the work of recruiting young and women workers into the ranks of COSATU
and to have a leadership that is properly grounded in Marxist-Leninist theory and the
politics of the congress movement.
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4.7.

Radical reconfiguration of the Alliance

The reconfiguration of the alliance must review the duty and relevance of the National
Democratic Revolution. Today a few black people enjoy opulent lifestyles by using
government contracts and establishing their own private businesses. But the majority of
black people are marginalised. Furthermore, the polarisation of black people into haves
and have-nots frustrates the revolution. In recent times the tripartite alliance met [at the
level of the Political Council] to deliberate the repositioning of the National Democratic
Revolution under the title of “Radical Socio-Economic Transformation”. This came after
COSATU previously resolved on the reconfiguration and the SACP, during their 14th National
Congress, stated that they would contest the next election independently if the alliance is
not reconfigured. Similarly, there is an imperative prerequisite for the rejuvenation of the
tripartite alliance in order to redirect the reality and actuality of today on the ground.
The COSATU 13th National Congress posed a question as to whether the NDR as a strategy
towards socialism was still a relevant perspective in the light of the post-1994 developments.
Asked differently, under the current conjuncture, are there distinct possibilities of a
socialist transition in South Africa? The Alliance formations clearly have opposing views
on this ideological feature. The incongruities or clashes within the Alliance formations are
further centred around the contradictory economic principles the country should take.
The problem is further hard-pressed by the lack of collective approach to decision-making
on strategic matters. COSATU had always called for the reconfiguration which resumed
towards the 2007 ANC’s 52nd National Congress through what was then called the Alliance
Pact. A further question would be did the basis for the left’s conceptualisation and practice
of democracy designed the historically informed class analysis? Clearly the contradictions
are historic. Behind the normal and organisational Alliance arrangement which committed
the Congress Movement to a non-racial future, laid a host of ideological and strategic
debates and disputes which are ignored in existing historiography. Disagreement existed
over the relationship between class and national struggle, cooperation with communists,
the efficacy of extra-parliamentary methods of opposition and the goals of the ANC. Disputes
over these issues came to focus on the question of the form that racial cooperation in
the struggle against apartheid should take. Those contradictions or disagreements which
were ignored play themselves out today.
It is clear that radical reconfiguration of the alliance is the only way out of the neoliberal
stranglehold inside the movement and the state where left proposals are marginalised.
We want an alliance of equals, where the alliance jointly decides on the direction of and
collectively drives the NDR both inside and outside the state, including policy formulation,
deployments, accountability and recalls. The decisions of the Alliance must form its
collective mandate for the exercise of state power and must be respected by all alliance
partners. A radically reconfigured alliance that we are calling for is based on the principles
of consensus seeking consultation process and collective leadership of the NDR. One thing
is certain, and it is that the radical reconfiguration of the alliance must happen. This
requires not only engagements but equally importantly also concrete struggles on the
streets and above all the hegemony of working class both inside our movement and society
at large.
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4.8.

COSATU approach on the SACP’s resolution on state and popular power

The question of state power has always been a central theme of the Communist Party’s
analyses and programmatic perspectives. This is regarded as relatively the new context
on the state power which arose within the South African Communist Party around 2005.
There was a growing concern about the post-1994 state and the class character that had
been consolidated within it. In 2005, the SACP produced two important interventions – the
Medium Term Vision document and the November 2005 Central Committee discussion
document. In these interventions the Party advanced the thesis that, in the first decade after
1994, the new democratic state had been progressively hegemonised by the bourgeoisie.
During its 14th National Congress in 2017, the South African Communist Party resolved to
contest future elections, with or without its alliance partners. The SACP was reaffirming
its 2007 decision to go at it alone. The congress resolution spoke of a road map stating
to develop modalities and widely conduct consultations, including within the tripartite
alliance, on how to proceed on the elections decision. The party had been considering
contesting elections on the socialism ticket. The augmented central committee meeting
was to finally adopt the finer details of the resolution. Moving to the 13th National Congress,
COSATU stated that the federation must work with the SACP in building a popular
movement through a joint political programme to educate and mobilise the working class.
On the other side, the SACP should take a decisive, unambiguous step on the question of
state power as per its 14th National Congress resolution.
During COSATU’s 11th National Congress in it was concluded that the SACP should timely
analyse the material conditions prevalent and determine how best conditions allow for
the Party to consider contesting electoral power. The 12th National Congress affirmed
the resolution of the SACP’s 13th National Congress, on the SACP and state power – a
Reconfigured alliance, electoral options and state power.
During the recent 13th National Congress of COSATU, it resolved to intensify its programme
towards strengthening the SACP in leading the working class to develop its class leadership
of the National Democratic Revolution and to intensify the struggle to lay the indispensable
basis for the advance to Socialism. We resolved to mobilise for the victory of the ANCheaded, reconfigured National Democratic Revolutionary Alliance in the 2019 general
election. We will be working together with the SACP to ensure the reconfiguration of the
alliance. If this attempt fails, because of refusal by other alliance partners in particular
the ANC, as COSATU we work to prepare the ground for the SACP to stand in the post
2019 elections and mobilise towards the Party’s decisive victory at that time. As this 13th
National Congress we call on the SACP to deepen the implementation of its road map for
a working class contest of future elections if the alliance is not radically reconfigured as
resolved by the Party’s 14th National Congress as well as by this 13th National Congress of
our workers’ federation.

4.9.

Books predicting the end of COSATU

Since 2016, there have been a number of books written on the downfall of COSATU. Below
we briefly look into their content and analysis they wish to make, which had been part
of the referential attacks on COSATU, and therefore assuming that if COSATU does not
follow the advices of these so-called intellectuals, it stands no chance of survival. Despite
these, not all books have been negative and agenda-driven, and in such cases, what have
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we said about them in enhancing progressive content that genuinely identifies challenges
which we can look into and correct? An article by Eddie Webster and Christopher Morr
tilted: ‘Trade unions and the challenge of economic inequality: an unresolved debate’ has
demonstrated to agree with the former General Secretary’s unverified, unsearched and
incomparable version of his simplistic assumption that the importing of what is called the
“Lula moment” from Brazil into our country will result in progress, failing to consider the
variant material conditions the two countries have.
Professor Sakhela Buhlungu also launched his book called ‘A Paradox of Victory: COSATU
and the Democratic Transformation in South Africa’, a book which came out to reflect on
the context of the unrest that was predominantly occupying the media space towards the
end of 2010, and, arguably relevant to this present day. He reflected on the contradictory
elements inherent in the labour movement and indicated that despite the visibility,
influence and profile that we enjoy, a number of things happening behind the scenes
indicated weaknesses in the system. He goes further to suggest that these weaknesses are
invisible to all but specialist observers of the labour movement. Though we might agree
that most of these specialist observers have declined not only in number in our country,
but in content as well due to media houses’ decreases and the appointment of very junior
people in the field who do not read, some of the views they tend to raise have got a bit of
truth therein. Part of his book’s significant focus is the phenomena of global economic
restructuring within the context of an isolated and inward-looking economy where bosses
and unions were fighting it out. Now, looking at the early beginnings of globalization and
how this impacted on certain unions, we see how the tide turned on unions because
international consultants came with new ideas and suddenly, the local union organisers
started losing the plot.
The point here is that there are developments which knock out local organisers and then
unions retreat from the terrain of the work place and become big in politics, rallying the
alliance. This translates into concrete loss, hitting the union’s pocket if they lose members,
because they lose subscriptions and the bank balance will be short. It will also mean that
inside the federation there’s a loss of power and influence. What it means is that they
will be so many members and so many subscriptions short to the extent that they can’t
finance themselves in many ways. This we have seen happening to many unions within
COSATU, and it is critical that where there have been such setbacks, they are not brushed
aside but looked into so that we avoid such mistakes in the future. In essence, this speaks
to the importance of consistent education and training within our trade unions to keep up
with the ever-changing working environment. In light of all these and many other articles
written about the federation, there have barely been responses that have impacted on the
trend, and there is a need to ponder on ways to address some of the misconceptions before
the go down in history as fact. Most of the articles written are a source of where the former
General Secretary’s plot got its intellectual background, all in the form of institutions of
higher learning, professors, and international organisations’ intervention.
What is to be done? Not much have happened since this idea was mooted in 2016.
However, there is still time to address it and that time is now. The most important thing
in trying to resolve a crisis is to acknowledge it and understand its nature and character.
In this regard, it is important to understand that the challenge has been that a lot of
misleading narratives have been conveyed to the public and in the main, most of the role
we have played was being reactive to these. It is important that we revisit our history,
especially since the time when internal challenges started expressing themselves. This can
be done by tracing back the roots of these challenges by identifying and elaborating on the
following key points/ themes in accordance with the following structure:
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a]

Introduction: Setting the scene on the state of capitalism and its impact on the
working class;

b]

Setting the scene on the internal dynamics of the alliance since the 2005 Stellenbosch
ANC NGC, its impact and how the alliance structures responded to it.

c]

Deal with the lie that the challenges in COSATU started when NUMSA left and Vavi
was chased out.

d]

Trace carefully the 11th COSATU National Congress

e]

International Comparison

f]

What are other labour federations currently going through?

g]

What are the systemic shifts currently underway?

h]

Deal decisively with all allegations levelled against COSATU in a manner that will
allow members to understand what we are raising, and finally

i]

What is COSATU currently doing to remedy the situation?

4.10.

Towards the 2019 General Elections

In the 2019 general elections, COSATU went out to mobilise its members to vote for a
decisive ANC victory. In this regard, all unions made resources available for this campaign.
Through working class struggles, the federation worked to ensure that the progressive
policies adopted at NASREC, Mangaung and Polokwane are turned into government
programmes that will bring material benefits to the working class and the poor. Moving
towards the 2019 elections, the ANC leaders were called upon to demonstrate unity in
action and provide leadership. Those who were allegedly involved in plots to undermine and
remove the president of the ANC were called on to desist from such counter revolutionary
covert plans. The revolution should be defended from any threat by the federation.

4.11.

Strategies to take the NDR forward

This section should be coupled with the one above on reconfiguration of the alliance.
In analysing the issue of the NDR, the November 2017 said solution to the problems
bedevilling the entire congress movement is commitment to defend our political value
system which is the National Democratic Revolution. The NDR will not be possible without
the effective, strategic unity of a democratic developmental state and effectively organised
and mobilised popular and working class power. This requires the unity of the left forces.
Within this purview, we accordingly outline the doctrines of the NDR. According the SACP’s
2006 Umsebenzi Online:
“The character, content and direction of the NDR are of fundamental importance to our
alliance, since the deepening and consolidating the national democratic revolution is
the glue that holds our Alliance together. It is therefore of utmost importance that we
continue to debate these matters”.24
24 SACP’s 2006 Umsebenzi Online
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The concept of a National Democratic Revolution emerged from within Marxism-Leninism
in its analysis of the unfolding national liberation struggles in the 20th century. The NDR
has historically been understood as a revolution led by progressive motive forces [mainly
oppressed and exploited] to defeat repressive and colonial regimes and build people’s
democracies, as both an objective in itself. However, in circumstances also where, due to
domestic or global balance of forces, such a revolution is unable to immediately proceed
to socialism. This could be because the motive forces are either not strong or conscious
enough to drive the revolution towards socialism or other objective factors pose a limitation
to a transition to socialism.
In discussing the NDR, POPCRU’s 2017 CEC contended that our solution to the problems
bedevilling the entire congress movement is commitment to defend our political value
system which is the National Democratic Revolution. The NDR will not be possible without
the effective, strategic unity of a democratic developmental state and effectively organised
and mobilised popular and working class power. This requires the unity of the left forces.
Within this purview, we accordingly outline the doctrines of the NDR. It is our obligation
to defend and advance the NDR.

5.

Various Commissions of Inquiry

A number of other Commissions of Enquiry have since been set up to probe some of the
allegations raised on maleficence within the state. The first one was the Zondo Commission
appointed to investigate allegations of state capture. The Commission is investigating
complaints of alleged improper and unethical conduct by former President Zuma and
other state functionaries relating to alleged improper relationships and involvement of the
Gupta family in the removal and appointment of Ministers and Directors of SOEs resulting
in improper and possibly corrupt award of state contracts and benefits to the Gupta
Family’s Businesses. The Commission have the unenviable task of unearthing key issues,
in addition to those identified in former Public Protector Thuli Madonsela’s report into
state capture. A lot of issues have already been raised at the Commission and it remains
to be seen as to how they can be taken to the ultimate conclusion of prosecution.
Making reference to our 2018 CEC deliberations on this aspect, we stated that under a
very difficult situation, we attained our 1994 national democratic breakthrough, which
was a step ahead politically. The imperialist regime of neo-liberal globalisation was on the
rise. The agenda, pushed mainly by transnational corporations in general, with finance
monopoly capital in particular playing a dominant role, attacked trade regulation, pushed
for deregulation of national economies in order to allow private monopoly capital to do as
it gratifies.
Capitalist bosses and their representatives pressed for the privatisation of state owned
enterprises, outsourcing of state functions, casualisation of workers and all sorts of
temporary employment relationships including labour brokering. Our country, instead
of a democratic developmental state with internal technical and professional capacity, as
well as strategic discipline to serve the people wholeheartedly, a different form of state
was gradually fostered after 1994, based on the agenda of privatisation of state assets and
outsourcing of state functions. In short, our post-1994 state has become a tender state.
Almost everything that remained in the hands of the state is centred on, and is organised
through tenders.
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We went further to state that there was a problem of corporate capture which was bedevilling
our country and deduced what corporate capture involves. A historical context to claims of
corporate capture is necessary, considering that South Africa is not the first or last modern
state to be confronted with such claims and we try below to depict a clearer picture of what
this phenomenon is all about. The latter half of the 20th century has seen a long list of
states being branded as captured – many of them in developing countries. The Democratic
Republic of Congo [DRC] under Mobuto Sese Seko, Nicaragua under Arnoldo Aloman,
Peru under Alberto Fujimori, Nigeria under Sani Abacha, Indonesia under Suharto, Serbia
under Slobodan Milosavic, Haiti under Jean-Claude Duvalier and the Philippines under
Ferdinand Marcos are simply some illustrations of this threat.
According to the International Network for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights [ESCRNet] corporate capture refers to the means by which economic elite undermine the
realisation of human rights and the environment by exerting undue influence over domestic
and international decision-makers and public institutions. The state is the uppermost
concentration of political power; therefore state power is a sternly contested phenomenon
in any humanity. In liberal democracies, contestation for state power is done by both
conformist and eccentric means. The conformist way is through universal suffrage which
gives rise to political representation. Central to the conformist way is fierce contestation for
electoral support by various political parties with different ideological combinations. This
is what is critically referred to as state capture. Furthermore, governance failures at the
national level cannot be isolated from the interface between the corporate and state sectors,
in particular from the heretofore underemphasized influence that firms may exert on the
state. American corporations today are like the previous great European monarchies. They
have the power to control the rules under which they function and to direct the allocation
of public resources. This is not a prediction of what is to come but a simple statement of
the present state of affairs in the US. Corporations have effectively captured the United
States: its judiciary, its political system and its national wealth without assuming any of
the responsibilities of dominion.
In South Africa currently, there is talk of the state being captured by the Guptas, but within
the state itself it may well be that sections of the political leadership hold some role players
captive. In our own post-apartheid situation, origins of corporate capture are certainly
not a recent occurrence. We have sketched a scenario above regarding the aftermaths
of the policy choices made by our movement. The embracing of the 1996 GEAR policy
programme, riding rough-shod over the 1994 progressive Reconstruction and Distribution
Programme [RDP] electoral mandate which had overwhelming support, was an early sign
that individuals in key parts of our state had been corporately captured – if not through
their pockets then certainly in their minds.
Corruption and post-1994 capture by corporations and corruptible public representatives,
public office bearers, public sector officials, board members and executives of state owned
entities and development finance institutions, all anchored on the tender state, have
become widespread. Instead of independent decision-making to serve the people, the
networks of captured individuals make decisions that are primarily motivated by private
interests based on tenders. In June/July 2015, the last alliance national summit to be held
to this day produced a declaration. All alliance partners agreed, through the declaration,
to the existence of the problem of corporate capture. We all committed ourselves, without
exception, to do our best to uproot the problem. We can safely submit therefore that
the COSATU-led September 2017 action fits in very well with the letter and spirit of the
alliance’s 2015 declaration.
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As we alluded to in the previous CEC, the Guptas are, of course, a serious problem that
we must confront as a matter of principle. In the same vein, we must hold accountable
all OTHERS involved in corrupt dealings and corporate state capture, which have been
highlighted in the Zondo Commission like what was reported about Bosasa. The same
must apply to others involved in perversion, corruption and state capture. With elucidation
outlined above, the issue must be which period must be covered by the investigation. The
unfortunate part is that the workers and the poor are on the reception end of the unelected
corporate rule, state capture and corruption. Thousands and thousands of workers are
unemployed because of these problems. Thousands in the mining sector are now facing
retrenchment because of corporate greed. We cannot fight corruption and state capture if
we do not acknowledge that the capitalist system itself is a deeply corrupted system. The
current economic system as symbolised by the NDP reproduces rather than address our
triple crisis of unemployment, poverty and inequality. The government’s neoliberal policies
and non-implementation of the progressive ones have weakened the state, thus allowing
the private sector to be in charge of policy formulation. The Treasury continues with its
restrictive fiscal policy which is obsessively focused on achieving budget-deficit targets
and the Reserve bank continues to pursue its inflation target, thus excessively restricting
the economy on a low-growth path.
In view of this exposition, we should continue to strongly call on all South Africans to
deepen the struggle against corporate state capture and corruption. We must make our
government, and our state as a whole, to enthusiastically serve the people, as opposed to
private corporate, personal, family or factional interests. If we are to defend democratic
national sovereignty, if our country is to become prosperous, we must fight this scourge.
COSATU in its 12th National Congress in November 2015 pertinently warned about the
interplay of ‘dirty money’ and political influence within the state. Similarly, the ANC’s
January 8 statement of 2016 also issued a stern warning on the use of money as a means
to influence the direction of the organisation both on policy and leadership matters. We
have to build a capable democratic developmental state to serve the people wholeheartedly.
The second was the Nugent Commission established by former Minister of Finance Melusi
Gigaba in relation to Tax Administration and Governance by the South African Revenue
Services [SARS]. He said he had formed the view that an inquiry was required because
the integrity of SARS was being questioned, domestically and abroad. He concluded that
a process was needed to look into the affairs of SARS, from which recommendations could
emerge addressing issues of governance and integrity that were of concern to investors,
the rating agencies, the international financial institutions, and the taxpaying public.
The extensive terms of reference had to identify events that were reported in the public
domain that potentially had that effect. If those events have indeed occurred, they were
manifestations of the erosion of integrity and governance at SARS. But inquiry into
whether there are manifestations of a disease was only the entry point to diagnosing the
disease.25 The Commission found that the catastrophe at SARS was attributable to a
massive failure of elementary principles of governance coupled with pervasive breaches
of integrity. The importance of effective governance at SARS was regarded as an essential
pillar for the effective and efficient operations of the institution. Its impact was felt in the
overall performance of SARS, including, most importantly, in revenue collection. It also
impacted on the budgetary process of SARS as an institution and indeed of the nation.
Taxpayer morality was also materially affected by these considerations. The Commission
recommended a relook at the relevant legislative provisions relating to the governance at
SARS. Ultimately, it recommended that the then Commissioner of SARS, Tom Moyane be
sacked.
25 R. Nugent. [2018]., “Commission of Inquiry Into Tax Administration and Governance by SARS Final Report”. 11 December 2018. p3.
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Another Commission of Inquiry was established to investigate fitness of the Deputy
National Director of Public Prosecutions, Nomgcobo Jiba and Special Director of Public
Prosecutions Lawrence Mrwebi to hold. The Commission was led by former Justice of the
Constitutional Court Yvonne Mokgoro. Mokgoro’s report stated that Jiba’s conduct, on
multiple occasions, showed a lack of conscientiousness, while Mrwebi was found to have
failed to act without favour and to the prejudice of the NPA. The Commission found that
the two Advocates were unfit to hold office. Nomgcobo Jiba approached the Western Cape
High Court, challenging Justice Yvonne Mokgoro’s report. In the notice of motion filed
in court, Jiba is asking the court to order President Cyril Ramaphosa and the National
Director of Public Prosecutions [NDPP] to reinstate her to the position of deputy national
director of prosecutions position with all associated employment benefits with immediate
effect. She reiterated that she stood by her evidence given to the inquiry and intended
to ensure that her actions were all done to advance prosecutorial independence and not
to undermine them. She also wanted the court to interdict or prohibit the President and
the NDPP from filling the position until the finalisation of the review. Jiba also wants the
Parliamentary process against her to be stayed pending the review application.
Our 2018 CEC made reference to Business day of 22 September 2017 where it was ostensible
that Treasury was pressurising the Public Investment Corporation, Africa’s biggest money
manager, to provide as much as R100bn to fund struggling state companies. The PIC
manages state-employee pension funds and has about R1.86-trillion in assets. It was
reported that it has been asked by the Treasury to buy its entire R12bn stake in Telkom
to pay for a bailout of South African Airways [SAA]. Seemingly, the PIC CEO Daniel Matjila
has rejected the request, saying a purchase of 39% shareholding would leave the company
overexposed to the landline provider, they said. The battle over the PIC’s leadership and
funds represents the latest struggle over the management and independence of a stateowned company, with the pensions of public-sector workers. In the year, the UDM leader,
Bantu Holomisa, accused two companies of being involved with the PIC to streamline
money to government employees. He called for the PIC CEO Dan Matjila to be suspended
over allegations that he hounded whistle-blowers at Africa’s largest fund manager. He
even filed court papers in North Gauteng High Court demanding former Finance Minister
Nhlanhla Nene to immediately suspend the PIC boss. He further claimed that the then
Co-operative Governance Minister Zweli Mkhize helped facilitate an arrangement for
municipalities to invest in the controversial VBS Bank. An independent inquiry, headed by
advocate Geoff Budlender, was appointed to investigate all the allegations against Matjila.
According to the report in the Business Day on 30 May 2018, the PIC CEO was cleared
of wrongdoing.26 In October 2018, President Cyril Ramaphosa appointed a commission of
inquiry into the alleged improprieties at state-owned fund manager, the Public Investment
Corporation. The commission was led by former Supreme Court of Appeal President Justice
Lex Mpati and was given until 15 April 2019 to submit its final report. The commission’s
terms of reference will include a review of the PIC’s governance and operating model,
possible changes to the PIC’s founding legislation and its Memorandum of Incorporation
and investment decision-making framework.
One of the immediate tasks facing the South African workers is to decisively confront
the unrevealing manoeuvres by parasites to capture almost 2-trillion rand of government
employees’ pension fund administered by the Public Investment Corporation. COSATU
released statement on the matter, stating that it has noted with grave concern the reports
that the Gupta network is trying to infiltrate and ultimately hijack the PIC so that they
26 P
 IC cleared Dan Matjila despite inconclusive finding, An internal report shows unanswered questions after claims that CEO routed funds to ‘girlfriend’ 30 May 2018 – 05:55
Carol Paton.
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can lay their grubby fingers on the workers retirement savings. A letter was written to
Minister Malusi Gigaba asking for an urgent bilateral meeting to discuss the issues that
have emerged recently, including the reported attempts by the Gupta network to capture
the PIC. When the minister made his presentations to the CEC, the meeting rejected his
plans and made it very clear that it opposed the attempts to invest workers retirement
savings to the captured.
The PIC funds had been used to finance narrow BEE deals at the expense of more progressive
investments intended to transform the current growth path of South African economy for
the benefit of the worker force and the poor. Our approach should be to urge government
to cease this opportunity to reposition the PIC to play a much more developmental role
whilst at the same time safeguarding the long-term social security for the members of the
Government Employees Pension Fund. The PIC moneys should be invested in a method
which would support government priorities, generate decent work and other interventions
aimed at transforming the current growth path. More so, we should tackle the issue of
representation in the Board of Trustees in the PIC. We should get an opportunity during
this round of negotiations in the PSCBC to push for this process.
The PIC’s former chief executive Dr Dan Matjila urged it to dispel the perception that it
exclusively looked at black-owned entities. Dr Matjila said it had occurred to him that all
transactions that came under serious scrutiny by the commission were those that involved
black participants. He stated that it could be his perception but a very difficult one to
dismiss in view of the fact that they [PIC] dealt with many mainly white-owned companies.

6.

Synopsis of the 6th National Elections in South Africa

The National General Elections in South Africa took place on 08 May 2019. This was the
sixth [06th] National General Elections held since the demise of apartheid system in 1994.
The vote made determination in three things, viz. members to the National Assembly,
which forms the basis for the national administration, provincial legislatures in each
province, which determines provincial government rule and determination of the next
South African President. A record of forty-eight [48] political parties contested this year’s
elections, constructing nineteen [19] more parties on the ballot paper compared to the
2014 general elections. Despite the increase number of political parties contesting the
elections, majority of them got less than one percent [1%] support.
Preceding elections, there was a background of panic and hopelessness because of what
was going on within our movement. Making reference to the November 2018 once more, we
critically looked at the continuing deterioration in support of our movement over several
past elections, and then the precipitous decline across most provinces and in urban as well
as rural areas which was a sobering indication of a particular trend. Those results were
symptomatic of broader challenges. They were also less the consequence of opposition
parties progressing and rather more the consequence of serious problems within the
ANC. It was helpful for the CEC to trace as to what led to the ANC’s downgrade spiral
in the modern epoch. An answer to that question pointed to incumbency, complacency,
indecisiveness on accumulated weaknesses/ negative tendencies, disunity, factionalism,
corruption of ANC processes, acting too late, disregarding the will of the people, etc. This
was at the time when the ANC was heading towards its 54th National Conference which
took place on 16 until 20 December 2017 at the Johannesburg Expo Centre, Nasrec, as
we explained above.
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It was the 2017 CEC’s observation that majority of the liberation movements in Africa lost
power when they ignored their base and internal organisational discipline that held them
together during the period of their struggles. And the conclusion was that the ANC was
advancing such a stage. The contemporary political developments inside and outside the
ANC-led movement that culminated in the local government elections results which saw
the movement experiencing a setback in at least three strategic metros, was a clear sign to
force all of us into panic and into being in disarray, resulting in unprincipled accusations
and or failure to tackle mistakes genuinely. What was clear from the analysis of the 2016
Local Government Elections was that the turn-out was stronger in DA strongholds and
weaker in ANC areas: accordingly PR/ward dissonance. However, as we know there was
stay away by the ANC supporters, which itself was an expression of protest in relation to
candidate selection processes and due to corruption including state capture at national level
which discredited the African National Congress, as a brand. We all know the events which
led to the recall of the former President and the take of the reigns by his successor.
On the other hand, there were concerted efforts to attack and vilify the African National
Congress from all quarters. As indicated above, the attacks against the ANC in particular,
increased as the party was losing its status and legitimacy as a leader of society. We
witnessed Mosiuoa Lekota attacking the President Cyril Ramaphosa, whom he called an
apartheid-era sell- out. Lekota shocked everybody when he made a reckless outburst during
the debate on the State of the Nation Address in Parliament that President Ramaphosa
sold him and other Black Consciousness activists out to the apartheid special branch in
1974. It is unfortunate that people can make such kind of accusations and not be held
accountable because at times South African society is so gullible. We do not put the
burden on the accuser to provide proof of whatever claim he/ she makes against another
person. Then, allegations emerged out of the State Capture Commission against some of
the ANC leaders. Some of the allegations and the timing thereof were indications that the
criticism launched against individuals was direct attack against the ANC, as a party. All
these could be viewed as part of attempts to desecrate the liberation struggle by targeting
its leadership. We have seen the book published about damaging allegations against the
ANC’s Secretary General by Pieter-Louis Myburgh. The authenticity of the allegations or
lack thereof will depend on whether the Secretary General elects to follow the litigation
route to challenge Myburgh’s book. The Secretary General’s approach to distance himself
from those who claimed to speak on his defence is commended. Equally, the ANC NEC’s
bold resolution in that the SG should take responsibility of this allegation without involving
the ANC is applauded.
The reference made above is to illustrate the fact that it was expected that the 06th National
General Elections were not going to be an easy road to sail. We entered the election campaigns
emerging out of such a bleak political contextual perspective. Now the election period has
come and gone. The results were pronounced as follows at national level with the table
highlighting the top ten and the graph indicating all parties currently represented in
Parliament [comparison is made with the 2014 setup]:
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No
1.

Political Party
ANC

2.

3.

DA
EFF

4.
IFP
5.
VF PLUS
6.
ACDP
7.
UDM
8.

ATM

9.
GOOD
10.
NFP

Votes

Percentage Support

Seats

57.50%

230

3 621 188

20.77%

84

1 881 521

10.79%

44

588 839

3.38%

14

414 864

2.38%

10

146 262

0.84%

4

78 030

0.45%

2

76 830

0.44%

2

70 408

0.40%

2

61 220

0.34%

2

10 026 475
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6.1.

The strength and credibility of the Independent Electoral Commission [IEC]

We are asking a question as to whether South Africa is setting a good example for the
rest of the continent with the way its elections are conducted. Let us take glim view
of how elections in other countries unfold. The African Peer Review Mechanism [APRM]
Country Review Reports [CRRs] provide a good indication of the challenge about electoral
commissions, pointing to the existence of issues in Benin, Ghana, Rwanda and Kenya.
According to Dieter et al, elections in African countries take place with a wide range of
frequencies and under very difficult political conditions. The competitive character and
the political function of elections vary widely, depending on the country and the phase
of political development.27 The problematic areas are electoral commissions’ inability to
provide a credible voters’ register, accusations of vote rigging and failure to provide ‘free
and fair’ elections. The first in particular is a notable example, as the APRM CRR states
that the electoral commission in Benin has become ineffectual in guaranteeing free, fair
and transparent elections, mainly due to the absence of a credible voters’ register and
corruption. In Zimbabwe in 2008, there was revelation that according to the electoral
commission’s register about 8,000 voters lived in a block that had no buildings and
discovered a shack that had 75 registered voters.
The electoral system of South Africa evolved since 1994 when an elected Constitutional
Assembly replaced the Tricameral system of 1983 with its separate parliamentary
representation for Europeans, Coloureds and Indians. It was the first time when the
principles of universal, equal, direct and secret suffrage were applied in the country with
a very bad past of the brutal system of apartheid. An independent electoral system was
established called Independent Electoral Commission of South Africa. The IEC has been
exemplary in its fairness and transparency since 1994 in terms of conducting successful
elections. In many African countries, elections are a box-ticking exercise aimed at pleasing
outsiders. Typical example is violence experienced in Kenya when Mwai Kibaki contested
against Raila Odinga, again during contest between Odinga and Kenyatta, allegations
of political intimidation and vote-rigging in Zimbabwe and lack of trust in the electoral
commission of Benin. The controversial 2000 United State’ Presidential contest between
George W. Bush and Al Gore is remembered for many things, including pregnant chads, a
desperate appeal to the Supreme Court, and most Americans questioning the integrity of
their voting system. It is clear that South Africa’s problems are relatively trivial. In South
Africa elections capture the will of the uncowed or unintimidated free people. The May 2019
elections were declared free and fair despite some quarrel from smaller political parties.
The position of free and fair elections outcome was cemented by three African observer
groups which declared South Africa’s May 2019 elections free, fair and transparent. The
SADC observer mission stated that the IEC had efficiently managed the polls with a few
challenges. The mission further said the IEC did well to appoint two or more party agents
at each voting station and it made effective efforts to manage a mature campaign. This is
despite South Africa being a multi-cultural, multi-racial and multi-ethnic country with a
very dark past. From its regrettable history as a colony and victim of a vicious system of
apartheid, South African has managed to entrench the tenets of democracy and seldom
experienced in some parts of the world. Despite other challenges, economically and socially,
the country is a pillar of electoral integrity.
An answer to an earlier question about the IEC can consequently, be summarised by
stating that South African elections are a good example for the rest of Africa or other
parts of the world. The recent elections have strengthened the country’s good democratic
reputation in Africa and beyond. The IEC had cemented its reputation as a credible Chapter
9 Institution.
27 Nohlen D, Krennerich M & Thibaut B. [1999]., “Elections in Africa – A Data Handbook”. Oxford University Press, ISBN 0-19-829645-2. P1.
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6.2.

Interpretation of the general elections outcomes and political parties’
prominence within the electorate

The 6th National Elections took place at a time and in an environment that saw most South
Africans collectively concerned about the status of the economy, corruption and reports
about the state capture. Historically, thirteen [13] political parties have been represented
in the National Assembly. However, owing to the record number of parties that contested
the general elections in 2019, fourteen [14] parties are now represented.
If trends, researchers and pundits are to be believed, the natural course of events that
should have followed is that those who offered adequate policy and practical alternatives
to the status quo would have been rewarded and the culprits chastised. However, this
was relatively not the case. Some old voting habits held sway, whilst new-fangled trends
arose. The most significant of which was that far too many potential voters did not worry
about registering to vote or when they did, abstained from voting on 08 May 2019. As per
the IEC report, about 235 472 voters spoilt their votes at the polling cubicle. In addition,
and despite the population pyramid in South Africa, it was mainly the young who were the
most disengaged. The net effect is a climate where people have lost hope. People simply did
not place a high enough premium on the vote to effect change, or voted for parties that will
protect their interests. We make an analogy of the political parties below, how proficiently
or despondently they performed in the polls and what it means for the electorate and the
country at large.

6.2.1.

African National Congress [ANC]

The African National Congress retained its position of power in the country with a reduced
majority of 57.5% but sucked the life out of its traditional support. The support it has
enjoyed since the advent of democracy is waning and shaken. The party’s seat allocation
in the National Assembly is reduced from 249 it had in the previous administration down
to 230. While this is not more than 60% support it enjoyed in previous elections, the
victory marked a partial turn-around from the low-point of our performance in the 2016
local government elections, where nationally it received 53.91%. The results for Gauteng
mirrored the solemnity of the ANC’s predicament. Were there to emerge a credible and
attractive opposition, its hold on power would fail and lead to the end of its era. The
party also retained its hold on eight of the country’s provinces although with reduced
majorities. It experienced its biggest drop of support in the country in 2019 in Kwa-ZuluNatal province, decreasing by almost ten percentage points to its lowest retreat in over
a decade. The big winners in KZN have been the IFP which overthrew the DA to occupy
the position of official opposition in that province. The question that comes immediately
is what contributed to this huge decline in KZN? Before the 2019 elections, the ANC KZN
leadership dismissed any possibility that ANC voters in the province might punish the
party for dumping former President Zuma. With this outcome, it is difficult not to join the
dots between Zuma’s ousting and the notable drop in KZN provincial votes for the ANC. The
election in this once sure-thing province was a great deal tighter than the ANC would have
liked, however, the party maintained an outright control of the province. In overall, the
electorate had sent a clear and unambiguous message to the ANC that it should not take
its support for granted. It must start to govern and be in charge. Of critical significance, it
must stop looting the state.
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There were relatively significant differences in many cases between the ANC national
percentage and provincial ANC percentages. That was an indication that possibly sectional
middle strata were often splitting their vote, voting for the ANC at national level, whilst
voting for other parties [possibly often the DA or EFF] at provincial level. National elections
are a critical barometer for the mood of the citizens of a country and these election results
should serve as a further wake-up call to the ANC. The party may have won the elections,
however, its biggest impediment or stumbling block is itself. Will this victory bring about
real change or the illusion of the party? The outcomes showed that the ANC has one last
shot to turn things around or risk losing power in future elections. The citizens’ patience,
particularly in the townships and rural areas, is running dry and this should not be
taken lightly since the triple challenges of poverty, unemployment and inequality remain
prevalent in those neighbourhoods. Out of these elections and dependent on what real
changes can be cumulative, the situation and future of the ANC could be much more
uncertain.

6.2.2.

Democratic Alliance [DA]

The DA also saw its national support dwindling, with smaller number of voters balloting for
it during these polls than how it improved in 2009. Its national electoral support dropped
from 22% in 2014 to 20% during the 2019 elections. Despite the drop in votes, it is still the
official opposition in the National Assembly. The DA has lost its official opposition status
in Kwa-Zulu Natal, Limpopo and North West. It has failed to overthrow the ANC in the
Northern Cape and Gauteng, as it promised the public. More importantly, it failed to retain
its 60% majority in the Western Cape. By any measure, these are not only substantial but
spectacular disappointments which call for an overhaul of many aspects in the DA – from
vision and policy to the party’s conduct in the eyes of the electorate.
What are the reasons behind the drop in the DA that was claiming significant growth
from all sectors of society beyond colour line? Is it engulfed by vicious, systematised racial
shrewdness? Let us take an analogy of this situation within the DA to establish reasons
behind the drop. In an article penned by Professor Malegapuru Makgoba, he states that
most South Africans still see the DA as party of white privilege, of closest racists hiding
under the coating of liberalism. It is generally seen as a political party of the past white
supremacist colonial ideology which sensibly picks black people to oblige and facade white
interests rather than the interests of majority.28 Typical example in this regard is the
Facebook post by DA’s Dianne Kohler Barnard praising the apartheid president: “Please
come back PW Botha – you were far more honest than any of these ANC rogues, and you
provided a far better service to the public ...” She further made discriminatory utterances
during a workshop with staff members in the party’s offices in parliament. This was followed
by Hellen Zille’s public outcry over a series of social media posts when she twitted praising
colonialism for having brought benefits to the country: “For those claiming legacy of
colonialism was ONLY negative, think of our independent judiciary, transport infrastructure,
piped water”. She stated that the transition into ‘specialised healthcare and medication’
may have not been possible without colonial influence. It is a party with inside paradoxes
which is in repudiation of its reality in a changed socio-political spectrum. To achieve its
objective of picking blacks to oblige, the party surrendered. Perhaps advised by an inner
circle who vastly overestimated the reach and influence of the hostile left-wing bubble
in which they operated, Helen Zille stepped down in favour of a black leader. Underlying
28 C
 ity Press [2019],. “Election Lessons”. An article by Professor Malegapuru Makgoba. City Press, 26 May 2019, Voices. p5.
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this was a denigrating, even racist narrative that black people are inherently racist and
would never be able to see beyond skin colour to adjudicate any political party on policy or
results. Therefore, they would only ever be able to vote for somebody who looked like them
and could be trusted to advance their interests. There can be little doubt that this sort of
thinking exists in every race group, in measure that cannot be quantified, but to pander to
it and to place this at the centre of strategy showed a disdain for what the country needs
to lift itself, and was cynical and wrong.
Another debacle was during August 2018 when DA’s Mmusi Maimane held a press
conference. He was flanked by the spirited Patricia De Lille, who interestingly kept going
through notes she held in her hands without any sequence as though she was ignorant
of the utterances made by Maimane. That scene was telling, not only of embarrassment,
but also of a betrayal to the just cause she had for several months been pursuing. It was
during this press conference where she announced her resignation as the Cape Town
mayor and that the fabricated charges against her were withdrawn. That exercise cited the
commonality of what she was going through with the exposed, entrenched fact that the
DA is and has always been a party of white privilege, hell-bent on only using other races
for purposes of wooing the much needed vote base to keep them in power, but disbelieving
in black leadership. That effectively entailed fronting with them while the real owners and
decision-makers are fully in charge from behind the scenes.
The above contention is supported by an article penned by journalist, Andile Sicetsha in
The South African News titled: “The genesis of Patricia de Lille vs The Democratic Alliance”.29
He cited racism as the major factor in the DA’s internal divisions and stated that such
racism became the ultimate reason why the DA wanted de Lille out. He further stated that
it was revealed the genesis of the battle between de Lille and the DA stems back in August
2016, right after the local government elections. The DA had won the Western Cape by
a two-thirds majority and everything was all good and well – until they had to elect a
deputy leader. The contest was between JP Smith and Brett Herron, a former member of
de Lille’s Independent Democrat. De Lille’s supporters alleged that Smith had referred to
black members of the party as ‘ID people’ and that moment was the beginning of a racially
fuelled division. The battle between councillor Carin Brynard, who has since left the DA
to join Cape Party and de Lille, further disfigured the racial lines inherent in the party.
Brynard lost her position as safety and security portfolio committee chairperson and she
sent a text message to de Lille, Smith, Maimane and James Selfe that would send de Lille
off the hinges:
“I take note of the insult and ‘dwarsklap’ I am given with regards to not having received
a full-time post. I also take note of the fact that less able and short serving [councillors]
received posts – a great number of them who are ex-ID members and buddies of certain
groupings!”
The DA portrayed itself as the political party with upright and respectable morals, reputable
integrity, ethical standing and clean governance. No doubt in the current conjuncture,
the DA leader Mmusi Maimane’s political career now hangs on a knife’s edge. Does he
still have enough support internally to withstand the challenge? After the elections, the
party’s poor showing have his opponents calling for his head, arguing that doubt about
his leadership has been proven true. Evidently, it also did not sit well with some white
supporters who voted for VF Plus. This is further compounded by the recent scandals
against Mmusi Maimane.
29 S
 icetsha A. [2018],. “The genesis of Patricia de Lille vs The Democratic Alliance – Councillors who have asked to remain anonymous have revealed why Patricia de Lille vs The
DA was inevitable”. The South African, 2018-08-10.
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In September 2019 the City Press revealed that Mmusi Maimane listed a Cape Town home
valued at nearly R4m in a Parliamentary register. This was despite the fact that said home
never belonged to him. After been confronted by the contradiction, he did an about-turn
saying he was actually renting the home from a friend.30 It was reported that the deeds
office records shows the house belonging to Durban businessman, Wessel Jacobs, as its
sole director and shareholder. Maimane and his family are staying in the said residence,
instead of staying on one of the three Parliamentary housing complexes. As if it was not
enough, the media discovered that Maimane drove around for months in a car gifted by
discredited former Steinhoff chief executive officer Markus Jooste. Deceptively, Maimane
reportedly refused to return it for months, even after colleagues warned him about possible
reputational damage to both him and the party.
Never has it been better illustrated than after the DA’s general election performance in
2019. With everything currently prevailing inside the party, all its chickens of the previous
couple of months are coming home to roost and have now spilt over into a full public
blow-out. Recent developments have exposed deep seated divisions in the party on which
direction it should take ideologically to renew its legitimacy as an opposition party capable
of winning elections. The clash between racial nationalists and democratic liberals in the
party has now prompted former party leader Helen Zille to throw her hat back into the
ring for the position of federal party chairperson. The current battle for the soul of the
DA is primarily about the failure to manage diversity. The fictitious liberal ideological
traditionalists maintain that race is immaterial. How they hope they can demolish or
eliminate race in policy decisions after centuries of colonialism and decades of apartheid
baffles the mind.   The 2019 elections have shown that having a black face in charge is
not enough and does not translate to resonance with black voters. With its conduct as
outlined above, the DA has no stimulus message of hope for the electorate or the message
is existentially inappropriate. This exposition provides an insight into the contradictions
within the DA and the transitional phase it is currently suffering. It demonstrates the
difficulty the party is having in balancing the ideological interests of existing members with
those of new members. The most important infection it has to treat is that it repudiates
its problems to be real. Now, those DA supporters, who seem so blindfolded, should be in
a position to see the DA for what it is and what it stands for. The differences between the
two schools of thought in the party are big and only one will likely survive.

6.2.3.

The Economic Freedom Fighters [EFF]

Out of the 2019 polls, the net winners were the EFF, the IFP and the Freedom Front
Plus. Statistically, the EFF and FF+ Plus, considered glacial opposites ideologically, are
the only two major national parties that registered growth almost in all provinces and
nationally when compared to their 2014 numbers. The EFF, contesting its second general
election, recorded the biggest growth, increasing by 4.44% on the national vote. Its growth
elevated it to the status of official opposition in three provinces, namely, Mpumalanga,
North West and Limpopo. Does it mean the EFF is the next ruler of South Africa or they
are gaining momentum out of their populist stance which appeases the electorates? Below
is an analogy of their posture.

30 City Press [2019]., “The Curious Case of Mmusi’s House”. An article penned by Dawie Boonzaaier in City Press, September 15, 2019. p1.
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The EFF claim to have created a mass working class political party based on a clear
socialist programme. Its demands for nationalisation, restructuring of the country’s wealth
and creation of jobs gained a substantial reverberation, particularly from the youth. With
the above picture, does the EFF answer the key strategic task faced by the working class,
the poor and the youth, as they claim? To many, Malema is the paramount illustration of
everything erroneous with the corrupt politicians in this country. However, to others he
is the radical voice standing up for the impoverished and underprivileged black masses
against those politicians. Why did the electorate give support to the EFF notwithstanding
the question mark over its leader? This can be attributed to the poverty faced by millions
and the conspicuous inequality in South African society. In the midst of young people in
particular, who suffer over 50% unemployment, but also among the poor, support for the
EFF mirrors the burning aspiration to change their situation. It is this desire that means
a section of society is willing to overlook the shortcomings of a leader such as Julius and
devote their optimism and vigour in the EFF. For the angry and conscious electorate,
voting for the EFF is seen as a way to punish the ANC and behind them the capitalist
system that they defend. The electoral progresses witnessed by EFF in 2019 was assisted
by the ANC structures they inherited from Youth League and made use of the influences
to the new black elite that EFF leaders’ years inside the ANC have provided. This has
given them the resources to capture some of the enormous potential for an alternative
to the left of the ANC and to turn it into membership, structures and electoral support.
It can thus be described as a left-populist party. Usually left-populism has a progressive
attractiveness because it uses a dividing line that is primarily economic, making an appeal
to the poor against wealthy elite. In a democratic South Africa, the use of racist legacies
of colonialism and apartheid become fertile ground for populist politics. Ringing the bells
about the Freedom Charter allows the EFF to make an appeal to all black people regardless
of class using the left economic demands of nationalisation and land expropriation. What
these elections have revealed about the red party is that it will have to come up with a
new approach. Its change in direction must reflect the challenges faced by a society in
an ever-changing globalised economy. It is hard for voters who did not vote for the EFF
to believe that the party can bring about change. Although appearing to make the right
noises and offer sound propositions, voters denied the party that 15%. Was it a case of
dislike, distrust or low turnout?
EFF’s empty rhetoric, demagogic posturing and platitudes about ending corruption and
so-called creation of jobs supplanted anything approaching a coherent agenda for the
future. Certainly, what they say in public podiums is not what they mean in reality. The
leadership’s life style speaks loud about what they stand for. Our CEC in 2018 took a deeper
analogical resemblance of the EFF. When its leader, Julius Malema, was heading the ANC
Youth League, he amassed a fortune as the original tenderpreneur. He also faced charges
of fraud, corruption, racketeering and money-laundering and the case disappeared to the
thin air and was resuscitated recently when, out of extreme anxiety, AfriForum threatened
to privately charge him. He bought a house of around R3m in Sandton, demolished it and
was rebuilding it at a cost estimated at above R6m. There is still a cloud of VBS looting
hanging over the leadership of the EFF. Advocate Terry Motau and law firm Werksmans
publicised in October 2018 that Mutual Bank was robbed into insolvency. Their five-month
investigation, sanctioned by the Reserve Bank, was triggered by an ostensible liquidity
crisis. In a report titled: “The Great Bank Heist”, Motau and Werksmans found the bank
was robbed by its owners, managers, auditors and the politically connected. They further
reported that VBS’s depositors were, at first, the poor and vulnerable, via stokvels and
burial societies.
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Later, in contravention of the municipal finance management act, municipalities also
invested money in the bank. Apart from taxpayers’ funds lost in the robbery, poor
individual depositors lost hundreds of thousands of rand – the entire life savings for some.
It was found that the bank was robbed by 53 people who, in a concerted effort, stole
approximately R1.8-billion. A detailed account of how the entire VBS looting was carried
out and how the monies were used has exposed the Economic Freedom Fighters. In a
scheme designed to mask the origin and ultimate beneficiaries of the funds, VBS money
flowed through companies over which Julius Malema and Floyd Shivambu have ultimate
control. According to a report by the Daily Maverick in 2018, the EFF, through the family
of party leader Julius Malema and his deputy, Floyd Shivambu, received over R1.8-million
in illicit VBS funds flowing through front companies.31 EFF President, Julius Malema tried
to assure its supporters on 18 April 2019 during an interview with Eusebius McKaiser
on 702 Talk Radio that “No VBS-money has flowed into our coffers”. Malema’s rejection
came three weeks before South Africa’s most contested democratic election yet. However,
it was stated that VBS money funded the EFF’s fourth birthday bash, paid for printing of
T-shirts, transport and what was described as ‘Johannesburg Office Rental’. The source
of these VBS funds was obscured when two proxy companies for Malema and Shivambu
were used to effect the payments.
According to the report, R430 000 was paid towards a luxury Sandown property where
Malema once lived. The property has been bought by and registered under the EFF’s name.
The report identifies Brian Shivambu, the brother of Floyd Shivambu, and Matsobane
Phaleng, Malema’s cousin, as owning companies that operated as fronts for the EFF and
Malema. Brian Shivambu is the director of Sgameka Trading Pty Ltd and Phaleng the
director of Mahuna Investments Pty Ltd, according to the Daily Maverick. The report
states that Sgameka and Mahuna were used to funnel some of the VBS funds indirectly to
the EFF. The Reserve Bank’s report by Advocate Terry Motau titled “The Great Bank Heist”
found that Brian Shivambu received R16.1-million in illicit VBS funds. In his response,
Malema denied any wrongdoing and referred questions relating to the property in Sandton
to the EFF. The Daily Maverick reported in 2018 that there were four factors, read together
with Sgameka’s bank accounts which suggested that Sgameka operated as a front and
a slush fund for the EFF and select EFF leaders.32 The publication listed WhatsApp and
email communication that showed the details of the transactions. In September 2019,
the Mail & Guardian reported that EFF’s second-in-command, Floyd Shivambu, is once
again entwined in VBS largesse, this time over a Range Rover Sport allegedly purchased
with illicit proceeds from the bank. The car, which was registered in Floyd’s name until
December 2018, is one of several luxury vehicles that the Directorate for Priority Crime
Investigation [DPCI, the Hawks] investigators believe was bought at a Sandton dealership
with money looted from VBS.
In May 2019, the Scorpio had written an open letter to Malema about the money flows
between VBS Mutual Bank, Sgameka Projects and Mahuna Investments. Scorpio said
they had analysed about 470 transactions documented in Mahuna Investments’ bank
statements effected between 2017 and 2018. The account received over R10-million in this
period, of which R5,3-million is stolen VBS-money channelled to Mahuna Investments
from Sgameka Projects [R4,8m] and Grand Azania [R500 000]. Roughly 200 of these
transactions are point-on-sale [POS] transactions, where a bank card is used to pay for
the goods and services. According to their analysis, it emerged that Mahuna Investments
funded Malema’s lifestyle and political aspirations. The life savings of poor and vulnerable
31 IOL report [2018] “Report details how EFF, Malema profited from VBS looting”, Politics/ 22 November 2018, 12:26pm / Staff writer.
32 D
 aily Maverick [2018]., “VBS bank heist: EFF’s family ties and moneyed connections”, By Pauli Van Wyk, 21 November 2018.
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VBS depositors were transformed into school related expenses for his sons, products
bought from luxury brands and designers, the Polokwane party venue Mekete Lodge and
your party the EFF. Scorpio’s analysis of Mahuna Investments suggested that Malema
is the main beneficiary of the account, that it exists to be his alter ego and is a shield
between you and law enforcement. They have spoken to several sources linked to Gucci
South Africa, who stated that you are a regular and good client of the brand, that you have
your own personal shop assistant whom you communicate with, that you visit the shop
when it is quiet and that you ask for unbranded bags so as not to walk out of the shop
with branded bags.33
Lately, it has further emerged through an affidavit by former SA Revenue Service [SARS]
executive at the centre of the ‘rogue unit’ saga, Johann van Loggerenberg that Malema
once approached him for help with his tax affairs. During their meeting, Malema was
recorded saying he accepted SARS’s facts showing the narrative of the unit was false.34

6.2.4.

Inkatha Freedom Party [IFP]

Whilst the commentators anticipated an improved backing for the EFF, the IFP astonished
many as a form of comeback kid in terms of numbers. Its leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi,
made a U-turn about retiring from politics saying that as a leader of the party he has to
go back to Parliament. When asked during a press briefing about his political future plans
after the elections, he said: “Of course I am going to Parliament” without elaborating. The
resurrection or revival of the IFP in KZN might in some ways seem inexplicable. However,
its success makes more sense taking cognisance of the almost total collapse of the National
Freedom Party [NFP], which dropped around five percentage points – almost exactly the
margin gained by the IFP – in the provincial polls. As the NFP was a breakaway party from
the IFP, it is reasonable to assume that its downfall led many of its former supporters to
yield back to their original political home. Meanwhile, the full picture behind the NFP’s
decline does not require rocket science. The party miscarried to contest the 2016 local
government elections after failing to pay its deposit in time. Its leader has been virtually
absent from public view for sometimes due to ill-health and some high-ranking party
officials defected to other political homes.
Rohanlall describes the IFP as conservative, in the 2000s the IFP from the National
Democratic Convention desired to build a ‘philosophical conservative’ approach around
three pillars: (a) family values and the fear of God, (b) deepening democracy and (c) a
market-based developmental state. It is regarded as is a right wing, traditionalist Zulu
party which famously contested the 1994 elections and won the KwaZulu Natal province
and had running battles with the ANC in townships during the 1980s in which thousands
of people were killed.35 It is further described as having prominence in Zulu affairs.
Their voting base was initially within Northern Natal. In 1992 the IFP participated in the
Concerned South Africans Group [COSAG] that was declared to be a ‘right-wing’ group
which included the Afrikaner Volksfront, which is explained below. In 1994 the IFP made
a request for an autonomous, the IFP in this sense is seen as a national cultural liberation
movement in which popular mobilisation was based upon a unified Zulu ethnicity. This
was strongly grasped when the IFP originally limited membership to Zulu speaking people.
Zulu revivalism was seen when the IFP not only appealed to Zulu culture but appealed
to the restoration of Zuluness altogether in an attempt to avert foreign cultures in South
Africa.
33 Scorpio [2019]., Letter by Investigative Journalist, Pauli van Wyk to Julius Malema dated 05 September 20129.
34 News24 [2019]., “EFF’s Julius Malema asked SARS ‘Rogue Unit’ Boss for Help”. 2019-10-04 13:13.
35 R
 ohanlall Letitia [2014]., “Party Ideology In South Africa” – A thesis submitted to the Faculty of Humanities, University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, in fulfilment of the
requirement for the Degree of Master’s by Dissertation [Political Science] Johannesburg, 2014.
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Rohanlall observes the 2004 electoral performance of the IFP as linked to its ideological
shift. The 2004 election saw the IFP lose its thirty years of dominance in KwaZulu-Natal to
the ANC. The post-1994 period the Zulu rhetoric disappeared from the IFP who presented
itself as such. The party’s support base is rural Zulu communities and it is less able to
use traditional leadership and coercive tactics of the old to gain popular support across
the country. Its current campaigns are ineffective because of the lack of leadership and
policies geared to meet the demands of society – the party is unable to develop leaders,
policies and performance. Hence, they could not go to congress despite the fact that the
time lapsed. Despite the IFP’s conservative-liberal approach targeted to previously gain
voters, the party is still overwhelmingly traditionalist in its leadership, operating in a ‘yesman’ political climate, and in this sense, the internal political culture of the party is not
conducive to liberal-democracy.

6.2.5.

The Freedom Front Plus [FF+]

The end of apartheid in 1994 left a gaping hole of inadequacy and insecurity in the hearts
and minds of Afrikaners, most of whom, up until then, had enjoyed preferential treatment
as first-class citizens of South Africa. An up-swell of Afrikaner nationalism, perpetuated
by right-wing organisations, sought to fill that gap with exclusionary ideologies aimed at
protecting the interests of white South Africans and white supremacy.
The Freedom Front was formed in 1993 led by Constand Viljoen, the former chief of the
South African Defence Force. Viljoen created the Freedom Front to ensure right-wing
participation in the 1994 election. Is the Freedom Front a far right party? In her research
dissertation, Letitia Rohanlall described Viljoen as having accepted at the time that an
epoch of Afrikaner and white rule had passed forever and decided to compromise and be
part of the negotiations.36 The FF emerged out of the umbrella of the Afrikaner Volksfront
[AVF] which was a conservative association of twenty one right-wing formations with
an objective of uniting and mobilising right-wing movements to pursue Afrikaner selfdetermination. The party aims to protect and advance the interests of Afrikaners, fighting
for minority rights as well the protection of language and cultural rights in a non-racial
and multiparty state. Whilst these ideals are both already embodied and enshrined in
the RSA constitution, the party views these as paper guarantees at present. On the other
hand, it is not simply fighting for political and cultural rights but further promises to fight
for a volkstaat [Afrikaner state] as the Afrikaners were demanding. The AVF experienced
internal divisions between the moderates and the extremists and in 1994 a bigger portion
of the ‘traditional hard Right core’ supported the Freedom Front. Within this ambit,
Viljoen effectively expanded control over right-wing politics. The colours of FF+’s emblem
is orange, white and green, evocative of the ‘vierkleur’ [four-colour] flag of Paul Kruger’s
South African Republic. From its start in 1994, the party represented those who felt former
President FW de Klerk had betrayed the ‘Afrikaner volk’ to black people, the ANC and the
Communist Party. Its constituency is devastatingly Afrikaner white protestants. The FF+
is thus, on the right of the political spectrum in the sense of conservative and right-wing
ideology.
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The FF+ wants protection of white people and Afrikaans, as a language. It is also vehemently
opposed to black economic empowerment and employment equity including land
expropriation without compensation. In its policy position on language it states in general
terms that it views every language as infinitely more than just a medium of communication.
It says a language is like a home and if people are deprived of mother tongue, they are
essentially left homeless, their human dignity is affected and left disorientated. Afrikaans,
as a language, is thriving since the National Party made its task to develop it including
attempting to force it as medium of instruction which led to the 1976 uprisings. The
party argues that removing it as a medium of instruction in schools and universities
poses a threat to its continued existence – this seems to be their fundamental ideological
principle. FF+’s Wouter Wessels shamelessly stated that the development of Afrikaans
as an academic language – one that is able to deal with ‘higher functions’ – serves as
inspiration for the development and survival of the country’s other nine official languages.
He further said the survival of all languages depends on the survival of Afrikaans and if it
dies, the others will suffer.
In the 2004 election, the party rebranded itself as the Freedom Front Plus [FFP]. During this
time it did not focus on their dream of volkstaat but preached advancement of Afrikaners’
cultural rights. For the first time during the 2009 elections, the volkstaat was not clearly
declared though this did not mean that the party abandoned the conception.
In the 2019 elections, the FF+ saw significant growth from white voters disenchanted
with the DA. The party is now the fifth biggest in parliament, with 2.38% of the national
vote – up from 0.9% in 2014. It gained six more seats, bringing its number of MPs to 10.
It ran on a campaign that included a promise to support the white and coloured victims
of affirmative action and Black economic empowerment. It used the slogan ‘Slaan terug’
meaning ‘hit back’ in Afrikaans. Its target was the ANC’s policies of affirmative action.
FF+’s biggest ever vote put forward the fact that the DA is losing Afrikaner voters to its
right and attracted some coloured voters. On the other hand, it appears to have made
inroads among coloured conservatives by winning rural coloured votes in the Western and
Northern Cape.
The political spinoff of their campaign is formation its partnership with Peter Marais’s
Bruin Bemagtigings Beweging [BBB] or ‘Coloured Empowerment Movement’ and he was
nominated as their Western Cape Premier candidate. This takes us back to the racial
classification which was the foundation of all apartheid laws placing society in one of
four groups: native, coloured, Asian or white. Its biggest support base is in Gauteng with
very little support in the Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal. Most of its new supporters
are former DA’s followers. The party’s stance towards the decisions by the Universities of
Pretoria and the North West about Afrikaans as a language of tuition is indicative of its
indifference towards equality or egalitarianism.

6.2.6.

Smaller Political Parties

As the results were trickling in thick and fast, various small political parties which
included Black First Land First [BLF], the African Content Movement [BCM], the Socialist
Revolutionary Workers’ Party [SRWP], the Land Party [LP] and the African People’s
Convention [APC] among others, met behind closed doors to discuss the discrepancies
that occurred on election day. Concerns about citizens being able to vote twice first came
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to light on Wednesday during the elections when pictures and videos of people voting
twice or their proof of voting twice started circulating on social media. The parties said
people accused and arrested for those offences were likely victims of political bullying.
The parties said one station didn’t open at all. They further added that some stations
complained about the shortage of ballot papers with people asked to come back later
in some instances. In the lawyer’s letter, the smaller parties raised the issue of broken
scanners and no scanners available at all in some stations. They said that led to the IEC
not being able to determine whether the voter was really registered and whether that voter
had already voted at another station. The litigation had since been abandoned and, as we
described the entire process, the results were announced. New kids on the block who have
a foot in the parliamentary precinct include the African Transformation Movement and
Patricia De Lille’s GOOD.

6.3.

Election of President, Inauguration and appointment of Cabinet

On Wednesday, 22 May 2019 Unity and bonhomie were on display by the ANC at its special
Parliamentary caucus, where “Phakama Ramaphosa, ixesha li fikile… Unity, Unity” – the
Nasrec ANC 54th National Conference renewal song resounded through the closed doors of
the meeting venue in the Old Assembly Chamber. Thandi Modise was elected as Speaker
of the National Assembly against Democratic Alliance’s Thembekile Richard Majola and
Lechesa Tsenoli was elected Deputy Speaker unopposed. President Cyril Ramaphosa was
announced in the National Assembly by Chief Justice Mogoeng Mogoeng as the newly
elected President of South Africa unopposed.
Immediately after the inauguration, President appointed cabinet on Wednesday, 29 May
2019. The cabinet included a significant number of women in key positions and included
the biggest surprise appointment of feisty veteran politician, Patricia de Lille. Cabinet was
reduced from 36 ministers created during former President Jacob Zuma’s administration,
down to 28. The newcomers into national government and the executive, are  Senzo
Mchunu, Njabulo Nzuza from the ANC Youth League, Sidumo Dlamini, former COSATU
President and Thoko Didiza, who returns to government after serving in Parliament in the
previous administration.
The inauguration of President Cyril Ramaphosa took place on 25 May 2019 at Loftus
Versfeld in Tshwane. The inauguration took place during a very significant day, the 25th
of May – Africa Day. And we give a bit of exposition about Africa Day below. What is
lying ahead is execution of political responsibilities in the form of service delivery to the
citizens. Presidents are both unique and common. Their particularity lies in that each one
of them is often a product of a specific epoch and fashioned by definite characters of the
occupant. The shared denominator amongst them is the required powerbase by each one
of them. What will usually follow is the delicate balance between presidents infusing their
own objectives and working traditions in the presidency including the entire government
structure. There will appointments made like President Ramaphosa appointed cabinet,
decisions that will be arrived at, which could sometimes be at odds with their predecessors’
assurance. It remains to be seen as to which of these will shape President Ramaphosa’s
presidency.
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7.

The media and wicked reporting within democracy

Democracy is commonly defined as a government of the people, by the people, for the
people. Freedom and democracy walk hand in hand. Like a fish to water, democracy
can only exist in an atmosphere of freedom of action. Democracy requires the active
participation of citizens. Ideally, the media should keep citizens engaged in the business of
governance by informing, educating and mobilising the public. In many new democracies,
radio has become the medium of choice, as it is less expensive and more accessible. FM
and community radio have been effective instruments for promoting grassroots democracy
by airing local news/activities, providing an alternative source of information to official
channels, and reflecting ethnic and linguistic diversity. We live in society today where
the media plays a pivotal role in how we see the world and how our opinions are formed,
whether it is from what we watch on television or what we gather from newspapers.
Media often hypes the basic facts or information and presents them so as to increase the
superficial appeal of things. It is a very powerful tool with the ability to make and break the
opinion of people. If media tells the public that this picture is being demanded as one of
the most wanted terrorists, people would regard it as blindly. It has the capacity to swing
perceptions or evoke emotions. This is what it has gained – faith of public. The media has
helped to make our society a democracy by placing emphasis on issues that at one point
in time would have been considered strictly private such as child birth, homosexuality,
child care, domestic violence, and sexual harassment.
The media can play a positive role in democracy only if there is an enabling environment
that allows them to do so. They need the requisite skills for the kind of in-depth reporting
that a new democracy requires. There should also be mechanisms to ensure they are
held accountable to the public and that ethical and professional standards are upheld.
Media independence is guaranteed if media organisations are financially viable, free from
intervention of media owners and the state, and operate in a competitive environment.
Still, in many fledgling democracies, the media have been able to assert their role in
buttressing and deepening democracy. Investigative reporting, which in some cases has
led to the ouster of presidents and the fall of corrupt governments, has made the media an
effective and credible watchdog and boosted its credibility among the public. Conversely,
media does play a negative role as well since some of those who work in the “news”
industry are obsessed with promoting lies and half-truths to destroy political candidates
they do not like, instead of just doing their jobs and reporting the news. Transparency
and accountability are a must for proper functioning of a democratic system. The nexus
between corruption and democrats intertwined by politics seems to snatch the serenity
and peace of our country. The lethal politics played by these democrats – the politicians,
the bureaucrats, criminals is far away from the peak of dextrous politics being played by
the media. For their vested interest, they throw the whole society into an inferno.
Looking back during the apartheid era when the state of emergency was declared in 1986,
the press was not allowed to report any incident relating to political unrest. By December
that year, eleven newspapers were prohibited from printing non-governmental accounts
of the police or the army activities. Those newspapers went on to cover boycotts and any
information relating to civil unrest and detentions. The Government monitored publication
of any information related to ‘unrest activities’ and on 25 October 1985, the South African
government banned all television and media coverage of demonstrations. At the same
time, it stepped up its efforts to detain activists and prevent demonstrations. Despite the
government’s continued claims that the media in South Africa was free, the independent
media in South Africa was forbidden by law not to report on the state of Emergency in the
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country. The state owned South African Broadcasting Corporation [SABC] served to provide
daily propaganda in support of the government measures. This situation led to a growth
of progressive publications known as the alternative press in response to the blanket on
information. Many of these organisations received financial support from sympathetic
sources overseas. In this way, despite government crackdown on media reporting, people
were kept informed despite the state of emergency.37
The South African alternative press in the 1980s served an important role to undermine
the apartheid regime’s propaganda campaign. Every act of censorship to limit and crush
this free media was responded to with greater creativity. Some alternate publications,
responded by publishing blank pages to demonstrate the attitude to censorship. The Weekly
Mail [now Mail and Guardian] came into existence in the mid-1980s when resistance
newspapers like Grassroots, The New Nation, South and New African were forced to close
down by the government.
Anti-apartheid TV and media correspondents were banned or placed under house arrest
under the Internal Security Act. Ordinary people could be placed in detention or would
sometimes draw unusually heavy prison sentences [of up to 2½ years] for possession
of a single banned book. Throughout the world, the media published images of the
struggle. Images showed unarmed Black demonstrators being teargased and shot at by
the South African police and military. In addition, the media aired and published defiant
press conferences addressed by former ANC leader, Winnie Mandela. She would report
on her husband’s [Nelson Mandela] status after her visits to Pollsmoor Prison and would
forthrightly condemn government actions. South Africa’s image was further harmed by
the accelerating capital flight and a precipitous drop in the value of the rand in one of its
worst periods of recession.
The State was complicit in encouraging violence between political organisations, for
example, UDF supporters and the Inkatha Freedom Party [IFP]. Black vigilantes and
Community Council supporters received tacit police license to attack Black opposition
figures, particularly in those townships where opposition had been the fiercest. Because
the struggle for people’s power in the 1980s shook the foundations of the Bantustan
system, the regime tried desperately to save it by supporting these vigilante groups and
suppressing popular resistance, including the independent media. These incidents were
rife in Natal [now KwaZulu Natal] where the struggle for people’s power was met with
violence by Inkatha warlords who were opposed to the growth of community organisations.
This conflict led to a bitter war in Natal, where thousands lost their lives. The Truth
and Reconciliation Commission [established in a democratic South Africa] subsequently
revealed that the Apartheid government sponsored Inkatha to fight the ANC, and that the
South African Police and the KwaZulu Police played active roles in this war.

a.

What does the Sunday Times apology means for the rest of the media fraternity?

The Sunday Times has opened, what can be called ‘a can of worms’ when on Sunday, 14
October 2018, the editor – Bongani Siqoko, published a full-page apology. In the apology
publication, the editor admitted that the Sunday Times, under its previous editor Phylicia
Oppelt, “had got some things wrong”. He indicated they have few weeks reflecting on
their reporting of allegations of police killings in Cato Manor in KwaZulu Natal includsing
the illegal deportation of Zimbabweans to face exucution in their country, known as
37 S
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renditions. The stories were, as the editor outlined, written by a team of senior journalists
and published in the Sunday Times. What is clear is that we committed mistakes and
allowed ourselves to be manipulated by those with ulterior motives. He went further to
state that “…but we admit here today that something went wrong in the process of gathering
information and reporting the Cato Manor, Sars and the Zimbabwean renditions stories.
This is after we constructively engaged with all key parties in the stories”.38
The paper, under former editor Phylicia Oppelt published approximately 30 stories on
the matter before it was found by the Press Ombud to have been in breach of the Press
Code. Several key senior SARS staff members were fired as a direct result of these reports.
Mzilikazi WA Afrika and Stephen Hofstatter were part of a group from the newspaper’s
investigative unit who wrote a number of stories which were later established to be false.
The consequences of such false stories have been cataclysmic and far-reaching, with many
of those implicated either, criminally charged, suspended or having lost their jobs. The
journalists involved even won awards in professional competitions which were adjudicated
by leaders in the industry on such fabricated stories. The editor said they decided to return
all awards and cash prizes won by the journalists concerned, saying that accepting such
accolades will be a negation of a higher journalistic ideal. The question that remains is
what happens now with the severely compromised and costly KPMG forensic report which
was never made public, including the Hawks investigation into the unit?
There are those who applauded the Sunday Times for owning up to its serious editorial
interludes. However, the question that comes quickly is the devastating impact the
inaccurate reports had on many individuals’ lives. There are also allegations of journalists
receiving bribes from newsmakers to stop them from publishing certain stories. Does
this not directly violate the press code binding journalists to practice ethical journalism
at all times, reporting the truth and being motivated only by the public interest? These
editorial standards fractures will, obviously undermined the public trust spreading beyond
the publication itself, undermining the credibility of journalism for the public good. Will
this be a wakeup call for broader media houses to seriously do introspect and review
editorial systems to ensure that this catastrophe is not recurrent? Is the debate around
establishment of a media appeals tribunal initially proposed in 2010 by the ANC now
reignited? Should journalists now be obliged to reveal the sources who deliberately feed
them with misinformation and/ or distortions?

8.

Racism, Inequality and Gender-Based Violence

In discussing the issue of racism, our CEC in 2016 started by saying nowhere in the world
did the issues of race, class and nation become as entangled and intertwined as they did
in South Africa with the creation of the racist apartheid segregation system from 1948. But
nevertheless, the class relations remained the key to explaining race relations. Racism,
which is a form of discrimination, affects all aspects of a person’s life. And this debacle
emanates from the previous racist system of apartheid which regarded one population
group as first-class citizens of South Africa. Discrimination takes on many forms. The
negative prejudicial treatment against a person or a group of people can be based on a
range of characteristics, including race, religion, age, sex, caste, health and disability.

38 Sunday Times, [2018]., The Death Squad that Wasn’t. p18. October 14 2018 – Sunday Times.
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While some among us attempt to delude themselves into thinking that we live in a postracial society, with each passing day it become abundantly clearer that this concept is
a farce. Racial tensions are increasing throughout the nation, and negative attitudes
have exacerbated substantially. The central calamity of our first two decades into the
new democratic dispensation is that, unless something changes fast, the life prospects
of South African children born today will still, to a large extent, cleave to their race. No
sober reading of the statistics can offer you a different conclusion. South Africans owe it
to themselves to oppose racism for it divines ill for our society principally in its mission for
integration and nationhood. The need to fight racism, xenophobia, and intolerance is more
important today, as technology and transportation bring people closer together. A need
to fight stigma against those born in marginalised groups – those belonging to excluded
ethnicities or castes, or those born with a disability – is essential for the well-being of entire
communities. Social exclusion can also result suddenly, as a result of migration, illness,
disaster or sudden poverty and the tension they provoke. Whatever its form, discrimination
impoverishes social capital and lessens the resilience of communities.
We further engage during the 2018 CEC on this aspect because it must uncompromisingly
be confronted head-on, if we are to succeed in addressing it. South Africa is celebrated
universally for its progressive and transformative democracy ushered by the 1996
Constitution founded on human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement
of human rights and freedoms. South Africa’s Constitution was indeed the first in the
world to expressly prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in relation to
violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity and expression.
Accordingly, South Africa was ranked fourth of the 87 countries covered by the Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development’s 2012 Social Institutions and Gender Index,
[the highest in Africa] in making progress in terms of gender equality and women’s rights.39
Why is this demon still raising its ugly head all the time? The simple answer is that in
South Africa and most probably in many parts of the world, it was deeply entrenched.
Earlier, in the nineteenth century, there was explicit differentiation through colour lines.
The first official racial categories emerged in the 1904 census when a distinction was
made between – ‘Whites, Bantus and Coloureds’.40 However, upon assuming leadership
in 1948, the National Party [NP] government of South Africa‘s white minority played a
decisive role in the development of the education system in South Africa. With its doctrine
of apartheid, the NP introduced a plethora of laws that systematically entrenched racial
segregation at all levels of society. The most contentious one, the Bantu Education Act
ensured that Blacks received an education that would limit their educational potential
and keep them in the working class. This policy directly affected the content of education
by preventing access to courses and made it possible for schools in the apartheid era to
perpetuate inequality that affected the educational potential of Black students. During this
period, racially discriminatory labour-market policies were extended and strengthened,
and despite economic growth, the share of GDP spent on welfare declined in the 1950s
and 1960s. There was no decline in overall income inequality, and poverty deepened.41 The
ConCourt Judgement delivered on the use of Afrikaans described the apartheid system
as having left the country with many scars.42 The Highest Court in the further stated
that the worst of these must be the vast discrepancy in access to public and private
resources. The cardinal fault line of the past oppression ran along race, class and gender.
It authorised a hierarchy of privilege and disadvantage. Unequal access to opportunity
prevailed in every domain. Access to private or public education was no exception. While
much remedial work has been done since the advent of constitutional democracy, sadly
deep social disparities and resultant social inequity are still with us.
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Inequality under apartheid was not the product of public policy alone but rather resulted
from the interaction of public policy and the dynamics of capitalist development. It is so
that white public schools were hugely better resourced than black schools. They were
lavishly treated by the apartheid government. It is also true that they served and were
shored up by relatively affluent white communities. On the other hand, formerly black
public schools have been and by and large remain up to today insufficiently resourced.
They were intentionally funded stingily by the apartheid government. Moreover, they
served in the main and were supported by relatively dispossessed black communities.
That is why perhaps the most abiding and debilitating legacy of our past is an unequal
distribution of skills and competencies attained through education.
Resultant from the above situation, look at the prevalence of childhood poverty, access
to early childhood development, performance in primary and secondary school, access
to and dropout from tertiary education and ultimate household earnings today. This
unusually high level of inequality resulted, directly and indirectly, from the apartheid
distributional regime. On one hand, a battery of racially discriminatory policies deepened
inequality in the distribution of earnings. On the other, the state’s policies pushed the
economy into growing along a path that entailed rapidly rising unemployment at the same
time as rising earnings for the skilled minority. Even as racial discrimination declined in
the late apartheid era, inequality remained stubbornly high because the determinants of
inequality had shifted. That is where you will see how little the country has done to change
the outlines of the picture that the colonial forebears and the architects of apartheid drew
up ages ago. Bringing a different country into being, where race has no impact on your
life prospects, should be a project that everybody can and should get behind. However, we
will not be able to achieve this as long as intoxicating voices from some NGOs and some
politicians are promoting denialism instead of a steady gaze on the problem at hand.
Organisations which are unhappy with the fall of apartheid: Making reference to
our 2016 CEC engagements, we outlined the racist practices of the union Solidarity.
This is a union which is the remnant of the former union explicitly for whites in the
mines called: “Mynwerkers Unie”, in its quest to ensure that the previous system of
apartheid is maintained is in full swing fighting all the transformation processes where
they get implemented. It is no longer operating in the mines only but all over and their
intention is clear to fully upset and dislocate transformation wherever it happens. It is
not recognised within the public service but it uses the courts to challenge any policy
or collective agreement geared to address the past racial discriminatory practices meted
against majority of South Africans. Solidarity uses the Courts to wage a serious political
onslaught against established constitutional measures in their quest to fight and preserve
for the rights of white people supported by the AfriForum. For example, they are all out to
fight Affirmative Action measures as embodied in the Employment Equity Act.
The Employment Equity Act was not enacted in order to entrench equality in the abstract,
thereby treating as equals people who benefited from apartheid on the one hand, and
those who were ravaged by it on the other. It was enacted in order to correct [reverse
even] the artificial barriers that were constructed by successive governments of apartheid
persuasion in workplaces throughout South Africa against, principally, black people. In
the exercise of reversing the pernicious effects of apartheid’s unfair discrimination, race
is therefore the principal consideration. This is inevitable because race, more than any
other factor, was an absolute determinant of one’s status in the employment space in
South Africa during apartheid. In the crude hierarchy of races, Africans ranked last, so
that even among black people apartheid constructed a perverse hierarchy of privileges.
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For example: White women had access to quality education and could hold high positions
in the workplace. African men and women were largely products of the sort of education
about which Verwoerd infamously said would ensure that they realise that “equality
with Europeans is not for them”. To shy away from race as a central thesis of remedial
constitutionalism, and relegate it to a status that is subordinate to abstract equality,
without regard to the structural disparities resulting from apartheid, would with respect
be cowardly and a betrayal of South Africa’s constitutional project of the “achievement
of equality” against which Verwoerd campaigned so enthusiastically. It would also be a
crass betrayal of the purpose of the Employment Equity Act as recorded in section 2 of
the Employment Equity Act. Solidarity then and there litigates these measures wherever
they get implemented, particularly within the public service and in the parastatals. When
it loses, as it happened with Barnard case in the Constitutional Court, it hypocritically
cries fowl of South Africa practicing racial discrimination whereas it is itself promoting the
racial disparity brought about by the wicked system of apartheid.
Related to Solidarity is AfriForum with the same ideological determinations. Many a time
people deny any intentional biases like Solidarity and Afriforum do. This refined form of
racism remains complex, thus dangerous since it is real. At some point, this NGO threatened
to privately prosecute Malema if the NPA was not proceeding with charging him. The whole
ball of wax about AfriForum and its maternal organisation, Solidarity, was apprehensive
that its decision to privately prosecute Malema was enthused by an aspiration to get at a
militant black politician rather than to advocate for the rule of law, as they claim. Veteran
journalist, Max Du Preez puts it that AfriForum has a highly successful recipe as a lobby
group.43 It is a mixture of effective action in local communities where the authorities
screwed up, providing good services to paid-up members and initiating legal actions, but
also by posturing as the only voice of the “victimised” Afrikaner minority and by fuelling
the fires of white paranoia in order to recruit more members. Occasionally AfriForum acts
on behalf of someone who is not a white Afrikaner so it can market itself as a civil rights
movement rather than the white Afrikaner nationalist body it really is. This is a dangerous
political force and that its politics can only bode ill for white people and the prospects of
peaceful coexistence in South Africa. It is preposterous that the leadership denies that it
is a political organisation. It is already acting as a political party at institution of higher
education by positioning its own candidates for Student Representative Councils [SRCs].
Therefore, it must come out in the open and do the honourable thing of registering as a
political party. It can then take part in elections so that voters can hold it accountable.
This lobby group established room for an arrogant and aggressive voice aimed at insulting
the majority and advancing racial polarisation.
Making reference to the case involving AfriForum about the street naming in Tshwane, the
Constitutional Court was very conspicuous in delivering judgement. In handing down the
judgement, Chief Justice Mogoeng Mogoeng said South Africa is literally the last African
country to be liberated from the system that found nothing wrong with the institutionalised
oppression of one racial group by another for no other reason but the colour of their skin,
shape of their nose and the length or texture of their hair. The underlying reason advanced
for this irrational differentiation was that African people in particular and black people in
general, were intellectually inferior, lazy and lesser beings in every respect of consequence.
As a result, there hardly was any city, town, street, or institution of note that bore a name
that sought to give honour to black people’s leaders or recognition to their institutions or
treasured history. Everything about the oppressed was dismissively branded as backward
and inconsequential.44
43 Du Preez M. [2018]., “The honourable thing for AfriForum to do”, 2018-04-24 09:00.
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He further stated that virtually all recognition and honour was thus respectively given to
and bestowed upon white history and their heroes and heroines. The system was all about
the entrenchment of white supremacy and privilege and black inferiority and disadvantage.
No wonder the United Nations resolved that that system was a crime against humanity.
That said, colonialism or apartheid is a system so stubborn that its divisive and harmful
effects continue to plague us and retard our progress as a nation more than two decades
into our hard-earned constitutional democracy. Almost all cities, towns and street names
continue to reverberate with great sounds of veneration for the architects of apartheid,
heroes and heroines of our oppressive and shameful colonial past.
Virtually no progressive or potentially conciliatory change to city, town or street names
goes unchallenged. There are fairly regular challenges to the equitable distribution of
honour to heroes of all cultural or racial groups and a concomitant determination to
preserve exclusivity to privilege and meaningful control. Just like Solidarity, AfriForum
is certainly an organisation more interested in what the apartheid system stood for. In
2017 we witnessed Afriforum’s claim of a helping hand to Mugabe victim. This is nothing
but a chauvinist stunt as we explain this further. On the 17th of August 2017, Afriforum
and Advocate Gerrie Nel of the organisation’s Private Prosecuting Unit [PPU] announced
at a media conference that they would support Miss Gabriella Engels to see that justice
prevails in the assault charge that she has brought against Zimbabwe’s first lady, Mrs
Grace Mugabe. Their support would entail, among others, that Adv. Nel will monitor
the handling of the case by the South African Police Service [SAPS] and the National
Prosecuting Authority [NPA], as well as the implementation of private prosecution, should
the NPA fail to prosecute Mrs Mugabe without good cause. Should diplomatic immunity
be granted to Mrs Mugabe [which has already happened as the Minister of International
Affairs Maite Nkoana-Mashabane pronounced], Afriforum applied in court to declare the
immunity unlawful.
At face value, this sort of initiative is commendable, considering that we as POPCRU have
always stood against any form of abuse against women and children -though predominantly
by their male counterparts- and keeping in mind the growing abuses we witness in our
communities that had prompted our government and civil society to take tougher stances
in defence of this vulnerable sex, it is surely within our responsibility to take anyone who
subscribes to such backward and inhumane practices to task. It is indeed every man’s
responsibility to fight against any form of abuse on our women and children. But, who
would have in their wildest mind thought an organ such as Afriforum would come to
the defence of the young lady? Looking much more than meets the eye into this matter,
consideration was whether Afriforum was, out of its care, interested in assisting the victim
or was out to target Mrs Mugabe for other ulterior reasons beyond the assault she is
accused of?
Upon closer observation, it is compelling to interrogate as to why Afriforum specifically
opted to take up this matter between Grace Mugabe and Miss Engels. There have been
many cases of black on black abuses in our country where victims could have done with a
bit of legal assistance, and further, throughout these many abuses, it has been rare that
Afriforum would raise its voice at least. This time around, they went all out on this specific
matter. It clearly demonstrates that their intervention is firstly targeted, indicating that it
has got nothing to do with the care or solidarity they seem to claim with Miss Engels, but
has all to do with the person of Grace Mugabe who happens to be the wife of Zimbabwean
President, Robert Mugabe whose policies stripped most white farmers in Zimbabwe off
their farms and land that they so heavily invested on over decades of imperialist rule. It
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is also important to remind ourselves that in 2009, they boycotted his presence at the
inauguration of former President Zuma. Knowing the core interests of Afriforum, it is not
astonishing in that this organisation only serves to stimulate and sustain the Afrikaners’
economic nourishment and has always been against any democratic reforms that would tilt
the economic balance of forces towards uplifting the majority, who happen to be black in
South Africa and beyond our borders within the SADC region. They are basically disciples
of the ideas enshrined by the likes of Cecil John Rhodes, whose aims were to expand
dominance in all its forms across the SADC region, under white rule.
On another case which AfriForum defended the gratuitous display of the old apartheid
flag, judge Mojapelo said prior thereto South Africans were divided amongst each other
on mainly racial basis from cradle to grave and were denied by the apartheid rule an
opportunity of a common nationhood and oneness. The so-called unity achieved under
the Union of South Africa in 1910 or through the Republic of South Africa Constitution
Act of 1961, was one based on racism, as it united the white English and Afrikaans
speaking parts of the population whilst excluding all the blacks, including indigenous
African population.
We cannot afford to polish over our differences as a multicultural society and the legacy
of our history of segregation which is still in existence within South African society.
Our homes, schools, churches and workplaces continue to bear testimony to this. The
question of racism must consistently remain in the public limelight so that South Africans
can engage with it in public forums and the media. The encounter that racism positions
to workable peace and appeasement in South African cannot be overstressed. Until we
address the social divisions as a result of the history of segregation, our quest for the same
is likely to remain illusory.
According to Plan 2009 – 2010 of the International Federation of Red Cross Crescent
Societies, gender inequality is a global problem, which creates specific vulnerabilities for
women.45 Women are more prone to poverty, less likely to be educated, and less likely to
access adequate health resources than men. It is estimated that the majority of 1.5 billion
people are living on one dollar or less per day. Women continue to face barriers to economic
empowerment, including discrimination in hiring, access to credit, and in the right to own
and inherit property. There also remains a persistent gap between women’s and men’s
access to education. It is estimated that two thirds of the world’s 875 million illiterate
adults are women. Throughout their life cycle, women receive lower quality health care
– leading to a rising number of HIV infections among women and an estimated 600,000
deaths from pregnancy per year. While women present the largest component of the
electorate in many countries, they still only hold a fraction of the political power. During
armed conflicts, women and girls are also particularly at risk because of their gender, as
evidenced by the increasing use of systematic rape as a tactic of war. And violence against
women continues around the globe, rooted in relationships of inequality between women
and men, due in turn to cultural norms and economic inequalities.
Gender-Based Violence [GBV] is another scourge facing women and remains a persistent
worldwide problem, occurring in every culture in all societies. Colonialism and apartheid
sought to reinforce patriarchal relations, manifested in male dominance and the
subservient position of women in all racial and social strata of our society, with African
women in rural areas being at the bottom of the heap. Women therefore, took their rightful
place in the struggle alongside the other motive forces and were due to such struggles
that the liberation movement integrated in its vision, the building of a non-sexist South
Africa. Certain fundamentals of the theory of women’s oppression in South Africa emerged
characterised by:46
45 International Federation of Red Cross Crescent Societies, “Discrimination, Gender and Violence” Plan 2009 – 2010. p2.
46 Jack and Ray Simons: Class and Colour in South Africa; 1850 – 1950 : ANC website.
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The recognition that black women are oppressed as part of the black majority, as
women and as workers, suffering from triple oppression;



The recognition that it is necessary for women to organise as women and within the
liberation movement to overcome gender oppression;



The recognition of the struggle for gender equality is an integral part of the national
liberation struggle.

The present situation provides an enabling legal framework for women to advance their
rights in a free and secure society. Much has been done with the establishment of the
Gender Commission and the Office on the Status of Women. However African women
continue to constitute the majority of the poor, and mainly in rural areas. They are found
in the lowest paid jobs in the formal employment sectors, amongst the unemployed, the
micro enterprises and in the rural parts of our land. They continue to bear the brunt of
poverty, heading single family households with the lowest levels of income if any at all,
illiterate and facing the scourge of HIV/ AIDS with the primary burden of caring for AIDS
orphans. The ANC needs to ensure the implementation and monitoring of 1997 Mafikeng
resolutions on the empowerment and equality of women – in the organisation and in
society.
A class analysis of racism: Since society first became divided into classes, the ruling
class of the time has used the oppression of sections of the exploited classes to maximise
exploitation and reinforce its rule. Under capitalism, the oppression of women, black
workers and other groups has reaped super-profits and helped ensure the reproduction of
existing class relations economically, ideologically and politically – not least by fomenting
or perpetuating divisions within the working class itself. Such oppression is sustained by
sets of prejudicial ideas and assumptions, for example those of sexism and racism. These
ideologies apply across class boundaries, affecting members of the oppressed group in
every class, although their impact is felt most severely by those in the exploited classes.
Putting an end to capitalist property relations and the exploitation of labour would remove
the material basis for social oppression.47
No class in society would gain from the super-exploitation of any section of the working
class, or have the means by which to secure it. The reorientation of priorities in production
to meet the needs of the people would further reduce the scope for conflict over scarce
provision, whether of jobs, housing, public services or essential goods. The experience of
socialism confirms that prejudice and discrimination on grounds of gender, nationality,
sexual orientation, age etc., can survive the abolition of capitalism, at least for a period,
weakened but not altogether eliminated. But socialism furnishes the material basis, and
therefore the potential, to bring all forms of social oppression to an end. With the abolition
of capitalism, the most powerful forces for the perpetuation of racist, sexist, homophobic
and other reactionary attitudes are disarmed, leaving the forces of socialism with the
responsibility to consign them to the rubbish heap of history, promoting a culture of
equal rights and liberation instead. The historic democratic elections of 1994 represented
a break from the past and a signal that the creation of a new nation required new ethos
premised on a shared humanity and recognition that “South Africa belonged to all who
live in it, united in our diversity”. The dawn of democracy aspired to build a new South
Africa that broke decisively from its racial past. As we all know, this was a past founded on
political oppression, economic exploitation and social degradation of the black majority.
47 http://www.counterpunch.org/2016/08/09/the-platform-for-black-lives-missing-a-class-analysis-of-racism/
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But twenty two years after democracy, racial divisions remain stark. Rural poverty is
racialised and feminised. Black mine workers live a precarious existence. Racial stereotypes
abound, experienced in day-to-day conversations, songs, political slogans and xenophobia.
Racial arrogance plays itself out in social media and in the commentary sections of online
newspapers.
In the education sector, as with the South African Police Service and other departments,
the scourge of racism is appalling. It will be good to refer to the historic background so
as to be in a better position to engage on this matter. The previous education system was
used to promote and preserve Afrikaner culture and its language to the highest degree. It
was a highly compartmentalised system of education in South Africa which was a living
monument to the persistent influence of the disreputable Broederbond [the ideological
machinery of the National Party] in its driving determination to promote its course of an
exclusive sectional Afrikaner volk in the country. The Broederbond believed that the role
of white South Africa with respect to the native [as they referred to black people] was to
christianise him and help him on culturally. Today we are eating the fruits of the tree
which was poisoned by the Broederbond almost a century ago through separation. Despite
the political changes that have taken place in South Africa since 1994, numerous socioeconomic challenges remain. With schooling for example, although various policies have
been unveiled and legislation enacted to hasten desegregation, the incidence of racial
rancour in many school communities attests to the intractable and continuing racialisation
of schooling. Clearly, the long shadow of apartheid ideology continues to cast its gloom not
any longer through racially explicit policies, but by proxy: high school fees, exclusionary
language and admission policies, and other transparent manoeuvres such as ‘crowding
out’ black learners by bussing in white learners from outside the feeder area. There have
been many well-publicised outbursts various schools and urban centres have not been
immune either.
In many workplaces, including the security, farming and domestic work sectors, baasskap
still prevails. This in turn, sometimes provokes anti-white racism. We condemn all forms
of racism unreservedly. There are more subtle forms of racism that are playing out in
complaints that ‘standards are dropping’ and ‘things were better off before’ and other
similar utterances from those who benefited from an unjust system. Afro-pessimism and
pseudo-liberal arrogance seek to display the ANC-led government that continues to garner
massive public support, as genetically incompetent to lead the country. Significant progress
has been made over in the form of policy, legislative and programmatic interventions and
the country has gone some way in advancing the ideal society committed to substantial
equality. At the same time there still remain some formidable challenges and foremost
amongst these are dealing with the legacy of racism and racial discrimination that still
persists and evidenced by inequality, sharp disparities in capital, skills and opportunities
and intolerance. It is evidently clear that the changing deep-seated attitudes and challenging
harmful stereotypes and assumptions require more than legislative interventions – it
vigorously requires concerted public education and advocacy, ongoing vigilance and
constant dialogue. South Africa’s return to the international community also means that
we are able to discharge our human rights obligations with an understanding of the global
context and indeed share and draw from the experience of other societies who face similar
challenges.
Underlying Challenges: The underlying problem seems to be that many societies
consider it a ‘private’ affair and therefore ‘acceptable’. However, women in different social
classes, races, age groups, sexual orientation groups; both in rural and in urban areas
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are vulnerable to violence perpetrated by men. It is deeply ingrained in societies and has
serious impact on women’s health and well-being. Although in South Africa, 16 days of
activism against violence on women and children have been set aside; violence pervades
our societies on a daily basis with total disregard to the laws, and the conventions that
our countries are signatories to. What is more disheartening is that, whilst the laws are
available, whenever a brutal act of violence against women and children happens, and the
statistics are presented by the police to the public, then after a short while life seems to
go on. This is nicely pointed out by Phasha Mwandla, quoting Commandante Fidel Castro
in African Communist. He stated that all of us were prejudiced against women. We used
to believe that all that women can do was just wash dishes, wash and iron clothes, cook,
keep the house and bear children – all these were age-old prejudices that placed women in
an inferior position in society, but the revolution taught us that women are an enormous
potential force and provide extraordinary human resources for any revolution.48
To mention a few incidents that gained media popularity only in the year 2018 where
women became victims of gruesome crime perpetuated against them. They range form
Zolile Khumalo, a first-year student who was shot dead in the presence of her roommate
at the Mangosuthu University of Technology by her ex-boyfriend. In May Lindiwe Sibiya, a
31-year-old mother of two was allegedly killed by her husband who stabbed her 17 times
while the couple was away “celebrating” their anniversary. In the same month, in northern
Kwa-Zulu Natal, a mother of three died in hospital from burn wounds; a tyre was forced
around her neck while she was doused with petrol, set alight by the father of her children.
In August and while the country was commemorating women’s month, a student from
Rhodes University, Khensani Maseko committed suicide after she was allegedly raped by
her then partner.
Two most recent incidents include a 30 year old man who allegedly attacked and chopped
his wife and a one-year-old child using an unknown sharp instrument in Seshego, Limpopo.
The victims were taken to hospital for medical treatment by members of the community,
but the woman died on the way and the child was still recuperating in hospital after being
seriously wounded. Just on the 23rd of October, a woman in Kagiso, Gauteng, passed
on after being doused with petrol, locked up inside a toilet cubicle and set alight while
trapped inside the structure, allegedly by her boyfriend. What is common in all these cases
is that all these gruesome crimes [femicide, rape and domestic violence] were committed
against women, by the very same people that should be protecting them and people whom
they had once trusted.
These are but a few cases, it is reported that nearly 50% of women in South Africa are
reported to have been brutally violated in one way or the other. Violence against women is
manifested in several ways, such as physical violence, sexual violence including corrective
rape, psychological violence, emotional violence and economic violence. As has always
been pointed out, violence against women is linked to power and control. Masculinity in
our society expresses itself through violence. Men are brought up to believe that women
are their punching bags, that women are the possession of men to treat as they please
with no discernable repercussions and accountability.
An atmosphere of impunity is a result; thus, “intimate partners” are the most likely
perpetrators of violence against women. It is also a global phenomenon and a case of male
privilege. This conduct is underpinned by the preservation of patriarchal power. Violence
keeps women in conditions of poverty and fear of poverty keeps women trapped in violent
48 M
 wandla P. [1990]., “The Triple Oppression of African Women in South Africa”. African Communist, No. 111, Vol. 4th Quarter, 1987. Inkululeko Publications, 39 Goodge Street,
London WIP IFD ISSN 0001-9976. P101.
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situations. Our actions to make this a national priority must be unequivocal; we must
insist that this criminal conduct is not acceptable and therefore not normal. Unless we act
by ensuring a successful shutdown, unless we continue to make pronouncements on this
issue every day and at every opportunity, the powers that be and their institutions, will
not act with the alacrity and determination necessary to stop this scourge in its tracks.
Addressing GBV is a complex issue requiring multi-faceted responses and commitment
from all stakeholders, including government, civil society and other citizens. From the
federation’s recent congress, it took a resolution to intensify the campaign against the
increasing brazen attacks directed at the most vulnerable sections of our society, in
particular women, children, people born with albinism and the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, Queer/ Questioning [LBGT] community.

9.

Socio-Economic Section

The current economic trends have unleashed very harsh conditions, especially for the
working class and the poor have already shed over 120 000 jobs. According to the
Statistics South Africa in 2017, of the 546 000 people, who have just joined the ranks
of the unemployed since 2016, approximately 58% were young people aged 15 – 34. This
means that in terms of the expanded definition, we actually face a crisis of 70% youth
unemployment. South Africa is not a poor country but its citizens are poor because of poor
governance, state capture and corruption. By implication, if things are to be normalised,
certainly something drastic needs to happen for change to take place. A Lecturer at Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Wassily Leontief delivering Nobel Memorial Lecture
in 1973 said the world economy, like the economy of a single country, can be visualized as
a system of interdependent processes.49 Each process, be it the manufacture of steel, the
education of youth or the running of a family household, generates certain outputs and
absorbs a specific combination of inputs. Direct interdependence between two processes
arises whenever the output of one becomes an input of the other: coal, the output of the
coal mining industry, is an input of the electric power generating sector.
The chemical industry uses coal not only directly as a raw material but also indirectly in
the form of electrical power. A network of such links constitutes a system of elements which
depend upon each other directly, indirectly or both. The state of a particular economic
system can be conveniently described in the form of a two-way input-output table showing
the flows of goods and services among its different sectors, and to and from processes or
entities [“value added” and “final demand”] viewed as falling outside the conventional
borders of an input-output system. As the scope of the inquiry expands, new rows and
columns are added to the table and some of the external inflows and outflows become
internalised. Increasing the number of rows and columns that describe an economic
system also permits a more detailed description of economic activities commonly described
in highly aggregative terms.
We are tackling the following number of economic aspects which the 9th National Congress
has to deliberate upon. We start by tracking how the economic challenges we are facing
today came about. This is through what our 2018 CEC deliberated upon on the zigzagging
by our movement when preparing to ascend power pre-1994.

49 S
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9.1.

Effects of the ANC Policies in transforming the society

Our CEC in 2018 engaged on the critical question as to whether the ANC can re-energise its
base and effect a turnaround. A question was raised what it meant for the ANC supporters
to stay away from elections.
Was it a transit station to the DA and EFF? What is clear is that there was no regret, no kinder
Brexit hangover – those who stayed away from the polls said they wanted to teach the ANC a
lesson and wait for 2019 to ascertain if the ANC would not change. It was unfortunate that
we had to engage in such dialectical exploration after the COSATU 13th National Congress
had come and gone. The CEC concluded that regardless of the epoch we were indulging in
such discussions, they were and would remain pertinent and appropriate even in future.
The kick-off point in the discussions was that it was a fact and the truth that the South
African people struggled for their independence and their struggles were led by various
liberation movements in South Africa, the ANC being the largest. The ANC eventually
became the government of South Africa. We can, with no doubt, enumerate the gains by
the ANC since the dawn of democracy in 1994. For example, over three million houses have
been built for the poor, six million households have gained access to clean water, electricity
has been connected to nearly five million homes, the country’s extensive social grants
system reached more than 15 million people, 10 million of whom are largely vulnerable
children [This programme has played an important role in reducing poverty], improvement
of access to education [more than eight million children at primary and secondary schools
benefit from school-feeding schemes], financial support has been extended to students
in higher education and further education and training colleges, progressively improved
by pronouncement of the Free higher education for the poor and working class students,
establishment of the first two post-1994 universities, the University of Mpumalanga and
Sol Plaatjie University in the Northern Cape.
The democracy brought about by the ANC included the right to own property, freedom of
expression and freedom of the press, the equality of women, religious freedom, workplace
freedom and the right to strike and protest, all in an attempt to restore the human dignity
that was stripped away from us in our colonial and apartheid past. However, a lot more than
what is recorded as accomplishments could have been attained. There is an undisputed
fact that the ANC has inherited a poisoned chalice [the economy that seemed very good
when they first received, but in fact was a great harm to itself and the country as a whole].
With that poisoned chalice in the hands of the liberation movement, was there a political
will to change the situation? Is there a political willingness now to change the situation we
are in at this very moment? We will return to this point at the tail-end of this assessment
of the ANC policies.
The end of apartheid produced great expectations for the majority of South Africans in
terms of political, social and economic transformation. As indicated above, significant
progress has undoubtedly taken place. However, with all the recorded progress, twentyfour years into democracy, after a fifth free general elections, many South Africans feel
that their expectations have not been met and their frustration is turning into violence
as demonstrated by several large-scale service delivery protests. The present political
changes and the violence associated with the protests and outbursts draw attention to the
fact that these changes have not met the social and economic expectations of many poor
South Africans. Whilst it is not possible to ignore the progress made with the adoption of
the new constitution and subsequent legislations, which enhance the protection of civil,
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economic and social rights, several dynamics have constrained the awaited improvements
of working and living conditions. This situation, without any doubt, has led to widespread
disillusionment with the ANC and mounting violence.
Politically, does this frustration lead to a blunt repudiation of the country’s stewardship
under the African National Congress? Can we conclude by saying from the beginning, the
ANC adopted neoliberal policies and the current social ills in the country are the direct
consequences of such policies? This conclusion will not be well-balanced or not entirely
correct. It can be nuanced and brought to bear that the NDR is a contested terrain of class
forces at every level, sector and on strategy and tactics. Before going far, let us scrutinise
what is neoliberalism is and its effects. On the notion of the broken chalice, it may not
necessarily be left to the notion of economic challenge in broad terms.
In a broader perspective, the economic transformation was not dealt with deep enough
to bring about the required and expected changes – GEAR after RDP, ASGISA, NDP, etc.
Are all these policies critical for ushering in strategic and immediate plausible or tangible
change? Has the current model of economic policy on Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment [BB-BEE] the right or sufficient economic intervention model to effect
change? To what extend are other models like village or township economies, cooperatives
and social economies given support to flourish for upliftment of the standard of living of
the citizens? Surely, the greatest failure was the inability on the part of our movement to
change the strategic direction of capital. Capitalism remains the economic system with
an elementary redistributive government reliant on taxes to meet its ever-growing budget
of social needs and priorities. The adoption of the neo-liberal GEAR and the imposition
of neo-liberal globalisation contributed to the stagnation in later years. This is just the
fallacy of been accepted in the world.

9.1.1.

Neoliberalism and its effects

We need to understand what neoliberalism entail and its effects on the economy and
the society at large. In an article, Haydn Cornish-Jenkins points out that the founders
of neoliberalism based their theory on the premise that human dignity and individual
freedom are fundamental to well-being. They argued that these values were threatened
by state planning and interventionist policies which were inevitably biased towards the
interest group that held the balance of power. Alternatively, it is argued that by maximising
the use of the market, individuals would be free to make their own decisions and achieve
well-being without interference. In order for this to be achieved, elements of economic
governance which had previously been controlled by democratic institutions would be
transferred to private institutions through processes of privatisation and deregulation.50 A
key element of neoliberalism is the openness to global trade and investment, through such
policies as the dismantling of tariffs and elimination of capital controls. Unlike commonlyused measures of economic globalisation such as foreign trade and investment flows,
which are fundamentally the intended outcomes of neoliberalism. In 1997, through an
article titled: “What is Neoliberalism”, Elizabeth Martinez and Arnoldo Garcia explained
neo-liberalism as a set of economic policies that have become widespread during the last
25 years or so. They alluded to the fact that even though the word is infrequently heard
in the United States, you can clearly see the effects of neo-liberalism here as the rich grow
richer and the poor grow poorer.51
50 C
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These authors went further to contend that the liberal school of economics became famous
in Europe when Adam Smith, a Scottish economist, published a book in 1776 called The
Wealth of Nations. Adam Smith and others advocated for the abolition of government
intervention in economic matters. He said no restrictions on manufacturing, no barriers to
commerce, no tariffs, free trade was the best way for a nation’s economy to develop. Such
ideas were liberal in the sense of no controls. This application of individualism encouraged
‘free’ enterprise, ‘free’ competition. All these came to mean free for the capitalists to make
huge profits as they wished.
Another key facet of market-friendly institutions is a ‘small’ state that plays a less
prominent role in its economy. A minimal state, the argument goes, will be less likely to
crowd out private investment and interfere with voluntary market transactions. In terms
of societal rights, the primary obligation of a state to its people is in the area of “negative”
rights, specifically providing protection to individuals and their property versus aggression
or repression. A Researcher at the University of Massachusetts, David Kotz, wrote an
article about Globalisation and Neoliberalism and stated that neoliberalism is an updated
version of the classical liberal economic thought that was dominant in the US and UK prior
to the Great Depression of the 1930s. He went further to say from roughly the mid-1930s
to the mid-1970s a new interventionist approach substituted classical liberalism, and it
became the accepted belief that capitalism requires significant state regulation in order to
be viable. In the 1970s, the Old Religion of classical liberalism made a rapid comeback,
first in academic economics and then in the realm of public policy.52 Neoliberalism is both
a body of economic theory and a policy position or standpoint. Neoliberal theory claims
that an essentially unregulated and loose capitalist system [a free market economy] not
only expresses the ideal of free individual choice but also accomplishes best possible
economic performance with respect to efficiency, economic growth, technical progress
and distributional justice. Within this jurisdiction, the state is assigned a very limited
economic role of defining property rights, enforcing contracts and regulating the money
supply. The state involvement to correct market failures is looked at with misgiving and
suspicion, on the ground that such involvement is likely to create more problems than it
could resolve. Under this kind of policy position, the states are to liberalise their trade and
foreign investment, privatise their state-owned enterprises [SOEs], strengthen protection
for patents and intellectual property rights and implement conservative macroeconomic
policies, such as high interest rates and balanced budgets.
Elizabeth Martinez and Arnoldo Garcia contended that around the world, neo-liberalism
has been imposed by powerful financial institutions like the IMF, the World Bank and the
Inter-American Development Bank. It is powerful and uncontrolled all over Latin America.
The first clear example of neo-liberalism at work came in Chile, after the CIA-supported
coup against the popularly elected Allende regime in 1973. Other countries followed, with
some of the worst effects in Mexico where wages declined 40 to 50% in the first year of North
American Free Trade Agreement [NAFTA] while the cost of living rose by 80%. Over 20 000
small and medium businesses have failed and more than 1,000 state-owned enterprises
had to be privatised in Mexico. Effectively, this meant neo-colonisation of Latin America.
In the United States, neo-liberalism destroyed welfare programs, attacking the rights of
labour, including all immigrant workers, and cut-backing social programs. The supporters
of neoliberalism are working hard to deny protection to children, youth, women, the planet
itself and trying to trick everybody into acceptance by saying this will “get government off
my back”. The beneficiaries of neoliberalism are a minority of the world’s people. For the
vast majority, it brings even more suffering and distress than before – suffering without
the small, hard-won gains of many years, suffering without end.
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According to an article penned by Dr Fikrejesus Amahazion in Madote [an independent
online media that focuses on the Horn of Africa in general, and Eritrea in particular], the
second half of the 20th century saw many African states transition to independence, either
through armed struggle or decolonisation. At independence, these states trailed far behind
the majority of the world in terms of socio-economic development and industrialisation, and
accordingly, a paramount objective was the pursuit of development, sustainable growth,
and equality on the international stage. After a period of failed attempts at development and
growth via several socioeconomic policy frameworks, many African states began to intensify
their relations with international financial institutions [IFIs], such as the IMF and the World
Bank, thus opening up to global markets and ushering in a period of neoliberalism. Based
largely on the precepts of free market capitalism, neoliberalism increased in popularity
and influence in the late 1970s at the conclusion of the Marshall Plan era. Its appearance
and influence on economic policies is most commonly associated with the government
policies of Margaret Thatcher in the United Kingdom and Ronald Reagan in the United
States. The 1980s saw the ascendant New Right governments of Thatcher and Reagan
proceed with systematic and comprehensive policies of fiscal retrenchment, financial and
labour market deregulation, and the evaporation of the Keynesian assumptions that were
so central for post-war economic and social policy.53
Having explained what neoliberalism stands for and what it does to developing nations, let
us take a closer look in our own courtyard – South Africa, our beloved country.

9.1.2.

The ANC’s Approach to the new dispensation

Out of the exceeding analogy, what are the implications of the local government election
results on municipal governance? Without doubt, the ANC is leading in about 75% of
municipalities. To a certain extent, in the build-up to 2019, there will be fractious discourse
especially in the metros, as we witnessed already in the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan. The
ANC in opposition is trying to prove that the DA is not interested in the conditions of the poor.
On the other hand, the DA is digging up dirt to strengthen its narrative about corruption
whilst the EFF is grandstanding and may precipitate paralysis from time to time. Some of
these developments may present opportunities which the ANC may need to take advantage
of. The reality, though, is that the motive forces of the National Democratic Revolution
demand change sooner than later. On the other hand, it should be argued that it is not
necessarily the ANC posture, but the incapacity brought about by corruption, nepotism and
co-option into the neo-liberal framework of governance at local level. The question that need
to be answered is did the ANC take diverting thoroughfare from its original policy posture?
What were the movement’s vicissitudes which led to failure to achieve the initial set of
revolutionary transformational goals? Let us analyse or scrutinise the situation further.
For the better part of three decades [from the early 1960s to the early 1990s], the dominant
theoretical basis for the ANC’s liberation struggle has been cast within the necessity for
the revolutionary seizure of power. Whether applied to the smashing of apartheid and
the attainment of majority rule or as a springboard to a transition to socialism, the
revolutionary seizure of power was presented as a necessary pre-condition for movement
forward.54 Economic strategies that encompassed privatisation and deregulation where
the market would be left to its own devices has been rejected by the ANC for most of its
history.
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There was to be a significant role for the state and for regulation of the key markets.
Redistribution was supposed to form the central element of post-apartheid economic
strategy.55 In other words, the ANC supported an economic model which held redistribution
as a central theme with interventionist state which would address the injustices of the past.
The ANC was also opposed to De Klerk regime’s initiative of privatisation and deregulation,
menacing to re-nationalise all those public utility corporations that were privatised and
stressed the need for expanding the public sector and re-orientating it towards meeting
the basic needs. This articulation is further concretised by Joe Slovo in his article: “South
Africa – No Middle Road” when he contended that there is a distinction between the creation
of the new state form and the building of a new socialist economic formation. The former is
made possible by a revolutionary seizure of power; the latter, through the exercise of that
political power by a class whose interests are unconditionally served by a socialist order.56
In an article penned by Paul Williams and Ian Taylor, they put emphasis on the ANC’s
economic ideological stance saying:
“Its purposefully vague anti-capitalist rhetoric gave the ANC leadership considerable
ideological leeway successfully to stitch together a loosely defined coalition of interest
groups that included workers and aspirant entrepreneurs, Christians and Communists,
and the unemployed and middle class, around a shared objective of dismantling
apartheid”.57
How do we characterise our democratic dispensation as seizure of power, democratic
breakthrough and what are the actual limitations or advantages of each? With this
ideological and economic posture, the ANC was almost the only hope for the oppressed
majority who was denied a voice and universal suffrage in their beloved country, and
were persecuted for standing up against repression and subjugation, and excluded from
partaking in the fruits of wealth of their motherland. Was the radical party-political and
economic posture of the movement carried through up to ascension to state power? So,
how did the ANC drive the country’s political, economic and social processes? The major
problem seems to be the policy shifts that the ANC pursued. Let us do thorough analysis
of this assertion.
For well over decades since 1955, the Freedom Charter represented the ANC’s vision for
a future South Africa. The Freedom Charter commenced by asserting that “South Africa
belonged to all who lived in it”. It further promised an equal standing and prestige to all
national groups, provided for the transfer of the mines, banks and monopoly industries to
the ownership of the people as a whole, guaranteed equal opportunities to all who wish to
trade or manufacture, and advocated the distribution of land ‘among those who work it’,
the ending of all restrictions on labour and labour organisations, unemployment benefits,
a 40-hour week, a minimum wage, free education, and other welfare provisions with regard
to health, housing, the aged and the disabled.58 In analysing the draft constitutional
guidelines for a future African National Congress’s South Africa, an Associate Professor of
Politics at Wits University, Daryl Glaser vied that some aspects of the Freedom Charter’s
economic vision were subject to re-evaluation for possible variation within the ranks of
the ANC in the late 1980s.59 And indeed, the ANC’s 1988 constitutional guidelines made
no mention of the nationalisation of key industries and started speaking of the mixed
economy.
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However, the demands of the charter remained deeply embedded, at the very least within
the rhetorical repertoire of the ANC. By implication, an idea of a policy shift was already
something for positive consideration.
Moving further to September 1990, the ANC issued a discussion document on economic
policy. The document taking signal from the Freedom Charter, emphasised redistribution
and the intervention of the state and called for ‘the reconstruction and the restructuring’
of the South African economy.60 There was proposal to streamline the economy by way
of a policy of growth through redistribution in which redistribution acts as an incentive
to growth and in which the fruits of growth are redistributed to satisfy basic needs. This
proposal was centred on the central policy idea that the state needed to boost demand,
primarily by ensuring that greater amounts of income would be received by the poorer
section of the population, which in turn would stimulate output and hence economic
growth. The document generated passionate debate equally within the ANC and in the
business community. An article by Dennis Davis stated that an economist from Old Mutual
at the time, Trevor Moll, argued that growth through redistribution comes uncomfortably
close to macro popularism.61 By implication, he meant that the proposed approach of
growth through redistribution was a mere political doctrine chosen to appeal to a majority
of the electorate. This form of critique from business had the desired chilling effect. For
this reason, it did not take long for the ANC to articulate a pragmatism that was reflected
in a systematic progression of distancing itself from aspects of the discussion document.
The nature of the debate was uneven and potholed in its ideological expansion. Throughout
the years of struggle, the ANC’s line of march from a policy point of view had been
positioned on the proposition that South Africa was a ‘colonial state of a special type’
[CST], and that a national revolution would have to precede any move to socialism for the
latter to take hold. The CST was however, first articulated by the SACP in 1962 under the
programme called “Road to South African Freedom”.62 This exposition was expounded in
the ANC’s 1969 Strategy and Tactics which stated that South Africa’s social and economic
structure and the relationships which it generates are, perhaps, unique. It is not a colony,
yet it has, in regards to the overwhelming majority of its people, most of the features of
the classical colonial structure. Conquest and domination by an alien people, a system of
discrimination and exploitation based on race, method of indirect rule; these, and more,
are the traditional trappings of the classical colonial framework. Whilst at the one level it
was an ‘independent’ national state, at another level it became a country subjugated and
dominated by a minority race group. The document went further to explain that what was
making the structure exclusive or unique and added to its complexity being the exploiting
nation was not, as in the classical imperialist relationships, situated in a geographically
distinct mother country, but was settled within the borders.63 This situation was not
radically changed as was initially envisaged.
In the context of this political vision, the contradictions in economic policy had arisen
between differing factions within the ANC. Liberals welcomed the guidelines as an affirmation
of the centrality of liberal-democratic principles and as a programme involving pragmatic
economic change. However, from the left forces, such line of attack meant ‘bourgeois’ and
‘reformist’ approach, proof of the absence of genuine socialist commitment in the congress
movement, and as a sign of a neo-colonial sell-out of capital and its allies.
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Neither response is adequate, especially for those concerned with a democratic socialist
future for South Africa. Habib and Padayache contend that between 1990 and the 1994
elections, the ANC policies on redistribution slowly became softer. In 1992, the ANC’s
policy conference effectively removed nationalisation as a policy option and radically
changed their stance on foreign investment from cautious to supportive.
COSATU’s Economic Trends Group and the ANC Economics Department convened a
workshop In 1990 on “Economic Policy for a Post-Apartheid South Africa” to come up
with some recommendations on economic policy for a Post-Apartheid South Africa. The
workshop was attended by researchers from a number of institutions, part-time economists
of the ANC, some ANC leaders, COSATU representatives and COSATU economists. The
significance of that workshop was that it introduced the concept of a growth path in
the policy discourse of the democratic movement.64 Taking the process further, COSATU
proposed in 1992 for a growth path framework that should deal with the following six
distinct areas: [a] Principles of Economic Policy; [b] Redistribution; [c] Industrial Policy; [d]
The Role of the State; [e] Building Workers’ Power and [f] Southern Africa.
In an article published in the Bulletin titled: “Revisiting the South African Developmental
Impasse: The National Neoliberal Revolution”, William Freud sketches out that in 1991 the
ANC had set up Macro-Economic Research Group [MERG] to develop a new macroeconomic
model for South Africa.65 MERG had to emerge with proposals to respond to a whole range
of inherited problems that have plunged the economy of the country into gravest crisis in
its history. The problematic issues included the disturbing levels of unemployment, the
mass of the people living in absolute squalor and deprivation, crisis in the education and
many other social services. These were all the inevitable legacies of almost fifty years of the
abhorrent apartheid system though these problems did not start with the 1948 National
Party takeover. The impact of African underdevelopment precedes apartheid. The colonial
government had long started with segregation and even took away officially the land in
1913.
The MERG Report presented detailed a progressive proposal on Macroeconomic Policy,
Social and Economic Infrastructure, Labour Market Policy, Rural Development and Food
Policy, Industrial, Corporate and Trade Policy, Banking and Finance, and the Role of the
State. It recommended for the state’s investment in social and physical infrastructure
[housing, school education, health services, electrification and road development] in the
first phase, accounting for more than half of growth, triggering sustained, growth-inducing
effects throughout the economy. In addition, it proposed that the state strategically apply
a mix of incentives and regulations to restructure and improve industrial performance
and recommended a national minimum wage [pegged at two-thirds the subsistence level
for a household of five]. It saw a need for the state to ‘provide leadership and coordination
for widely-based economic development’ and to ‘intervene directly in key areas’.66 To a
great deal, the proposals were informed by the resolutions of both the ANC and COSATU.
Conversely, by the time the group presented its final MERG report called: “Making
Democracy Work”, to the ANC in late 1993, its proposals were well out of line with the
dominant anti-working class ideological think-tanks within the ANC. Thus, the MERG
Report was ultimately not endorsed by the ANC leadership.
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The report was precipitously abandoned, even though economists such as Nattrass
acknowledged that the recommendations were carefully costed and situated in what
appears to be a sound macroeconomic model. According to the IOL News in 2010, the
MERG proposals were apparently inadvertently leaked in spite of all attempts to completely
shelve it. To quell that situation, the proposals were quickly described and labelled as
just another discussion document. The ANC then presented a rather anodyne economic
commentary to this club of the super-rich – and the ANC arranged to draw up a policy
document more acceptable to the World Economic Forum [WEF] and the international
financial institutions.67
Despite abandonment of the MERG report, most of those detailed recommendations
ultimately found expression in the Reconstruction and Development Programme [RDP]
in 1994. The RDP outlined the six following principles that made up the political and
economic philosophy of reconstruction and development policies in South Africa: [a] An
Integrated and Sustainable Programme [b] A People-Driven Process [c] Peace and Security
For All [d] Nation-Building [e] Link Reconstruction and Development [f] Democratisation
of South Africa.68
In his book titled: “South Africa Pushed to the Limit: The Political Economy of Change”, Hein
Maris submits that there was a change in policy positions from the side of the ANC by late
1993. He contends that the language and tone of ANC and business policy documents were
so similar that at times they appear interchangeable. During the political negotiations, the
ANC’s consultation with its membership and political allies was patchy and perfunctory,
and the formal relationship between the negotiations and economic policy formulation
virtually non-existent. Pressure from ANC and trade union activists had kept on the agenda
demands such as restructuring the financial sector and progressive taxation – but only
until 1992, when they were dropped from ANC resolutions.69 This assertion is supported
by Professor Eddie Webster in a Paper he presented to the seminar on Labour and Popular
Struggles in the Global at Columbia University Economy, where he said it has become
orthodox wisdom on both the left and right that South Africa’s “political miracle” was
purchased at the price of leaving the economic pillars of apartheid capitalism intact. On the
right it has been argued that South Africa has accepted the inevitability of the market and
that it has pragmatically adapted to the new international economic order. It has removed
exchange controls, embraced an export-oriented development strategy, practiced strict
fiscal discipline and committed itself to privatisation.70 He goes further to state that the ANC
had also begun mooting the need for property-rights guarantees and privatisation. This is
supported by Patrick Bond in his book: “Elite Transition From Apartheid to Neoliberalism
in South Africa”, where he stated that not only were free enterprise and property rights
enshrined in every major economic policy statement and the constitution itself, full-blown
neoliberal compradorism became the dominant [if not universal] phenomenon within the
ANC policy-making elite.71
Marais went further to explain that the federation, COSATU, tried to hold a progressive
line. It called for stronger social transformation refuted attempts to portray the federation
as the guardian of a narrow set of interests.
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In the media, though, the labour movement was ridiculed as a narrow and privileged
interest group, a caricature or misrepresentation that resonated among the ANC’s growing
middle-class constituencies. Emphasising the need for job creation and for redistributing
access to health, education and housing, COSATU pushed for a stronger institutionalised
role in economic and industrial policymaking. It wished to see decision-making on key
economic issues transferred into a forum where trade unions could exercise influence. Key
ANC figures at the time, such as Trevor Manuel and Tito Mboweni, openly objected and
insisted that economic policy was the domain of government. William Freud in his article
remarked that it is also noteworthy that Manuel was called upon to partake in a short
course at the World Bank in Washington early in 1992 and was joined before it concluded
by Thabo Mbeki, who had organised this delegation. From this time on, Manuel spoke with
conviction about the policies he would promote. This was followed by the establishment of
training course relations with the investment brokerage firm of Goldman Sachs.72
The compromise between COSATU and the ANC was to set up a National Economic Forum
[NEF] in 1992. COSATU saw it as a negotiating body, but the ANC and corporate leaders
preferred it to be an advisory body. These tensions would plague the NEF in its later
incarnation, the National Economic Development and Labour Council [NEDLAC], which
became little more than a ‘consultative structure’ with indistinct and weak influence on
policy decisions. Potentially much more important was the development of a Reconstruction
Accord, which COSATU wanted the ANC to adopt as a government programme once it
assumed power. In return, COSATU would campaign for an ANC victory. The accord would
eventually ripe into the Reconstruction and Development Programme [RDP], which formed
a central plank in the ANC’s 1994 election campaign. Unfortunately, the hope implanted
in the RDP became hollow and muffled since this economic policy programme was soon
to be permanently abandoned as we elaborate below. So, was our beloved movement
really interested in transforming the society for a better life? This analogy presupposes
that the importance and focus during the transitional period was that the process was
remarkably successful in drawing in political elites and taming some of once-radical
technical supporters, leaving dissidents like those from the trade union ranks outside the
net. It was during this period that neo-liberal policies were parachuted within the ANC
folds, as we show below.

a.

Brief background of the RDP and how it was abandoned

COSATU initiated the drawing up of a Reconstruction and Development document that
would ostensibly secure a political and programmatic commitment by the ANC government
to meeting the basic needs of workers and the poor. The process of putting it together
involved numerous workshops within COSATU and meetings between Alliance leaders
[ANC, SACP & COSATU] and activists, independent experts, and international solidarity
groups. Four different drafts were produced in the process and the RDP document emerged
publicly in early 1994. Despite those in the ANC who wanted it dead, it was broadly hailed
by the Alliance leadership as the new “people’s programme” which provided an integrated,
coherent and viable socio-economic policy framework, geared to meeting the needs of a
new, democratic South Africa and its people. The RDP envisioned an important role for
the state in regulating and leading the economy through government spending aiming at
redress of the imbalance of power.73
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It rapidly achieved the status of an ANC electoral manifesto on which the ANC subsequently
rode to victory in April 1994. The final RDP document adopted by the ANC was altered
so many times to make it more acceptable to the business community. With the RDP
seemingly emerging triumphant after the first democratic elections, the dominant position
taken up by the left forces has been to chain a socialist project to what was seen as
the radical content of the RDP. By doing so, the left has attached its strategic hopes to
the institutionalisation of the RDP’s documented promises and opportunities through a
process of people-driven implementation.
Soon after the elections, it was then Deputy Minister of Finance, Alec Irwin, who stated
that as a “basic tenet of the RDP” would the private sector – not on public sector led
works programmes. This was a direct contradiction because one of the real ‘basic tenets’
of the RDP was for the economic growth to be premised on job creation in the public
sector. In an article published in the International Journal of Socialist Renewal, LINKS
Dale McKinley stated that the former RDP ‘Minister’ [former COSATU General Secretary]
Jay Naidoo, told a gathering of the National Economic Development & Labour Council
[NEDLAC] in mid-1995 that South Africa needed R129 billion over ten years to deliver the
‘basics’ of the RDP. Within that ambit, Naidoo stated there is no way the government can
provide even the basic services. That is why we have to help local government structures
to access capital from the markets at favourable rates.74 This was the twitch of throttling
this progressive programme to its ultimate death.
The SACP traced this in its Augmented Central Committee report in 1994 and said instead
of the RDP being institutionalised as the overall strategic programme of government, it was
marginalised into a Ministry within the presidency headed by a Minister without Portfolio.
The highest ranking official was a DDG. Attempts by the RDP Ministry to coordinate work
across government were resented by line departments who saw it as trespassing on their
turf and the respective departmental DGs easily outranked the RDP DDG in the ensuing
battles. The budget of the RDP Ministry was relatively limited, much of it donor funding
and project-linked… what was meant to be the integrative transformational national
democratic programme [was reduced to] …a list of discreet projects many of them chosen
or favoured by external players.75 Around March/ April 1996, the office of the RDP was
completely shut down and the incumbent Minister, Jay Naidoo, redeployed to Posts and
Telecommunications. The gap created at the centre of government in terms of the key strategic
planning, integration and coordination, and monitoring functions by this marginalisation
[and early demise] of the RDP Ministry was then filled by the Treasury. It is clear, out of
this analysis, that there was never any intention on the part of the ANC to implement the
RDP. In fact, former President Thabo Mbeki originated the RDP’s death when in November
1995 during s summit of Intergovernmental Forum warned against the RDP’s almost
biblical character and cautioned that its priorities would have to be subjected to realistic
macroeconomic considerations.
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b.

Emergence of the controversial GEAR

The first major public contestation over the neoliberal drift occurred in December 1995,
when the government announced its intentions to privatise important state assets. The
government threw a potential knockout punch to the RDP in a form of introducing Growth,
Employment and Redistribution [GEAR] which served to confirm the government’s growthfirst path and assumed that market-oriented policies would yield the desired outcomes
of job creation, investment, growth reduced poverty and general inequality. How did the
GEAR come about?
In his book, “Thabo Mbeki and the battle for the soul of the ANC”, Mervin Gumede allude
to the fact that in complete shut-down of the RDP office, Mbeki moved the unfinished
business of the RDP into his office, and for the first time, had unfettered control over
economic planning. He was now ready to work out a new economic plan that would please
the markets.76 He goes further stating that Mbeki and his trusted allies, including Manuel,
Erwin and Netshitenzhe hand-picked GEAR’s architects. The team was led by Iraj Abedian
[former Economics Lecturer at UCT], Richard Ketley [Seconded by the World Bank], Stephen
Gelb [Senior Research Fellow at the Overseas Development Institute in London], André le
Roux, Andrew Donaldson [Deputy Director-General in the formerly apartheid Department
of Finance in 1993], Brian Kahn [ICT at UCT] and Ian Goldin [Development Bank of
Southern Africa]. As a group, Mbeki saw them as economists with liberal social democratic
instincts who understood some kind of redistribution strategy. All were blasphemed to
secrecy and the whole procedure was masked in innermost confidentiality lest or for fear
of the left wind of Mbeki’s plan. This assertion is supported by Hein Marais, when he said
GEAR was drawn up in ‘somewhat secretive conditions’. It was released after perfunctory
‘briefings’ of a few top-ranking ANC, SACP and COSATU figures who, according to one
participant, were shown ‘only the section headings’.
During the drafting of GEAR, the ANC was kept out of any knowledge as Hein Marais
further stated that former President Mandela would admit later that even the ANC learnt
of GEAR far too late – when it was almost complete. Marais quotes Stephen Gelb having
said:
“close affinity with the ‘Washington Consensus’ characterised not only the substantive
policy recommendations of GEAR, but also the process through which it was formulated
and presented publicly … This was ‘reform from above’ with a vengeance, taking to
extreme the arguments in favour of insulation and autonomy of policymakers from
popular pressures”. 77
On the other hand, the IMF and World Bank kept a close eye on progress. All of this
combined meant an individualist/ corporatist approach to capitalist accumulation and
development. Former Finance Minister Trevor Manuel introduced this policy position in
June 1996 and quickly declared the plan was ‘non-negotiable’ in its broad outline. GEAR
plan became the centrepiece of South Africa’s growth path and, consequently, its broader
development path. The ANC, as an organisation, was not even aware of it as we elaborate
below. The ANC’s National Executive Committee sanctioned GEAR even though quite
considerable numbers of SACP and COSATU leaders were part of it. Astonishing levels
of discipline were upheld in the ANC’s top ranks and among its allies. So firm was the
ANC’s hold over the SACP, at the time, that the SACP issued a disordered media release
validating the objectives of the plan.
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Surprisingly, the SACP claimed that the strategy resisted ‘free market dogmatism’ and
‘envisage[d] a key economic role for the public sector, including in productive investment. A
year would pass before the SACP would toughen its position and call for GEAR to be scrapped
and substituted with a ‘coherent industrial policy’. It was left to COSATU to vituperate or
castigate the policy. COSATU’s scolding stance was published by Mail Guardian in 1997
through an article stating that COSATUs’ 6th National Congress in Kempton Park exposed
deep-rooted mistrust between the labour federation and the government on the growth,
employment and redistribution [GEAR] strategy.78 The meeting saw COSATU affiliates
uniting firmly behind the federation’s total opposition to the macro-economic policy. Even
affiliates that had earlier called for a more open approach towards Gear unexpectedly
changed from possible compromise to absolute rejection. In fact, the dominant view came
from influential affiliates that advocate a meeting to map out an alternative economic
model to advance COSATU’s stated commitment to socialism. President Nelson Mandela
twice tried to get COSATU to give GEAR a chance, but was openly snubbed by angry
delegates who saw the strategy as an ideological shift by the African National Congress
from its left-wing orientations to the right.
c.

Direct Role of the IMF and World Bank in Development of ANC Economic Policies

The World Bank and the IMF are the economic parasites of the developing nations.
A Writer specialising in United States policy towards the Third World and the role of
Canadian corporations, Assad Ismi penned an article saying the World Bank and the
IMF have forced third world countries to open their economies to Western penetration
and increased exports of primary goods to wealthy nations. These conditions are known
as Structural Adjustment Programs [SAPs]. SAPs require governments to cut public
spending, [including eliminating subsidies for food, medical care and education], raise
interest rates, thus reducing access to credit, privatise state enterprises, increase exports
and reduce barriers to trade and foreign investment such as tariffs and import duties.79
They did the same to our beloved movement. These Bretton Woods Institutions were so
happy to design or directly influence the economic path for South Africa with help within
some in the ANC. These organisations vigorously and enthusiastically promoted neoliberal
policies and a thick web of contacts began to develop between their representatives and
ANC policy makers and intellectuals, particularly economists. These contacts included
a flurry of private conferences and workshops as well as short-term secondments of key
officials to the World Bank, the IMF, and western banks. Others were invited to participate
in economics stimulant or refresher courses and graduate programs in Washington and
elsewhere. The result was a powerful ideological shift in the thinking of key policymakers
in the ANC. This is comprehensively reinforced by Williams and Taylor who went further
to state that:
“While the IMF delivered sharp prescriptions about what was ‘reasonable’ and
‘realistic’, the World Bank began discussions with the ANC and its liberation partners.
The Bank enjoyed considerable access to the ANC elite and, ‘even by World Bank
standards’, its presence in South Africa during this period represented ‘an unusually
large … effort’. Consequently, ‘big business, the IMF and the World Bank [became]
increasingly influential in the top ranks of the ANC leadership’. Indeed, one World
Bank representative later boasted that ‘this is the only country in the world where we
speak to the opposition”.80
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Mervin Gumede illustrates in his book explained the role played by the World Bank and
IMF during the transition to democracy. He argued that attempts by these institutions
to influence the new democracy’s policies finally bore fruit in November 1993. The ANC
negotiators signed 850 million dollars IMF Compensatory and Contingency Financing
Facility. Condition of the loan was an undertaking that the economy would be responsibly
managed and South Africa will sign the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs [GATT].81
This locked the ANC into prudent economic policies. This included maintaining the
independence of the Reserve Bank. And such independence destined the new government’s
parliamentary control over the critical areas of economic policy had been totally detached
or at least in practice undermined. To show commitment to this neoliberalism, the
ANC adopted a resolution in 2017 during its 54th National Conference calling for the
nationalisation of the Reserve Bank. The National Conference is the supreme organisational
structure whereby resolutions emerging therefrom cannot be questioned. The discussion
on the Reserve Bank was accordingly suggested in Parliament for engagement on the
full public ownership of the Reserve Bank whilst acknowledging the role, mandate and
independence of the bank. This was the correct motion as per the National Conference
mandate. In spite of this mandate position, the motion was abruptly withdrawn. The
reason provided for the withdrawal was the claim to allow for greater consultation within
structures of the ANC and key stakeholders.82 Contrary to South African approach, Justas
Brazil under President Lula da Silva changed the leadership and top bureaucracy of their
Treasury and his successor, former President Dilma Rousseff placed a civil servant with a
more developmental mandate at the head of their Central Bank, we also need overhaul of
leadership of our macro-economic authorities.
The movement [ANC] was warned by Bretton Woods institutions of the dangers of increases
in real wages in the private and public sector, stressed the importance of controlling
the inflation, promised monetary targeting, and trade and industrial liberalisation, and
argued in favour of the virtues of market forces over regulatory interventions. Today we
are reaping the poisoned fruits of such neo-liberalism. The Western corporations continue
to flourish whilst the poor in South Africa continue to suffer under the yoke of extreme
poverty. We are in such a vicious circle of poverty and the only way out of this appears to
be the road to socialism.
It is clear that there was a complete policy shift within the high-ranking leaders in the
ANC and they had a commitment to pursue and implement such neo-liberal policy shifts.
Eddie Webster states in his article: “Towards A Class Compromise in South Africa’s Double
Transition: Bargained Liberalisation and The Consolidation of Democracy” that the most
important factor in this shift was the changing locus of international influence that arose
out of the collapse of the Soviet Union and the east bloc. Not only did this discredit left
economic policy, it also ensured that the most important international actors in South
Africa’s transition were to be the United States and its allies, Britain, Germany, and
Japan. The price these powers demanded for disciplining the apartheid government and
extending promises of material aid to the ANC was a commitment by the ANC “to embrace
western-style free-market principles”.83
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The above postulation depicts the road taken by the ANC on the context of conversion to
market-driven development. The fact that during the struggle, the ANC did not develop
an understanding of progressive socio-economic transformation left the door open for
pressure and education from the World Bank, IMF, and the Western governments. As
introduced in Mervin Gumede’s book, by “talking left while acting right”, former President
Mbeki safeguarded that the ANC signified black middle class interests, reconnecting with
the township and rural masses only prior to elections. Gumede, however, did warn the left,
which supported former President Zuma in his leadership race with Mbeki, that despite
his populist rhetoric, Zuma shared an identical background in autocratic decision-making
and an equal commitment to big business. Though the ANC is not a socialist party, adoption
of the neo-liberal policies was unheard of. It was not necessary to dish away the RDP in
the first place.
Clearly, out of this supposition, the ANC’s premature abandonment or desertion of the RDP
in favour of GEAR was actually an ideological downshifting dating back to the pre-election
period [1990 – 1994]. The majority of South African populace were looking at the ANC for
economic liberation. In spite of direct opposition from the alliance formations about the
dangers of neoliberalism, the ANC moved ahead with and implemented policies of that
nature. Has the leadership or some within the leadership with influence made strategic
surrender on the economic front which can be interpreted as betrayal? Although political
power was handed to blacks, economic policy followed the same neoliberal restructuring
that began in the mid-1980s under the National Party of FW De Klerk.
GEAR had, as expected, failed dismally to uplift the standard of living for the majority of
South Africans. It advocated for a neoliberal approach which reduced the government’s
role and promoted the market by increasing privatisation and deregulation. Unlike RDP,
which sought to directly address the inequalities of the past, GEAR invigorated and
cheered redistribution through the market. Because of the underhandedness of those
who mediated and ensured that neoliberal policies are absorbed by the ANC, the 1994
consensus produced an anomaly of continued white privilege. The political reality is
that many of the inequalities that existed during apartheid era are still with us today
and majority of the black people are far from racial equality. Some argue that indeed,
there is a problem of poverty and inequality in our country, however, you do not need
radical measures to eradicate them. The truth is what has been tried since 1994 has not
worked. By the end of the apartheid period, South African households were rich or poor
predominantly according to the number and earnings of wage earners. The earnings in
turn, depended overwhelmingly on education and skills. The affluence and prosperity of
white South Africans was based not on continuing racial discrimination but rather on
the persistent legacy of past discrimination, especially in public education. White South
Africans were reaping the benefits of the skills and credentials they had acquired in the past
and that they could pass onto their children even when public education was deracialised.
Our Constitution recognises a common humanity. What is the practical reality of South
Africa today? Does it confirm the supremacy of white identity at every turn of our society?
The truth is that monopoly capital ownership at the Johannesburg Stock Exchange [JSE]
shows something. However, the general thrust is the capitalist colonial economy that had
hardly changed in character and something needs to happen in this regard.
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d.

Emergence of the National Development Plan [NDP]

With the demise of GEAR and its miserable and murky failures, the ANC did not initiate
any economic policy position. The 2012 Policy Conference, acknowledged correctly that
ANC resolutions, including Polokwane or historically even the RDP, are very weak on
macroeconomic policy, and instructed the Economic Transformation Committee [ETC]
to prepare a review for consideration at Mangaung, and to examine how macroeconomic
policies interact with other policy objectives, the balance between fiscal and monetary
policy, and how these policies should respond to changed economic conditions. It should
also consider the resourcing of industrial policy initiatives. On the 28th of November 2012,
the ETC workshop was hastily called shortly before Mangaung with extremely limited
participation by Alliance and ANC structure. The committee hosted a poorly attended
workshop; despite the engagement, participants of all ideological persuasions said they
doubted the workshop met the requirement of the policy conference for a review.
It was at the level of government where the National Planning Commission [NPC] was
established in May 2010 to develop a long term vision and strategic plan for South Africa.
The NPC developed and produced the draft NDP towards the ANC’s Policy Conference
in July 2012. From an ideologically neutral point of view, the NPC should have been
modelled on the infrastructure planning commission. However, the plan has been written
from outside of ongoing government process and had to fit in somehow. As a reality,
the danger that arose is that government officials simply ignored it and carried on with
implementation systems already in place. The ideological inconsistencies and general
liberal tone of the document means that it generally did not enjoy the support of the
alliance components. In the run-up to the policy conference, some of the ANC’s discussion
documents raised serious and vexing questions about South Africa’s proposed long-term
socioeconomic development plan. The “second transition” paper prepared for the 2012
policy conference raised a number of questions about the NDP and called for engagement.
The paper questioned whether the shying away on the part of the national planning
commission from the concept of a “developmental state” and the commission’s talk about
a “capable state” were signs of an ideological and conceptual incoherence. Like GEAR, the
NDP was presented to the ANC only after being produced in government. More astonishing
is how, after the ANC’s 53rd National Conference in Mangaung, the NDP became holy
injunction, resistant to critical evaluation, despite the conference resolution describing
the plan as “a living and dynamic document”.
As a result of the ANC having categorised the current phase as the second phase of our
transition, with the core on a radical economic shift, the expectation has been created in
society that post-53rd National Conference, the movement’s key strategic focus would be
on engineering this economic shift. Indeed, unfolding dynamics in South African society
and workplaces, including mass mobilisation in previously unorganised areas, have placed
increasing focus on the need for radical, structural economic change, and the need for the
state to lead this transformation.

e.

Can the NDP address the economic challenges experienced by majority of South
Africans?

Is there anything triggering radical economic shifts in the NDP? According to vague
statements in the NDP, it aims to eliminate poverty and unemployment and reduce inequality
by 2030. It is already a fact that there is serious disagreement on the economic section of
the NDP at the level of the alliance. Interestingly, the Democratic Alliance has accepted
the NDP as a good template for South Africa’s future. This support by the liberal DA says
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it all about the digressive character of the NDP when it comes to dealing with issues that
affect the poor. It is not surprising because for the DA, big business lobby and most of the
commercial media, the prominence is not on transforming our century-old growth path, so
much as accelerating growth. There is cynicism about a state-led industrial programme,
and generally the view is that the economy is best left to the market. There is also no
allocation of appropriate funds and deepen industrialisation. Since industrialisation does
not necessarily end capitalism, it should be industrialisation specifically aimed at for job
creation, economic growth and prosperity.
There is some form of allowance made in the NDP for state involvement in cases of market
failure. But then again, there is obliviousness to the fact that many market successes are
social and conservational disasters. Where the DA is in government itself like in Cape Town
and now these various metros, the emphasis is placed on efficiency [it must be mentioned
that this is not unimportant at all], but the emphasis is not on systemic transformation.
As far as social human resource utilisation is concerned, the DA in particular is pursuing
to mobilise outsiders conceptualised as business, the suburbs, minorities and the
alienated unemployed against the insiders which in their connotation is the ‘twin evils’
of Big Government and Big Labour. Referring back to the ANC’s second transition paper
prepared for the policy conference, it raised a number of questions about the NDP and
called for engagement. To break free of this timidity, the ANC discussion document raised
the following questions about certain proposals in the NDP [and these questions are still
relevant today]:


Are the main problems with the functioning of our labour markets, high wages and
difficulties in firing workers, as suggested, or should we not also address the huge
differences in pay between workers, on the one hand, and management and executives
[including in the public sector], on the other, as well as ongoing discrimination in the
labour markets?



What about our weak system of public labour market information, especially for
young people?



How do the comprehensive NDP proposals on a low-carbon economy, and an inclusive
and integrated rural economy and infrastructure development relate to industrial
policy?

Up to this very moment, more than half of South Africans live below the national poverty
line of R992 per month. The apartheid system had ensured that many black households
remained in deep poverty. Although apartheid is over politically, the economic legacy
indisputably lives on. Notwithstanding the gains mentioned above, South African people
still live in two separate worlds which is the enduring legacy of apartheid. The evidence in
this regard is that South Africa is the most unequal country in the world. The World Bank
released a report listing 149 countries ranking South Africa as the most unequal society
in the world. This is in spite of the fact that it was the World Bank that economically
squeezed South Africa, as outlined above. The reality is that inequality in the country is
certainly frightening.84 The NDP envisages a limited role for the state and macroeconomic
policy – they are really regarded in the NDP as enablers of private sector activity. There
is no talk of a systematic programme of macroeconomic stimulus to respond to current
global conditions. In fact, it supports the current line in government and the ANC of the
need for some monetary policy enablement, combined with more fiscal limitation.
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Rather than fiscal stimulus, it promotes macroeconomic stabilisation. According to the
COSATU Discussion Document, “Mangaung and the Second Transition”, the NDP proposes
a shockingly orthodox macroeconomic vision in the wake of the financial crisis, and policy
shifts around the world. The document further quotes the plan’s vision of macroeconomic
policy as summarised in the following manner:
“A stable and enabling macroeconomic platform will underpin sustainable growth
and employment creation. Within the framework of a floating exchange rate, the
government will explore approaches to protecting firms from rand volatility. It will
devote considerable attention to fiscal impact on development, through improved
efficiency in government spending, and an appropriate balance between investment
and consumption expenditures”.85
A crucial role for macroeconomic policy is to minimise the cost of shocks to the economy. It
does this by ensuring relative stability in prices, and in critical variables, such as interest
rates and the exchange rate. The winners of the current system are the Whites who held
capital before the transition and a small group of African bourgeoisie who gained capital
during the transition. The direct losers are predominately the disadvantaged Africans.
The ANC should have restructured the deck through redistribution and social democratic
policies to create an equal footing for everyone when taking over power. They instead,
decided to sanction the people to play with the injustices of the past still affecting them.
The rigged system of neoliberalism in South Africa is the reason that the economic legacy
of apartheid still exist. Out of this elaboration and assessment of the NDP, the direct
answer as to whether it will be in a position to address the economic challenges faced by
majority of the population is a big NO.

f.

What are the effects of Neoliberalism, with particular Focus on South Africa?

In an article, “Does Privatisation Serve the Public Interest” by John Goodman and Gary
Loveman it is pondered that for decades prior to the 1980s, governments around the world
increased the scope and magnitude of their activities, taking on a variety of tasks that
the private sector previously had performed. In the United States, the federal government
built highways and dams, conducted research, increased its regulatory authority across
an expanding horizon of activities, and gave money to state and local governments to
support functions ranging from education to road building. In Western Europe and Latin
America, governments nationalised companies, whole industries, banks, and health care
systems, and in Eastern Europe, communist regimes strove to eliminate the private sector
altogether. Then in the 1980s, the tide of public sector expansion began to turn in many
parts of the world. In the United States, the Reagan administration issued new marching
orders: “Don’t just stand there, undo something”. A central tenet of the “undoing” has
been the privatization of government assets and services.86
According to supporters of privatisation, this shift from public to private management
is so profound that it will produce display of significant improvements: boosting the
efficiency and quality of remaining government activities, reducing taxes and shrinking
the size of government. They argue that in the functions that are privatised, the profitseeking behaviour of new, private sector managers will undoubtedly lead to cost cutting
and greater attention to customer satisfaction. This newfound faith in privatisation has
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spread to become the global economic phenomenon of the 1990s. Throughout the world,
governments are turning over to private managers’ control of everything from electrical
utilities to prisons, from railroads to education. By the end of the 1980s, sales of state
enterprises worldwide had reached a total of over $185 billion – with no signs of a
slowdown. In 1990 alone, the world’s governments sold off $25 billion in state-owned
enterprises, with continents contesting to see who could claim the privatisation title. The
largest single sale occurred in Britain, where investors paid over $10 billion for 12 regional
electricity companies. New Zealand sold more than 7 state-owned companies, including
the government’s telecommunications company and printing office, for a price that topped
$3 billion.
The economic policies implemented by the ANC since 1994 have had a differential impact
of various groups. Some, such as the conglomerate [white] business, the aspirant black
bourgeoisie and the black middle professionals have benefited in the short-term from the
imposition of the neo-liberal economic policies. The conglomerates have benefited from the
tax concessions, the lowering of inflation and the privatisation programme. They have also
benefited from the steady exchange control liberalisation [which has permitted the outward
flow of increasing amounts of South African capital abroad]. The black bourgeoisie has
benefited from the privatisation of the public enterprises, the voluntary asset swaps from
domestic white companies, and from the partnerships established with foreign investors
that has become mandatory through government regulations. Black professionals have
benefited from promotions and more employment practices as companies scramble to
fulfill affirmative action quotas.
The vast majority of the populace, which is predominantly black, is excluded from the
economic benefits of the transition. It therefore, extrapolates that the ANC’s adoption
and implementation of the neoliberal economic policies has meant disaster for the vast
majority of South Africa’s poor and the downtrodden.
As alluded throughout the discussion about neoliberal policies, privatisation [which forms
its core], effectively includes contracting government functions out of the public sector or
selling state assets. Is South Africa, here are the repercussions of neoliberalism in our
country:


SOEs: The State owned enterprises, public entities and regulatory authorities,
whether it is South African Broadcasting Corporation [SABC], South African Airways
[SAA], Transnet, Prasa/ Metrorail, PetroSA, Eskom, Telkom, Denel, the SA Post
Office [SAPO], Sentech, the Central Energy Fund [CEF], SARS, and so on, have been
encircled by capitalist greed and plundering through corruption and state capture. The
problem has become systemic, and is found at different levels of state organisation.
Instead of national production development and democratic transformation, state
owned entities are surgically sliced into tenders. They are being used to enrich a few
individuals in the name of all, Africans in particular and Blacks in general. There
is another dimension to the plunder, the involvement of conservative forces and
monopoly capital. MultiChoice for example, a subsidiary of Naspers, the mouthpiece
of the Broederbond, the ideological vanguard of apartheid, has become very rich. It is a
digital and satellite pay television monopoly. The SABC, our public broadcaster is, on
other hand, virtually bankrupt. It is seeking a bailout when in fact it has been exploited
to enrich MultiChoice, parasites and others in different self-enrichment networks.
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Generally on the SOEs, it is imperative to develop a better theoretical framework – for
instance, the unintended consequences of policy discourse, drive and implementation.
Typical example in Telkom, the necessity of rolling out of telephone lines and soon
thereafter most are disconnected. In this regard, a substantive critique of neo-liberal
policy framework should be embarked upon. For instance, how to avoid neo-liberalism
is the Republic of South Africa? What should be the primary framework for or to see
a neo-liberal framework or outlook? What do we think should be the role of the SOEs
in economic development? In fact, there is a glaring omission to argue for a strong
public economy. There has been enough criticism of the interception between public
and private and even private orientation or hegemony of government. Based on the
evidence shown, there should be strong argument for an alternative approach.


Another issue is the SABC agreement with Multi-Choice entered into in 2012. The
agreement concerns the licensing of certain rights in respect of television channels for a
period of five years. The key components of the agreement are: entertainment channel,
news channel, the SABC Digital FTA channels and Multi-Choice Digital FTA channels.
The two key components which were the subject of the present dispute concerned
the Entertainment channel and the FTA channels. The agreement gave MultiChoice
indirect influence over SABC news decisions and control of its massive programme
archive. It was commended that the Competition Appeal Court pronounced on the SA
Broadcasting Corporation [SABC] – Multi-Choice agreement. The agreement was an
explicit example of corporate capture of a state asset, despite the covering of legality
provided by the 100-odd page contract. MultiChoice, a subsidiary of South Africa’s
biggest media company Naspers, was established by the same interests who founded
the Afrikaner Broederbond and gave birth to apartheid – and was the only media
company that refused to appear before the Truth and Reconciliation Commission for
its complicity in the crime of apartheid. There is no guarantee that the latest review of
the agreement will bring any sanity to the public broadcaster. The brutally one-sided
agreement gave Multi-choice control of SABC archives.



South African Police Service: The South African populace is currently above 56
million and this huge population is expected to be policed by the police establishment
of below two hundred thousand. There is no intention by the government to increase
the number of police officers on the ground because Treasury had instructed the
department to live with what they currently have. Though Treasury is reported to be
the one giving such instructions, it cannot be isolated from government as a whole.
Treasury is not free from government. Astonishingly, the private security is in South
Africa is reported to be close to eight hundred thousand. This kind of establishment is
far bigger than the South African Police Service and the South African National Defence
Force combined. There is promotion of private policing than the mandatory services
that should be provided by the state. With this situation continuing unattended, it
should come as no surprise that crime and violence remains disturbingly high in
South Africa.



Department of Justice & Correctional Services: The department of Justice and
Correctional Services used to be self-reliant on internal resources. Food [beef, pork,
chicken, milk, vegetables, maize, etc.], technical graft [furniture, motor mechanic,
bricklaying, welding, etc.] were contrived within the department in various correctional
centres around the country. Correctional Services was even supplying other state
departments with office furniture. Construction of prison infrastructure was expertly
accomplished from within. In the process, real rehabilitation of inmates was taking
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place in the form of training in various technical fields. A very serious blow was
made when funding was channelled to a private company called Bosasa for feeding of
inmates. The end-result is inmates just idling with nothing to do and because of such
idleness, there is escalation of gangsterism. The resources which should be usefully
utilised to drive the department’s programmes are channelled to privatisation. As
if this was not enough, in 1995, privatisation of building prisons was embarked
upon when two private prisons were constructed [in Free State which was termed:
“Mangaung prison is a private hell”87 and Limpopo] and the two are heavily milking
the department’s budget. In later years, there were attempts to initiate further seven
private prisons.


Health: Since the 1980s private health was promoted, particularly through
deregulation and our government left the situation to where it is today. Today 16 per
cent of the population are in private health, costing R36 billion a year. This is more
than the R32 billion spent by the public health sector that covers the remaining
84 per cent of the population. The poor are completely priced out of this private
health market. The poor instead use the public sector that, due to fiscal constraints,
has seen public health per person spending fall by 15 per cent in real terms since
1996, resulting in deteriorating healthcare for the poor. In addition, there has been
a massive shift of key health professionals from the under-funded public sector into
the private sector, increasing the public health crisis.



Water: While government has succeeded in rolling out more water infrastructure
[taps and pipes] to the poor, communities are expected to pay. Even communities
who never paid for water before now have to. While government has intended to
contractually oblige the outsourced water management companies to deliver affordable
and quality services, in practice, contracts have been invariably renegotiated soon
after privatisation, and tariffs increased. This has led to many of the poor being forced
to go back to use the rivers, contributing to the deadly outbreak diseases in some
parts of the country.



Telecommunications: Government sold 30 per cent of Telkom to a US-Malaysian
consortium, and gave the investors full control of the enterprise through a “shareholder
agreement”. As part of the service agreement, government required Telkom to roll out
1, 9 million new phones to disadvantaged areas. In the three years since 2001, the
price of local calls, which the poor use, has risen by 35 per cent in real terms, while
international calls [used by businesses and the rich] have fallen by 40 per cent in real
terms. The local call increases have led to disconnections that have almost matched
the roll out of new lines. After accounting for disconnections, the reality is that there
was a bigger roll out of new lines before Telkom was privatised than after.



Electricity: Back before 1994, South Africa had surplus electricity capacity and
amongst the cheapest electricity in the world. However, this was electricity supplied
mainly to the mines and smelters and to white suburbs, while our villages and
townships relied on paraffin, coal and wood – and only five million households based
on racism were connected to electricity. Since 1994, about seven million further
households were electrified. Whilst this major redistributive effort was carried out,
the government, under the neoliberal influence and guided by the economic policy
neglected the task of constructing more capacity for electricity generation, refurbishing
and expanding the transmission and distribution network.88
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The direct consequence of this inaction was two years or more of electricity loadshedding. On 04 April 2018, the Minister of Energy, Jeff Radebe, signed a contract for
Independent Power Producer [IPP] which was by then estimated to cost the tax payers
an amount of R56bn. The implication hereof was that there would be further increase
in electricity costs hitting mostly the poor.


Transport: Public transport is an important basic service, desperately needed
to counter the spatial effects of apartheid planning. South Africa is a country in
desperate need of a viable and sustainable public transport network. Instead of broadly
addressing the shortage of public transport, our government opted for erection of
Gautrain which is privately operated and milked the tax payers exorbitant amounts
of money during its construction whilst operated in Gauteng only and not throughout
the country. Parallel to such appetite of privatisation, there was construction of roads
[e-Tolls] through a foreign private company, which left a huge debt on the country’s
fiscus and is carried by the road users. Capacitating the public transport system is
still nowhere near the government’s imagination and the poor continue to feel the
distress and wretchedness.



Ports of Entry: The ports of entry within the country are national key points and very
important components linking South Africa and the outside world. The responsibility
to take care of these national key points rests with the state. However, important
and sensitive as they are, they are guarded by private security instead of the South
African Police Service. The use of police officers at these national key points could
safe government a lot of money to employ more officers to assist in the fight against
crime.

There are supplementary examples of privatisation of basic services in South African that
could be referred to, yet the conclusion would be the same: privatisation does not benefit
the poor. The consultancies, instead of government, are actually driving the privatisation
processes in most state departments. Many of the consultancies, usually large international
consultancies linked to finance capital, are aggressively promoting privatisation and also
getting massive commissions on doing the actual sale. Fundamentally, the pushing ahead
with privatisation in the country regardless reflects an ideological approach. The benefits
of privatisation are artificial as fact, even if actual developments show this to be deceitful.
As explained above, this ideological approach is consistent with South Africa’s other
ideological strategy, GEAR, which has self-evidently tumbled to deliver on social objectives.

g.
(i)

Similar examples of neoliberalism and changes made
Zambia:

Let us take the example of Zambia as enlightened by Lise Rakner in her book, “Political and
Economic Liberalisation in Zambia 1991 – 2001” about when Zambia got independence from
Britain in the early 1960s. In 1991, the Movement for Multiparty Democracy [MMD], an
opposition drawn from a broad coalition of trade unions, business interests, intellectuals
and students, won an overwhelming electoral victory over the single party for the previous
17 years, the United National Independence Party [UNIP]. In its election manifesto in
1991, MMD committed itself to implement a liberal economic reform programme. Zambia’s
economic reform record in the 1990s is exceedingly complex and mixed. The economic
reform process advanced considerably in the initial years, and significant changes in the
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economic policy regime were implemented between 1991 and 1994. Within the first two
years, the government had completed the liberalisation of the external and domestic trade
regime by eliminating tariffs, freeing the exchange rate and interest rates. Despite several
exogenous shocks and uneven implementation, the MMD government maintained an
open trade regime; Zambia put the COMESA Free Trade Agreement into effect in October
2000, as one of the first countries in the region to do so. Initially similar formidable
steps were taken towards liberalising agricultural marketing and production. However,
sporadic government involvement in the marketing of fertiliser and maize has contributed
to market insecurity and an underperforming agricultural sector. The privatisation process
presents a similar story. In 1996, the Zambian privatisation programme was held by the
international press and the World Bank to be one of the most successful on a world scale.
The Zambian economy did not experience growth in the 1990s. Most alarmingly, social
indicators regressed throughout the 1990s.89
(ii)

Cuban Revolution:

Cuban leader ‘El Commandante’ Fidel Alejandro Castro Ruz established the first communist
state in the Western Hemisphere after leading an overthrow of the military dictatorship of
Fulgencio Batista in 1959. Thomas Leonard explains in his book, “Castro and the Cuban
Revolution” that Fidel Castro’s triumphant march into Havana on January 8, 1959
signaled the end to Cuba’s old order and the beginning of a new era. This one-stop guide
to the Cuban revolution analyzes Castro’s drive to oust Cuban dictator Fulgencio Batista.
The reader will gain an understanding of the revolt and its causes and consequences. Two
additional chapters examine Castro’s efforts to pursue an independent foreign policy and
an analysis of the ever-changing characteristics of the Cuban-American community and its
relationship to the homeland. A variety of selected documents supplement the main points
of each chapter. Ready-reference features include: a chronology of events in the history of
Cuba and the Cuban revolution; lengthy biographical profiles of 23 major figures in the
history of Cuba and the revolution that provide the reader with insights into the political
thinking and contributions each made to the Cuban historical experience; and the text of
15 key primary documents on the topics, including statements by Fidel Castro, President
John F. Kennedy, and President Bill Clinton.Castro’s victorious march into Havana on 08
January 1959 gestured the running out to Cuba’s old order and commencement of a new
epoch.90 The Cuban government was controlled by the elite, those wealthy landowners and
merchants who used it to serve their own purposes since Cuba’s independence from Spain
in 1898 until Castro’s trudge into Havana. Rather than an opportunity to serve in the
best interest of the nation, the elite regarded government occupation as a venture for selfenrichment. Corruption and nepotism characterised Cuban politics during the first half of
the 20th century as middle and lower socio-economic groups had no effective voice within
the system. The United States was the major market for Cuban sugar, citrus, tobacco
and raw materials, and was the chief supplier of goods essential to the Cuban economy
[machinery, spare parts, railroad harbour equipment, communications technology and
consumer goods]. The United States interfered in Cuba’s independence since 1898 and
sustained support for corrupt governments and its businesses whilst exploiting the island.
American conglomerates dominated every aspect of the Cuban economic life. Each sector,
Cuban or American, sought to maintain the existing political and social structures for its
own benefit. They had no interest in meeting the demands of the working classes.
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90 Leonard T.M. [1999]., Castro and the Cuban Revolution”, Greenwood Press, Westport, CT 06881. p1 – 6.
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In 1925 Labour organisations emerged, leading to establishment of the National
Confederation of Cuban Workers [CNOC] and the formation of Cuba’s first communist
party. These two left formations advocated for improvement in working conditions, wages
and human dignity for the working classes, but for many years, failed to make progress
against the elite-dominated political system until the Cuban Revolution in 1959. From the
time he took office, Castro enticed to the masses of the downtrodden that were historically
excluded from the nation’s economic, social and political spectrum. Unlike in South
Africa, the poor in Cuba became the immediate beneficiaries of Castro’s altruism. Castro’s
government denounced the United States interference in Cuba’s internal affairs. For two
years after taking power, Fidel Castro pursued domestic policies that challenged the
United States’ imperial presence in Cuba. His political and economic path centred around
full employment, expansion of healthcare and education whilst creating a new political
consciousness amongst the people. The government had direct role in the economic
activities of the country.
With the progressive political, social and economic developments upon commandeering
of government by Castro, he increasingly appeared to the Washington policy makers as
more a communist who needed to be removed from power. The US President Eisenhower
sought to end Castro’s economic nationalisation policies through ever-increasing trade
restrictions which culminated in a trade embargo in 1961. The Central Intelligence Agency
[CIA] planned to remove Castro from power by supporting guerrilla groups within Cuba
when he refused to succumb to economic strangulation. The trade blockade had been
in place since then until some relaxations by Barrack Obama, but reversed by Donald
Trump. Cuba had been made to suffer economically since then through this imperialist
system by the United State. It does not suffer because of wrong economic policy choices,
but resultant from a ruthless imperialist agenda.
(iii)

Burkina Faso:

Thomas Sankara came to power in Upper Volta, as was the country’s colonial name, in
1984. Upper Volta in 1983 was a broken system, with massive deficits of public finances
and huge external debt which crippled banking system. In the short span of his life,
Sankara changed the country’s name to Burkina Faso – meaning the ‘land of upright
people’. Sankara spoke truth to power in attacking the debt trap of African countries.
His government had the support of many left-wing political parties and trade union
movements. When he took power, he made his new revolutionary regime’s intentions clear
on a national radio that:
“….today once again we were obliged to intervene into the running of state affairs so as
to restore independence and liberty to our country and dignity to our people. The basic
objective is…. liberty, genuine independence, economic and social progress”.91
When he came into power in 1983, he immediately embarked upon an ambitious process
of social reform, working to repair the damage of 70 years of French imperialism and 20
following years of military occupation. He committed his government to transforming the
entire history, trajectory and social policy of the country. The project of such transformation
would entail the irreversible shift in power from the hands of the bourgeoisie to those of
the popular classes. He focussed on the country’s own resources, with the aim of achieving
self-reliance in food and development.
91 K
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He mobilised women, the working class and the poor whilst emphasising on the empowerment
of local businesses and his goal of economic self-sufficiency. He was determined to push
for national literacy and the reformation of education. Sankara understood that the flimsy
power of the state had to be subordinated to the programme he had undertaken. The
programme involved restructuring the state at every level to be wielded in the interests of the
poor and the interests of national development. His government broke with every practice
of self-enrichment and profiteering that had characterised the previous government.
Sankara’s government manifested a radical and uncommon break from the old structures
and habits of government. All luxurious government vehicles were sold and modest
Peugeots were used in their place. Government workers received average wage and all
material interest and wealth had to be declared. Sankara showed no reticence in declaring
his own assets. There could be no discrepancy between public statements and private
lives – to be a revolutionary meant to live like one and he intended to lead by example.
Sankara’s government developed a two-year programme called Programme de Development
[PPD] which detailed the national needs of food products, water, housing and basic
infrastructure. The reforms involved confiscation of the land for redistribution on the
principle of a plot of land for one person or household. The peasants were given autonomy
to invest in agricultural products. On top of this his government initiated preventative
medical care and irrigation projects against the serious – even devastating – problem of
soil erosion in rural areas. He succeeded with his socialist agenda which was set against
an inauspicious or uncompromising background of scarce resources, dismal poverty,
recurrent drought and regional and international hostility, and occurring at a time when
socialism is on the wane in Africa. Sankara was brutally murdered by Compaore who
became President and dictator for three decades. Sankara’s brief rule of Burkina Faso was
quickly overturned by Compaore’s government which opposed his radically progressive
policies. Despite his long stay and dictatorship in government, Compaore was removed
by the mass protests. Jessica Ling, a goal-oriented, senior Media and Communication
student at City University of Hong Kong inferred in her documentary that the last speech
Thomas Sankara gave before his brutal murder was delivered on 08 October 1987, exactly
20 years after Che Guevara had been killed. Sankara spoke in honour of Guevara’s life
and legacy, citing their unity of mission and the struggles they shared. Poignantly, he
declared that:
“… Che Guevara is not dead. Because throughout the world there are centres of struggle
where people strive for more freedom, more dignity, more justice, and more happiness.
Throughout the world, people are fighting against oppression and domination; against
colonialism; neo-colonialism and imperialism; and against class exploitation … you
cannot kill ideas. Ideas do not die. That’s why Che Guevara, and embodiment of
revolutionary ideas and self-sacrifice, is not dead”.92

(iv)

Tanzania:

In Tanzania, the focus is not on the liberal policies, but we are looking at the radical
approach by the new President, John Magufuli when he took office in 2015. He is bulldozing
corruption, laziness and overspending amongst government officials. The first thing he did
was to suspend the Independence Day celebration. He asked the nation as to what the
92 Ling J. [2016]., “Thomas Sankara: The Upright Man”, A documentary – 11 October 2016.
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celebration meant, if it was not merely wastage of the scarce resources, when people were
dying of cholera. Nearly 500 cholera cases reported, 74 deaths were in Tanzania. He said
it was shameful for the government to spend money to celebrate independence when its
society was dying of cholera. They were supposed to spend four billion Tanzanian shillings
on that Independence Day, annually held in December 9. President Magufuli directed that
the money set for the usually colourful event be spent on the expansion of 4,3 km road
between Mwenge and Morogoro in Dares Salaam to ease traffic congestion. On the day
of the independence, the President announced that everybody should go out to clean the
streets and corners of the city to stop cholera. He came out himself for the cleaning of the
streets.
He banned foreign travels from senior government officials, public servants except when it
is essential to travel and they would get permission from him or the chief Secretary. On 21
November 2015 a group of fifty people were about to set off for a tour of common wealth
countries. However, President Magufuli cut that list down to four people, saving government
600 million shillings in air trackers, accommodation and perdium. His reasoning was that
High Commissioners, Ambassadors and Embassies abroad should represent Tanzania
where they are invited. It made real sense, why do people have to go abroad when all these
public officials are officially abroad on behalf of the country. He said no more business
class or business class for government officials, except for President Vice-President and
the Prime Minister. He scraped workshops and seminars in expensive hotels when there
are so many Ministry boardrooms available. Asked how core engineers were given V8s
when a pick up is available for their jobs. No more sitting allowance for a job which have
a monthly salary and that also applied to MPs. All individuals firms that bought state
companies that were privatised but have not done anything [20 years later] are to either
revive the industries immediately or incorporate them back to government.
Like Thomas Sankara of Burkina Faso, he walked to the public hospital unannounced
normally when there are visitors, all dirt places would be hidden away and patients
sleeping on the floor and equipment which were not working should not be seen. Having
seen all the faults, the President fired the hospital Director and the Board. He ordered that
all machines, equipment which were not working should be repaired within two weeks
otherwise, he would fire the new Director as well. Doctors knew that machines were not
working, but instead of repairing them or asking the Director to repair them, they were
referring patients to their own private hospitals. The equipments were repaired within
three days and not three weeks given by the President – a clear indication that it was
possible to repair the equipment but people just wanted to milk the state.
In opening Parliament, they were supposed to spend 300 million shillings. When he heard
about the amount, he ordered that it should be trimmed down to 5 million shillings. He said
the rest of the money should be used to buy the hospital beds for the hospital he visited.
300 beds and mattresses were bought and 600 sheets from that money. The hospital
had 300 new beds to admit patients. On the day after he was inaugurated, as the state
officials were showering him around, he decided to take walk to the Ministry of Finance,
told government workers to get their acts together. He asked why same employees were
not in offices and ordered the TRA to scrap all tax exemptions, everyone must pay taxes
especially the high earns. When going to officially open Parliament, he did not catch the
plane, but drove the whole 600 km from Dar salaam to Dodoma. He reduced the size of the
delegation that travels with him. After visiting the hospital announced, all the Ministries
pulled their socks. He sacked the Director of the Tanzanian port which was known for
corruption. The port became the most efficient institution ever.
Out of the four examples given above, it is clear that things can change provided there is
enthusiasm from those tasked with such responsibilities coupled with political willingness.
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h.

General Inferences

The entire exposition we presented here, points to the consequences of imperialism and
domination, of which neoliberalism is its essential mystic. Vladimir Lenin, in his writings
enlightens that imperialism emerged as the development and direct continuation of the
fundamental characteristics of capitalism in general.93 Economically, the main thing in
this process is the displacement of capitalist free competition by capitalist monopoly. Free
competition is the basic feature of capitalism and of commodity production generally.
Through this system, large-scale industry is created and forces out small industry,
replaces large-scale by still larger-scale industry, and carries concentration of production
and capital to the point where it grows a monopoly: cartels, syndicates and trusts, and
merging with them, the capital of a dozen or so banks, which manipulate thousands of
millions.
Supporters of privatisation shamelessly argue that the private sector tends to run a
business more efficiently because of the profit motive. However, the reality is that private
corporations focus on exploiting their monopoly power and ignore wider social costs. As
we have shown with the few examples above, privatisation involves selling state-owned
assets to the private sector. There is also the issue of inflexibility that can come with
privatisation. Typically, governments sign lengthy contracts with private service providers.
These contracts can span for decades, locking residents into one service provider for
lifetimes. Although a private company might make itself attractive to win a contract, its
service can take a quality nosedive once it is in place and its consumers are complacent.
For those who are prepared to look at the facts with an open mind, the conclusion is clear
and unambiguous. Privatisation of basic services is not benefiting the poor and, in the
South African context, cannot be expected to.
Bakazi Annet Baingana identified in her dissertation: “Research Report presented in partial
fulfilment of the requirements for the Degree of Master of Economics” some sources through
which privatisation negatively affect the position of poor households. These are: increases
in tariffs, reduced access, lower levels of employment and worsening poverty levels.
She described privatisation as a set of policies aimed at transferring fully or partially, the
ownership and control of public enterprises to the private sector, and at the same time
encouraging competition among market participants and thereby emphasising the role of
market forces instead of statutory restrictions and monopoly power. 94 The conclusion was
that privatisation is one of the structural reforms that can have an adverse social impact.
It can also worsen the distribution of income and wealth in a poor developing country.
Privatisation programmes have been implemented for both political and ideological
purposes. For example, in post-Allende Chile and also in the UK, France and Greece,
early in the 1980s when Margaret Thatcher’s government and the newly elected socialist
governments of Mitterand and Papandreou returned the ownership of public enterprises
to private hands through what had been so-called denationalisation. They intended
to unleash the forces of competition hindered by state interference in their respective
economies.
From an ideological perspective, privatisation [denationalisation] should be seen as a
process aimed at reducing government control and this is achieved by passing ownership
over to private hands. The reality is that government intervention is necessary in the case
of natural monopolies because the private firms would produce at inefficient levels, charge
too high prices and earn economic profits.
93 Lenin V.I [1999]., “Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism”, Resistance Books 1999, Chippendale NSW 2008, Australia. p91.
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The WordPress page, Barbra Dozier’s Bloc encapsulates by saying most social problems
experienced in modern society have been caused by the unregulated freedom given to its
subjects, resulting in social issues such as corruption, economic instability, unemployment,
poor governance, as well as non-adherence to the set law and order. This can further be
blamed on how society has succeeded in bending the set governance structures in order
to fit its social requirements. This notion of unregulated freedom can be traced to the
concept of neoliberalism.95 The biggest culprit here is the United State. American state
has for over half a century, taken responsibility for managing a global capitalism that it
was central to making. When the American government makes economic policy, it does
not only make it with an eye of keeping the American capitalist economy going, it makes
it with an eye to keeping the global capitalist economy going. Essential to this is ensuring
that the states around the world [South Africa included] is taking responsibility as well for
managing not just other countries’ economy, but making its contribution for managing the
global capitalist economy. As economic policies are formulated in developing countries,
like it happened in our case, there would be stern imperialist influence in the form and
content of such policies. The Americans are perfectly happy to have the Guptas investing
in South Africa. They do not need the Trumps investing here, in fact they see it as their
responsibility not to be exclusively representing American capital. They are representing
South African capital, Indian capital, German capital, etcetera and all of those capitalist,
ultimately look to the United States as their ultimate protector, as their defender and safe
haven.
i.

What needs to happen moving forward

At the present moment, South Africa can in fact deliver on many of its functions on its
own without privatisation and outsourcing agenda, if its productive capacity and strategic
discipline were not hollowed out by tenderisation. Tenders are used to enrich a few
individuals in the name of everybody – particularly the abused Black people. Ironically, it is
Black people in general who are ruthlessly exploited in tenders. Further, while the mineral
resources of our country have been restored to the ownership of the people as a whole, with
the state acting as our custodian, the reality is that this is undermined in many ways. The
state’s custodianship of our mineral wealth is more centred on issuing out mining licences
to privately owned companies that eventually assume control of our mineral resources
through the ownership of profit derived from the resources. Neoliberalism as expounded
above, played very negative role of putting us where we are today – moment of misery and
desolation.
The policy choices adopted by the ANC pre- and post-democracy were contrary to the
promises made to the masses. There were clandestine tactics of policy formulation where
progressive suggestions were pushed aside in favour of what the Bretton Woods institutions
and the West preferred. Only a few individuals within the ANC were in charge of formulating
policies which were then imposed on the ANC. Other members of the alliance formations
were either relegated or directly side-lined and their proposals were permanently deferred
or abandoned.
As a result, the policy positions of the ANC were not supported by all in the tripartite
alliance and divergence of views grew, as government elaborated and adopted economic
and social policies such as GEAR, the strategy and Black Economic Empowerment [BEE].
Alliance partners continued to argue that although globalisation limited the policy options
available to a state that wanted to adopt a development agenda, there was, nonetheless,
space to develop a sovereign agenda. What was needed was an interventionist state
that would drive a development agenda in the place of a state that subjected the logic of
development to the imperatives of private capital.
95 Barbradozier’s Bloc, [2015]., “The Political and Economic Effect of Neoliberalism on Modern Society”. 16 December 2015 – Barbradozier”.
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The strategic thrust of the ANC government’s response to globalisation and specific South
African challenges was as effectively creating a class-neutral referee state which intervened
in the economy only through regulation. In defending the neoliberalism approach, the
ANC took the view that concrete conditions in South Africa and internationally dictated
a more nuanced approach to the project of transforming the economy and society. These
critical debates in the alliance on the role of the state in the transformation of society and
the economy had a bearing on the conception of the National Democratic Revolution. The
current conjuncture and its impact on the NDR became a hotly contested territory.
It is dismay that the current South African story is fundamentally one of betrayal brought
about by the ANC leadership’s commitment to neo-liberal policies. If the majority of South
African citizens are denied the opportunities to improve their lives, how can we be a united
and cohesive country with such prevailing inequality? The ANC must know that citizens
cannot continue to endure such a reality – the reality of indignity and disempowerment.
The ANC government promised a better life for all, instead it has been, largely due to
the adopted policies explained above, a better life for a few in the leadership and those
connected with it. While the vast majority of the masses continue to live with the same
fears as before 1994, including poverty, underdevelopment, unemployment and the threat
of personal harm due to crime and other forms of violence, including femicide.
The entire analysis has manufactured two arguments. Firstly, the South African economy
still carries the appearances and characteristics of apartheid system. The Africans are
excessively underprivileged in comparison with whites. Secondly, the employment of
neoliberalism in South Africa has meant that unequal distribution prior to apartheid should
remain. Combining these two arguments, the adoption of neoliberalism by our movement
is the primary reason that the economic legacy of apartheid persists in the contemporary
South Africa. Providing basic services to the poor is crucial if we are to break the poverty
cycle that oppresses the majority of South Africans. These basic services include education,
healthcare, electricity, water and sanitation, transport, and telecommunications – the
essentials that people need in order to participate and advance in society.
For things to change for the better, the tactic and content of formulating the macroeconomic policy have to change. As outlined in the SACP 14th National Congress Document,
the macro-economic policy must be formulated and implemented within a broader, holistic
framework, in which real economy and developmental objectives have priority. Secondly,
we are convinced that we must formulate policy in the short and medium term on the
assumption that the “global environment” created by capitalist globalisation will both be a
source of “external shocks” and reproduce inequalities between developed and developing
countries. This does not mean that we should not pursue whatever reforms we can at the
global level, but rather that, for policy purposes, we should not over-estimate prospects
in this regard. Fundamentally, the macro-economic management should seek, as far as
possible, to insulate our economy from the negative impact of global market forces and
speculative pressures. We cannot assume that the only remedy in the face of “external
shocks” or crises is further liberalisation.96
The ANC must take cognisance that it is not elected to serve the markets, they are meant
to serve the electorate. There is a need for real economic change. The ANC needs to reflect
on the profound irony represented by the forces aligned for privatisation [big business and
right-wing opposition] and those aligned against it [trade unions, civics, NGO, religious
and student movements]. All that, and the ANC government approach also suffers from
a patent lack of evidence that privatisation will benefit the poor. There are various ways
that can be employed in dealing with economic travesty. Amongst these, it can be to
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uncompromisingly take on the market system. There can be a negotiation for change,
like it happened with the recent Job Summit; however, this might require a broader
forum. The engagements can comprise of various interested stakeholders inclusive of
government, organised labour, business and intellectuals. The approach should be to
seek an agreement on economic reforms. The government that seeks to directly tackle the
inequalities, improving most people’s lives cannot be regarded as a threat to the market.
Key pillars of this second more radical phase include placing our economy on to a new
labour-absorbing growth path through, amongst other things, a multi-year, state-led
infrastructure programme, linked to re-industrialisation of our economy, including greater
beneficiation of our natural resources. Critical to sustaining this second phase is the
consolidation of a developmental state and the mobilisation of popular forces, particularly
the working class and the poor. The new wisdom should include recognising the damaging
effect of contractionary monetary policy, inflation targeting and high interest rates, the
dangers of financial deregulation and liberalisation, including of exchange and capital
control. These have all done massive damage to the South African economy. However,
there is no real evidence of our government or the ANC taking these lessons on board,
and our Treasury and Reserve Bank continues to be allowed to persist with job-destroying
policies.
Within the background of this submission, it is clear and unambiguous that privatisation
[a precept of neoliberal policies] of basic services is completely not benefiting the poor. Due
to this reality, some of the following advances need to be considered:


The current policy to privatise basic service delivery needs to be changed. In the
context of South Africa, the restructuring of public service should aim to extend the
state, and not the market, in providing accessible and affordable services.



The role of all foreign consultancies or any consultancies with remotely conflict of
interest arrangements need to be investigated.



Any restructuring of public sector basic service delivery needs to be preceded by
credible cost-benefit analyses of its impact on the poor.



The restructuring processes must involve all relevant stakeholders within the public
service, particularly the Public Service Coordinating Bargaining Council.



Parliament, as the elected representatives of the people, needs to have strict oversight
over the restructuring process.

In conclusion, the ANC leadership and its approach to policy formulation to address
what the country is facing economically and socially would do well to mindfulness of the
advice induced by the old cowboy, Will Rogers that: “If you find yourself in a hole, stop
digging”. Direct meaning of this idiomatic expression entails if you find yourself in a
difficult situation, don’t continue doing what you are doing. The movement may be under
the illusion that if they keep on doing what they are currently doing, things will change.
We have outlined the ANC’s policy choices which have, unfortunately, put us in an economic
conundrum of where we are in today, including the role played by the IMF and World
Bank. The commitments to fill critical vacancies in the health and justice departments are
applaud though we expected to hear the filling of all vacancies in the public service. The
public sector vacancy rate had blown up and it is not only 148 000. This is equal to 10%,
however we see a continuous ballooning of Senior Management Service positions. This
is having a massive impact upon service delivery where teachers, nurses, doctors, police
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and prisons posts are not being filled. We had hoped to hear the integration of community
health workers into the public service and not simply a plan to pay them a minimum wage.
We had hoped to hear about the redeployment of the 56 000 SAPS officers from Head
and Provincial offices and the 60,000 at desk posts to station level to discharge the real
policing on the ground.
Going a bit back to 2013 during the IMF’s consultation on South Africa [through socalled Article IV], this body already underlined the challenges facing the country [in their
neoliberal analogy] saying the country’s economy was unable to grow on a par with other
emerging economies. It decorated the challenges facing the country, such as the inability
of the South African economy to grow on a par with other emerging economies, lamenting
that the apparent lack of growth would result in increasing levels of joblessness, although
South Africa has for many years been faced with jobless growth. It further said that
the economy has been growing consistently, that growth has failed to translate into an
increase in the number of jobs. Within that argument, it urged South Africa to rein in
trade unions by ensuring that there are lower wage demands. The Minister has already
fired ‘worrying shot’ over the public wage bill. It is unfortunate and very inflammatory for
the Minister to want to blame workers for the fiscal crisis. It is not workers who looted
Eskom or sent the money to offshore. Workers do not fly their spouses all around the
world at government disbursement. The reality is that we witness the overworked nurses,
teachers, police officers and others, who deserve to earn a living wage and not a threat to
cut their salary bill. In essence, this ‘worrying shot’ is the direct thoughtful behind the
failed Gear strategy of 1996, which argued that first there must be growth, then there
shall be employment and then redistribution. Should South Africans still have renewed
hopes out of the delivered policy statement?
During the same period, the IMF recommended that South Africa support labour brokers,
whose practice would create a triangular relationship. It was justifying the fallacious
argument that temporary employment is responsible for a large share of employment
growth. There is proliferation of labour brokers in South Africa today [which are the
contemporary slavery], however our government had utterly refused to ban them. Labour
brokers are a way in which the unemployed and potential employers can circumvent
some of the strictures of the regulatory environment and have helped create a shadow
duality in the market. The poor are forced to live off the crumbs of the rich and the IMF is
perpetuating with support from our government.
It is quite mystifying when government is still engrossed on calling the recession ‘technical’
whereas so many people are being plunged into poverty by the worsening economic
situation. This is no time to play linguistic expressions with people’s lives, when 36%
of workers remain unemployed. Thousands of workers are being laid off across most
segments of the economy, yet the Minister and National Treasury continue to moderate
the bewilderment we find ourselves in. The Minister’s Policy Statement, like the IMF’s
social bargain between business and labour as clearly characterised by COSATU, is a
process whereby labour will make commitments to wage restraints, as an “egg and bacon”
agreement. In terms of the agreement, business, as the chicken, commits to lay eggs for
breakfast and calls upon the worker as the pig to lay down its life to supply the bacon.
This policy statement is not far away from this idiomatic or colloquial countenance. When
former Zimbabwean President, Robert Mugabe proclaimed to former UK prime minister
Tony Blair: “Keep your Britain, I will keep my Zimbabwe…” it was out of frustration at
being dictated to by foreigners and their agencies in the name of being a global player, as
suggested by Nemeth of the American Chamber of Commerce in South Africa.
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In 2012, the World Bank, another neo-liberal institution, myopically reasoned that with
an income Gini coefficient of around 0.70 in 2008 and consumption Gini coefficient of
0.63 in 2009, South Africa had become one of the most unequal societies in the world. It
further argued that economic growth has been highly uneven in distribution, perpetuating
inequality and economic exclusion. More important, the report by the World Bank
apportions blame to what it calls an enduring legacy of apartheid which denies black
people, especially Africans, the chance to accumulate capital in any form, be it land,
finance, skills or social networks. As there is mention of high wage bill, how does a person
who lives in a shack in Mshongoville, Winnie Mandela Park or Ramaphosaville moderate
his wage demands, as proposed by the Minister, when he lacks basic amenities such as
running water, sanitation and electricity? How can the migrant mine worker, who comes
from a rural area where he shares water with animals, not rebel against a mining boss
who pays him a monthly wage equivalent to the amount he spent on parking tickets? In
the same manner that the International Criminal Court at the Hague treats Africans with
disdain, the IMF is doing the same, albeit in a different manner and our government is
following suit. The intention is to impoverish the people of Africa and rule the continent
by hook or by crook. The policy statement should be advocating for a wage-led growth
strategy which, we argue, will generate a much more stable growth regime for the future.
The Minister spoke of breaking the walls between private and public sector. As we alluded
to above, it is so unfortunate that our government believes that Foreign Direct Investment
[FDI] is an engine for growth, job creation and poverty reduction. They have followed
this neoliberal line of thought for the last twenty-four years with no substantial results.
Even today they are still preoccupied with creating attractive investment conditions that
benefit multinational corporations. We have witnessed the results of the already broken
walls through the private prisons, which exhumes bigger chunk of Correctional Services
budget. Many other examples can be mentioned where the walls between the two sectors
are broken and the results are calamitous. Government has in fact unnecessarily cuddled
the working and middle class families by raising Value Added Tax [VAT], sugar, fuel taxes
as well as by adjusting income tax bracket creep by below inflation levels thus reducing
the money workers have to feed their families and spend on the economy.
Taking cognisance of the fiscal revenue, corruption and expenditure crises facing the
nation, this statement failed to impress or make a positive impact. The MTBPS does
not go far enough given the extent of the many crises facing our country, workers and
the economy as a whole. This is a reflection of a paralysis in the country’s economic
policy trajectory. The practicality is that we are in an economic predicament and this
current crisis can only be understood by looking at the root causes in an all-inclusive
way. The riposte to our economic difficulties lies in brave measures of transformation,
not in peripheral programmes and projects. The statement was a reminder that we still
lack a developmental vision, absence of comprehensive developmental strategy and totally
lack the necessary synchronisation of activities of various economic intermediaries. The
Minister made-mention of the need to allow the Governor of the South African Reserve
Bank [SARB] to do his job and manage inflation. It is somewhat a fact that we cannot
allow inflation to grow as it will decimate workers’ meager wages. No one can argue against
the importance of price stability, especially since we still depend on capitalists for jobcreation and growth. On the other hand, we also need to acknowledge that the mandate
of the American and other global-north countries includes employment creation. For this
reason, the SARB also cannot afford to be unresponsive to the economic challenges that
have widened inequalities, worsened unemployment and deepened poverty. Currently
reflect the neoliberal posture of the National Treasury. The unemployed workers cannot
eat speeches but they need jobs and economic growth.
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The Minister’s commitment not to increase taxes upon the working and middle classes is
welcomed. This generosity should not be extended to the rich for obvious reasons. The
tax regime needs to be entirely overhauled, including water and electricity tariffs to ensure
the rich pay their fare share. The ambiguities of Tax need to be closed and the Company
Income Tax has to be increased. We had hoped to hear more from the Minister about how
they will turn SARS around including how to crack down on the massive customs evasion
and fraud that countenances floods of illicit goods in, decimating local industries and
resulting in losses of billions in tax revenue.
Let us therefore, be prepared to look at the facts with open minds. Let us accumulate an
arsenal of ideas from which we can draw our weapons to forge the path of South Africa’s
development. With this in mind, the 9th National Congress should further have deeper
discussion in making determination moving forward.

9.2.

National Health Insurance [NHI]

We reported during the July 2016 CEC on the need of National Health Insurance as a
solution for the South African health problems. Why does South Africa need National
Health Insurance and what does it entail? The National Health Insurance commonly
referred to as NHI will ensure that everyone has access to appropriate, efficient and quality
health services. The Department of Health explains it as a financing system that will make
sure that all citizens of South Africa [and legal long-term residents] are provided with
essential healthcare, regardless of their employment status and ability to make a direct
monetary contribution to the NHI Fund. The World Health Organisation [WHO] describes
NHI as Universal Health Coverage [UHC]. UHC is firmly based on the WHO constitution
of 1948 declaring health a fundamental human right and on the Health for All agenda set
by the Alma Ata declaration in 1978. It entails all people and communities can use the
promotive, preventive, curative, rehabilitative and palliative health services they need, of
sufficient quality to be effective, while also ensuring that the use of these services does
not expose the user to financial hardship. This definition of UHC embodies three related
objectives:


Equity in access to health services - everyone who needs services should get them,
not only those who can pay for them;



The quality of health services should be good enough to improve the health of those
receiving services; and



People should be protected against financial-risk, ensuring that the cost of using
services does not put people at risk of financial harm.

According to the RSA Constitution, healthcare is a human right. Moreover, this is a widely
accepted international principle. This right should not depend on how rich we are or where
we happen to live. The right to obtain healthcare is written into our Constitution. In 1994,
a report was released detailing the inequalities in South African health care. The report
stated that as has been the case for decades, health care in South Africa is plagued by a
multitude of problems, constraints and deficiencies. Their nature relates on the one hand
to the health care system as a provider or distributor of health care and on the other to
the population as clientele of that system.97
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The report tracked the origins of the inequalities stating that the socio-economic inequalities
were further complicated in that they largely coincided with existing race and colour divisions
in the population. This exposition analysed and contextualised the complex problem
of structural inequality in South African health care. Socio-economic conditions, racial
divisions and geographical location were isolated as the main determinants of inequality
in the provision, allocation and distribution of health care. Whites find themselves in a
more favourable socio-economic position than the blacks. Whites were most often to be
found in permanent employment and also had the larger share of health insurance by far
– thereby ensuring their preferential claim on the health care resources of the country.
Blacks, on the other hand, were generally in a relatively unfavourable to desperate socioeconomic position, proportionally few had the privilege of permanent employment and
purchasing power for private health care, and fewer still are insured against disease and
indisposition. This implied that membership of a specific race or colour group constituted
the second significant differential connected with inequality in health care. This could not
be ascribed to coincidence or mere fate. Many an inequality of that sort had systematically
been created and maintained in South Africa’s protracted apartheid history. Apartheid’s
oppressive and discriminatory measures secured whites their privileged position in South
African society – the health sector was no exception. Within this background, something
drastic had to be done to change the situation.
The current situation is that large numbers of South African society continue to die
prematurely and to suffer unnecessarily from poor health. Treatable conditions are not
being treated on time and preventable diseases are not being prevented. This is in spite
of the fact that government has tried since 1994 to ensure that everyone in this country
has equitable access to necessary healthcare services. There are still serious challenges
mainly caused by a skewed healthcare financing system. Government emerged with a
policy that had to deal with in the form of National Health Insurance.
The NHI Bill was recently tabled in Parliament by the Minister of Health, Dr Zweli Mkhize.
This is the first step to proclaim the bill into law. A portfolio committee will then be
appointed, after which the public will be able to comment on the bill. He further said
that the successful implementation of the National Health Insurance will depend on
collaborations and effective political efforts. Sick people are most in need of health
insurance, yet insurance companies have the least incentive to provide health insurance
to those people at an affordable rate. Along the same but opposite lines, healthy people
have less incentive to purchase health insurance, because it is not clear that they will
need it. As a consequence, without a national health insurance plan, the people that need
health insurance the most have the greatest difficulty finding affordable care. By grouping
everyone together, the insurance pool bears less risk per individual, which makes it more
affordable for those that need it most. National health insurance is a way of pooling health
risks together, thereby minimising the fees accruing to the people that are the most sick.
Engaging on NHI, former Statistician General, Pali Lehohla said health is a matter of life
and death. He said it is hardly surprising therefore that the NHI has elicited such a heated
debate around the world. The UN Sustainable Development Goal on health and nutrition
also attracted polarised debates because of the role the private sector had in UHC and
the growing privatisation of health services. The debates in South Africa appear to ponder
not so much on whether NHI is necessary, but on whether the unbalanced system can
meet the demand if opened up to all. Some feel that the private sector should be left as
is whilst public sector medical services get fixed and readied for the implementation. It is
important to note, of course as a serious concern, that as many reactionary organisations
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and individuals as possible are opponents of the NHI. For example, Chris Hattingh of Free
Market Foundation argued that the NHI is an immoral ideal. It requires complete state
control over doctors and nurses so that the state can dictate to them where they must work,
and for how much.98 In August 2018, AfriForum launched comprehensive campaign against
National Health Insurance Bill. The campaign was to include so-called activist actions, the
recruitment of media pressure and the collection of public commentary. It argued that the
NHI will in effect destroy medical aids, the private health sector and world-class healthcare,
while everyone will have to depend on state hospitals.99 Again in August 2019, the DA said
the greatest tragedy is that the Bill will not in any way achieve universal health care for SA.
Instead, it is bound to destroy the health system.100 The party is questioning the NHI Bill’s
constitutionality as it seemingly takes away provinces’ constitutionally enshrined right to
handle health services. The big pharmaceutical companies and other big conglomerates
are also going to put their weight behind opposition to National Health Insurance.
Is the current dialogue in South Africa of first fixing the public health and leaving the private
sector as fountains of excellence before applying the NHI not a false dichotomy targeted
at perpetuating health enclaves? Proficiency elsewhere illustrates that health delivery can
be possible, practicable and is sustainable. High income countries such as Germany,
France and the Scandinavian countries and those that are middle income like Georgia,
Cuba and Thailand have deployed an NHI equivalent to achieve UHC as a sustainable
model. In the US, where health care has proven unsustainable, the implementation of
Obama Care demonstrated that sustainable health is possible under conditions of an
NHI equivalent.101 The opponents of NHI want the status quo of inequality within the
health sector to remain unchanged. The extreme view is that government should allow
the private sector to deliver medical care under the current medical aid scheme regime for
those who can afford it. Former health minister Aaron Motswaledi was at pains to point
out that the model of privatisation and commercialisation of health was fundamentally
flawed and thus not sustainable. The Gupta’s Mediosa mobile health services in the North
West best demonstrate how abusive the private sector can be especially when private
interests are not regulated. The existence of private health facilities does not lead to better
outcomes to the general public. Instead it leads to the cannibalisation of public health and
constrained the possibility of deploying the health workforce with focus on primary health
care. The sentiments echoed by the first [1st] Deputy General Secretary of the South African
Communist Party, Solly Mapaila are indeed true. He launched an attack on the private
health sector saying it was against the NHI in order to continue making a profit out of poor
South Africans. He told Independent Media before the start of the seminar on the NHI at
the University of KwaZulu-Natal in September 2019 that the government should launch
the new public health insurance system to protect the poor from exploitation.102 NHI is
important for the poor and workers because citizens will not have to pay for the health
service and they cannot be refused treatment because they do not have resources.
According to the five-year investigation by the Competition Commission, South Africans
are paying more for private healthcare than ever before. However, forking over more cash
for more – and often unnecessary – care is not paying off for consumers. The inquiry began
work in January 2014, and was tasked with investigating the dynamics in the private
healthcare market.
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Its five-member panel, headed by former justice Sandile Ngcobo, recommended in its
interim report in July 2018 that the health department consider establishing a supplyside regulator to oversee pricing and quality issues in the private healthcare sector. The
report is also the most detailed picture of private healthcare in the country’s history,
revealing new details on everything from ownership and profit patterns to how health
facilities contract doctors. The report echoes the inquiry’s previous 2018 findings that a
lack of competition in the private healthcare industry is fuelling increasingly unaffordable
healthcare costs. It’s also incentivising doctors and private health facilities to over-treat
patients, sending them to hospital more frequently and for longer without any real medical
benefit. This is particularly true in areas like Gauteng and the Western Cape where there
are more hospitals and doctors.
The Competition Commission report findings illustrate lack of competition in the private
healthcare industry which is fuelling increasingly unaffordable healthcare costs. It is
also incentivising doctors and private health facilities to over-treat patients, sending
them to hospital more frequently and for longer without any real medical benefit. In its
2018 report, the Commission analysed hospital claims and found that almost a third of
claims costs couldn’t be explained by factors such as a patient’s age or disease.103 These
mysterious charges were being passed onto consumers in the form of increased premiums.
And with power concentrated in the hands of just a few major hospital groups, there
is little motivation for hospitals and doctors to try to bring down costs and hardly any
room for transformation. The high concentration of power in this sector, the Commission
notes, makes it vulnerable to collusion, both formally through the creation of cartels and
informally. This is because, in theory, it would be easy for a small number of players
to engage in price fixing, setting the tone for the market. Without much competition,
the three major hospital groups “all but dictate year-on-year price and cost increases”
for medical aids and administrators while reaping the benefits of over-treatment at their
facilities. The Competition Commission’s report attributes overtreatment to two factors:
Monetary incentives for doctors and facilities to admit more patients and a phenomenon
called supplier-induced demand. The concept is premised on the more supply you have of
beds, doctors, medicine, the more people use them regardless of whether they need them
or not.
With the picture painted above, it is clear that it is not going to be an easy exercise
to implement the revolutionary project of ensuring that the health needs of all South
Africans is taken care of at a coordinated approach. It is therefore, of crucial importance
to take not that the victory of implementing this project will not be in board rooms where
endless talks take place. This only be won by the workers and the broader working class.
Implementation of NHI will be won on the streets. We have already started in 2018 when we
marched to Union Building to submit a memorandum to the erstwhile Minister of Health,
Aaron Motswaledi on the matter. This should not be an event and it cannot be by a single
organisation, but a continuous process by all progressive movements and civil society.
Parliament had sent to all political parties represented in the National Assembly informing
them of the start of countrywide public hearings on the NHI Bill, and these hearings were
scheduled to close at the end of October. The public hearings have since been extended to
the end of November, as approved by the Portfolio Committee. Citizens are urged to submit
written comments and those who are interested in making a verbal presentation should
indicate timeously directly to Parliament. We should take this opportunity to make written
and verbal submissions in support of this Bill to be enacted into an act and for immediate
implementation.
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To make the required and necessary impact, all COSATU affiliates including the federation
itself, must make submissions. During the legislative process of enacting the White Paper
on NHI, COSATU developed a position paper. As POPCRU, we were requested by COSATU
to develop part of the submission, which we did. The submissions for the Bill should be
well-researched, comprehensive and factual to effect the required influence.

9.3.

Education

POPCRU views education as a right and a developmental imperative for South Africa as the
notion that was equally demonstrated by the youth of 1976 when they lost their lives in the
cause of freedom in general, and in the struggle for a just education system in particular.
It is in memory of these gallant heroes and heroines that we should continuously strive
to reach the educational goals for which we struggled. That is the reason we made efforts
to make submission to the Commission of Enquiry into Higher Education and Training in
2017 and we include some of the highlights in this report.
Explaining the historic background of the education system in South Africa, Rosina The
education system in South Africa was branded by the following issues that influenced
the need for transformation: racial discrimination, education as political, economic and
religious instrument, education inequality, lack of cultural roots in education, monocultural curricula, irrelevant language policy, foreign medium of instruction and erosion
of the culture of teaching and learning.104 She further states that cultural pluralism or
separatism has always been a significant feature of South African education. Before 1900
there was no legislated separation of Africans into segregated residential and schooling
areas in Cape Town. It was largely the availability of work and land which determined
the places where African people lived. Racism became rife only in the 20th century when
the complete separation of European and non-European learners was recognised by legal
enactment and through the adoption of a system of Bantu education in 1953. Lest we
forget, apartheid education sought to deliberately provide inferior education to the majority
of South African population. The master plan of unequal education provision as plotted
by the Eiselen Commission of 1948 found its statutory expression in the Bantu Education
Act of 1953.105
It is through this open expression of statutory racism that at one stage the ratio of White:
Black education expenditure stood at 14:1. It is solely because of apartheid education that
we today experience huge infrastructure backlogs and concomitant unequal classroom
sizes, and unequal quality of education among schools that find themselves in opposite
location of the apartheid inherited spatial geography. The architecture of such a policy
neglected the fact that a school has to be used as an instrument for socialisation and to
assist learners to internalise the value system required in South Africa’s future. For over 50
years apartheid education was deliberately designed to privilege whites and disadvantage
black South Africa.
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There have been heated debates from time immemorial on the nature of education as a public
good versus the libertarianism ideology of education as a private good that should be sold
and bought in the market place. It is for this reason that the quest for free education has
been an integral part of the struggle for social justice in South Africa and internationally.
With the historical position of Africans in the social division of labour, and the abject
levels of poverty that many face, it is evident that where education is a commodity to be
bought in the marketplace, its affordability will equally become a barrier for many people,
mainly the poor. Hence educating the poor and the working class must be on top of the
list of the government’s priorities as a means of redressing the imbalances of the previous
regime. It is thus inarguable that the only means of redressing the apartheid legacy in
education is through a decolonised, quality education free of financial barriers – a system
which does not discriminate against the previously disadvantaged. The decolonisation
encapsulates a review on all inherently exploitative and exclusionary aspects which
deepens inequality – we need to start thinking of the accessible and relevant system which
will impact positively to the life of an African child as the majority of the marginalised
are black deserving students who can change their future when given an opportunity to
access higher quality education and training. The education of the African is a matter of
national importance requiring state effort for its proper realisation, the right of the African
child to education, like children of other sections, must therefore be recognised as a state
duty and responsibility.
During the time of transition to democracy, fundamental reforms to the administration,
governance and funding of education were immediately necessary. A unified national
department of education was established while considerable responsibility was vested
at the provincial level. Curriculum reform, although ultimately not uncontroversial,
represented a strong break from previous arrangements and sought to advance critical
thinking and problem solving. Public spending on education has gone from being highly
unequal on the basis of race under apartheid to being well targeted towards poor children.
Despite these mainly positive trends, a far more resilient legacy from the past has been the
low quality of education within the historically disadvantaged parts of the school system.
This seriously constrains the ability of the education system to provide a pathway out of
poverty for poor children.
Almost 20 years after the end of apartheid with South Africa having and one of the highest
budget spending on education, the South African education system still propagates the
inequality of the apartheid era. Education is such an important pillar towards South
Africa’s development pathway because a proper education remains the only way to break
the cycle of underdevelopment and poverty in the majority South Africans are still caught.
On the other side, the quality of education is pivotal for the production of human capital
and this cannot be compromised by failing to refocus on the quality of education offered in
schools. The inputs in the system such as trained and motivated teachers, buildings and
classrooms including sanitation, clean water, instructional material such as textbooks, as
well as strong leadership with vision to steer the winds of change are important in providing
the desired outcomes. A proper education has the potential to increase the employability
or income generating capacity of South Africa’s majority poor thereby enabling them to be
employed or be entrepreneurs in their own right mitigating on the high inequality levels
in South Africa.
The South African history has taught us that bad policies have longlasting effects which
cannot be redressed over a decade or two. It is then appropriate for the democratic
government to continuously review and improve its education policies for the benefit of the
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masses. Hence it is now crucial for the the government to develop a roadmap towards the
realisation of a fee free education for the poor. Inclusive to the roadmap should be various
forms of funding through private businesses, alumni, NGOs, etc. A number of revenue
sources such as the Sector Education and Training Authorities [SETAs] and the National
Skills Fund [NSF] should be pursued to fund fee free education for the poor, at all levels,
including post-graduate.
It is common knowledge that the Constitution of the democratic South Africa was derived
from the aspects of the Freedom Charter; hence education is regarded as one of the socioeconomic rights enshrined in the Constitution as follows: “Everybody has the right to
a basic education, including adult basic education; and to further education, which the
state, through reasonable measures, must make progressively available and accessible106”.
This clause does not, by any means, encapsulate “free education”, but the availability
and accessibility of education. We therefore reiterate that the “accessibility” in reference
should provide high quality professionals with great prospects for success to the previously
disadvantaged. This will be an appropriate measure of redressing the historical legacy
of colonialism and apartheid. In today’s world, the well-educated person is not simply
the one who has acquired knowledge or skills, but the one who possesses the capacity
to interrogate that knowledge. After all, the acquisition of knowledge is never a neutral
process; knowledge is generated by particular groups in society for particular purposes.
Without understanding the sources of the knowledge that we acquire, or whose interests
that knowledge serves, we risk becoming pawns to tyrants. It is our view that a functioning
and robust democracy requires a healthy, educated, participatory followership and an
educated, morally grounded leadership. The development of both of these relies on an
education system fit for that purpose, an educational programme that requires critical
engagement with knowledge.
The other important area of concentration is to make History, as a subject, compulsory for
the school curriculum. We know that the Department of Higher Education had embarked
on a process towards this direction. It is true what SADTU stated that we find a country
of lost identity, whose history is contested by anyone who wishes to write their opinions
on social media and personal researches about where we come from, and where we are
heading. It is on the basis of our history written by foreign minds who glorify colonialists
and not the real heroes of the South African struggle against both the colonial and apartheid
regime that SADTU believes it is about time our history is told by South Africans.107 South
Africa lags behind other countries in terms of robust teaching of History as a subject that
can help celebrate the heritage, culture and values that made South Africa as known
today. Instead it has to rely in fragmented teaching of History at primary level, optional
teaching of History at secondary level and history as a choice discipline that is but quickly
fading at tertiary level. Ultimately the future preservation of our culture and heritage
lies in the preservation of our heritage, culture and values through education, and that
means teaching History as a compulsory subject at school level to provide a foundation of
much needed celebration of our past. The democracy that we have is rooted in our past
and was in fact crafted in response to and as a reflection of things that happened in the
past that called for and contributed to a collective reflection with an eye on the future.
History became a determining factor as to how society wanted the future to be like. These
democratic values give hope for the future and how it may shape up. Therefore, history
should be taught in conjunction with our democratic Constitution that seeks to build a
South Africa inclusive of everyone who lives in it, black and white. This history should
106 The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996.
107 SADTU Position Paper. “The importance of Teaching History as a Compulsory Subject”.
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be taught to advance nation-building, the healing of the wounds, bridging the gap of the
South African rich and South African poor, so as to realise a developmental state, able to
compete in a globalised world.
The demand for decolonising education then becomes essential because it is a demand
for critical literacy, where knowledge is presented as a social construct that is intimately
linked with norms and values. The understanding should then then be the drive for a
decolonised education ought not to centre so much on what is or is not worth learning,
but on understanding how learners are being positioned by the educational environment
with respect to what is being learned. By decolonising education, it will be to encourage
the understanding that what is central is not fixed, compelling learners to consider other
potential centres. It will be to require those who have benefitted from having their own
paradigms centralised to occupy the marginal spaces too. In this way opportunities for
those who may have been relegated to the periphery and a legitimate space at the centre
created. Decolonising education ought to facilitate an expansion of our worldviews, a
shifting of our positions in relation to knowledge. It ought to challenge the notion that any
single worldview can be considered the ‘normal’ one.
Let congress enrich the discussion in this regard for a final determination.

9.4.

Poverty and Unemployment

No political democracy can stay alive and embellish if the majority of its citizenry lingers
in abject poverty, without land, without their basic needs being met and without tangible
prospects for a better life. To most South Africans [and to some parts of the international
community for that matter], the 27th of April 1994 signified an extraordinary political
transformation in South Africa. This is when this country finally emerged triumphant
from more than a century of de facto and de jure apartheid oppression, which meant that
there would be the advent of a new, democratic political dispensation.108 The ANC-led
government also inherited a country that was characterised by vast inequalities in the
quality of education, healthcare and basic infrastructure, such as access to safe drinking
water, sanitation and housing. For instance, while only a quarter of all Blacks had access
to piped water in their houses, Asians and Whites had universal access in 1995. There is
direct link between poverty, unemployment and social injustice. Within the background
of this notion, it is postulated that poverty is instigated by unequal distribution of, and/
or lack of access to, material and non-material resources. Social injustice arises when
access to material and non-material resources is not equally distributed and that this lack
of access hampers development and therefore sustains poverty.
Poverty reduction is seen as the world’s greatest challenge and in South Africa it is counted
as one of the country’s triple threats, the other two being unemployment and inequality.
Sebastian Runguma illuminates Poverty reduction as one of the goals of contemporary
development and is concerned with finding solutions to the poverty problem, an elusive
development challenge that confronts citizens, leaders, government administrations
and institutions globally. Clearly, any discussion of this subject must begin with an
understanding of the intrinsically connected concepts of development and poverty.109
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South African citizens continue to regard poverty, unemployment and social injustice
as the key challenges to be met in order to build a healthy nation. For quite sometimes,
development has been understood and measured mainly through an economic prism that
compares it with economic growth indicated by rising levels of gross national product and
incomes. This classical economic approach for defining development is exclusionist and
inadequate as it leaves out social, cultural and political dimensions of human development,
which are equally important. It portrays economic growth as an adequate solution to the
development puzzle, a view that contradicts empirical evidence.
Scholars and development practitioners have general concurrence regarding factors that
determine and sustain poverty has been more closely advanced. Some of these factors
are thought to be general, in that they can serve to create or intensify deprivation and
hardship across all sectors of the economy and across different population groups. Others
are thought to be more specific or localised, and their effects may be more apparent in
particular population groups or in populations associated with specific sectors of the
economy. Furthermore, some of these factors or causes of poverty can be grouped into
categories based on the channels through which they affect poverty levels. For example,
they may originate from political or environmental issues, or they may be economic or
social in nature. On the other hand, the reduction of poverty depends on the creation
of practical social networks and trustful relationships between individuals, groups and
communities. It suggests that a community that grieves from poverty-related issues is a
mirror image of the social connections and processes of that very same community.
For the period between 2011 and 2015 have been a rough rollercoaster for South Africa
driven by a combination of international and domestic factors such as low and anemic
economic growth, continuing unemployment levels, low commodity prices, higher consumer
prices [especially for energy and food], greater household dependency on credit. This
period has seen the financial health of South African households decline under the weight
of these economic pressures and in turn, pulled more households and individuals down
into poverty.110 The report shows that, despite the general decline in poverty between 2006
and 2011, poverty levels in South Africa rose in 2015. More than half of South Africans
were poor in 2015, with the poverty headcount increasing to 55,5% from a series low of
53,2% in 2011. The figures are calculated using the upper-bound poverty line [UBPL] of
R992 per person per month [pppm] in 2015 prices. This translates into over 30, 4 million
South Africans living in poverty in 2015. There are various approaches to estimating the
rate of poverty. However poverty is defined, it is clear that even after one accounts for the
ameliorating effects of the social grants paid to millions of households, more than half of
all South Africans are poor.111
Despite a progressive Constitution that guarantees a range of socioeconomic and
related rights, redistributive fiscal policies and an extensive social safety net, poverty,
unemployment and inequality [the triple challenge] remain deeply etched in South
African society. Though the diagnostic analysis reveals some improvements in people’s
lives, the triple challenge still reflects the racial, spatial and gender character bequeathed
by apartheid. Furthermore, the spatial inequality traps disadvantaged communities in
poverty and underdevelopment, creates inefficient cities, and robs poor, rural people of
secure livelihoods. The expectations of many of the country’s poor and marginalised have
not been met and that the constitutional protections in this regard have largely not been
realised.
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This then results in an experience of cynicism, discouragement and frustration stemming
from a sense of being unjustly treated. The economic growth is therefore, essential as well
because it is the most effective way to pull people out of poverty and deliver on their wider
objectives for a better life. The consequences of poverty and unemployment affect human
dignity profoundly. Within tis ambit, the exclusion from practices to address poverty and
unemployment is in itself also a constitutional violation of dignity. In the process victims
of crime who feel unprotected by the law become victims of social injustice as their sense
of security is affected by the crime. This sensation of insecurity frequently leads to a sense
of displeasure, conflict and a lack of cooperation between communities.
At the individual level [or household level, for that matter], poverty can translate into
incalculable privation and suffering among those that are engulfed by it. What is even
more of a concern is that if it becomes endemic at the macro level, this phenomenon can
give rise to a number of socio-economic ills. For example, widespread poverty has the
potential of giving rise to social upheaval and instability in society. Other development
practitioners argue that a poverty-stricken milieu could provide a fertile ground for crimerelated activities to mushroom, especially in a country where a comprehensive social
security net that covers all [poor] people is non-existent. The notion is that, more often
than not, the only avenues possible for those who cannot fulfil their basic socio-economic
necessities are through the economic avenues provided by crime. Hence, most South
African criminal offenders are either impoverished or associated with the characteristics
of poverty, such as low levels of education and unemployment. In his research thesis,
Jabulani Msizi contends that unemployment induces people, who would not otherwise
become involved in criminal activities, to commit crimes because they spend much of
their time idling or are under financial pressure or are frustrated and indignant.112 This is
supported by prisons which are full of people who try to make money by committing crimes
as the result of unemployment. In addition, the persistent poverty of a substantial portion
of the population can dampen the prospects for economic growth. The essential argument
is that the poor are themselves a potential market, which entails both would-be consumers
and suppliers of goods and/or services. Therefore, if they are unable to participate in the
various economic activities, due to their deficient command over necessary resources,
they are unlikely to make any meaningful contribution towards the growth of the macro
economy.
Against the above context, it is quite obvious then that, for the purposes of poverty reduction,
it was imperative for the government to come up with a clear policy initiative few years ago
that would pull the economy out of its recessionary slump, since it inherited an economy
with an average annual real per capita growth that had been on the decline for over three
decades. The unfortunate part is that the government introduced the Growth, Employment
and Redistribution policy framework in 1996, which produced economic pandemonium to
the country. Poverty alleviation should take into account and include the viewpoints of the
poor and the National Development Plan positively considers this aspect. An international
study in 2009 investigated the viewpoints of communities of fifteen [15] African, South
and East Asian, and South American countries regarding poverty and poverty reduction,
and identified seven aspects that should be considered when interventions are planned:113

112 M
 zizi J.N. [2017]., “A Qualitative Study of the Impact of Unemployment in ‘Mazakhele’ KwaZulu-Natal”. Submitted in Accordance with the Requirements for the Degree of
Master of Arts in the Subject Psychology at the University of South Africa. p18.
113 V
 an der Westhuizen M & Swart I. “The struggle against poverty, unemployment and social injustice in present-day South Africa: Exploring the involvement of the Dutch Reformed
Church at congregational level” Stellenbosch _ eological Journal 2015, Vol 1, No 2, 731–759. p735.
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a.

Poverty is not the product of a culture: people dream of success and of moving out of
poverty;

b.

Poverty is a condition and not a characteristic: when opportunities are created
potential can develop;

c.

Internal power bases are needed to develop potential: this requires empowerment;

d.

Equal opportunities are the dream: social justice contributes to poverty alleviation
and reduction;

e.

Reactive local democracy can address poverty: fair and compassionate leadership is
needed;

f.

Collective actions assist people to deal with poverty, but not to move out of poverty;

g.

Programmes should include beneficiaries as active role-players to ensure sustainable
change.

Since the political transition in 1994, South Africa has witnessed the acceleration of its
already high unemployment rate. In July 2019, StatsSA presented a grim picture on
unemployment. The figures have not been kind to the South African job market. The update
showed that almost half-a-million people lost work in the previous three months, dwarfing
the rate of people who had secured work. The report revealed that the unemployment rate
increased by 1.4 percentage points from 27.6% in the first quarter of 2019 to 29.0% in
the second quarter of 2019. This is as a result of an increase of 455 000 in the number
of people who are unemployed, whereas just 21 000 people gained employment. One of
the most visible forms of unemployment in South Africa is seeing jobseekers standing
day-to-day on road sides waiting for any job that might come their way. Unemployment
contributes to some of the challenges that we face as a society. It is associated with
crime, inadequate living conditions, psychological and physiological ill-health and the
performance of the economy as a whole. By reducing poverty these negative effects can
not only positively improve the quality of life for the individual but also his/her family and
society as a whole. Therefore, we cannot overlook unemployment as one of the causes of
poverty. Unemployment is a serious problem in South Africa and affects the lives of a large
proportion of potential employees in the country, even though we live in a new democratic
country.
Why is our unemployment rate so high? And what can be done about this? These questions
are difficult to answer definitively because the causes of South Africa’s unemployment
are complex. There are many factors shaping the evolution of our labour market and
economy. Under apartheid, state policy was used to remove black people from cities and to
prevent them from acquiring skills or getting high-status jobs. This caused an oversupply
of cheap black labour, which benefited the owners of business enterprises, particularly in
agriculture and mining. Over time, these two industries have become more mechanised
and capital-intensive, and less labour-intensive. This is an important historical factor
that partly explains our current unemployment problem. However, these reasons are not
sufficient to explain our high unemployment rate. When looking at the state of South
Africa’s employment post the apartheid regime more than half a million jobs have been
lost despite the elimination of international sanctions since 1996. The deliberate exclusion
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of black people from educational system and from skilled occupations under apartheid
still contributed to the high rates of unemployment today. Not only does unemployment
gradually intensify with decreased educational level, the educational system is not geared to
produce relevant skills for the labour market. As we stated above about where the problem
of economic policies emanated from, neo-liberal economic reforms were introduced. This
was in contrast to the million jobs that were meant to be created.
The other factor is that South African unemployment in the main is a structural problem, not
a cyclical problem, and thus the policy response needs to address the type of unemployment
which prevails in the labour market. Development strategies must consider quality job
creation. The NDP plans to create jobs by improved economic policy, public/ private
partnerships, promotion of investment in labour intensive economic sectors, improving
competitiveness, promoting export, improving labour market functionality, and improving
skills linked to the requirements of business as the Presidency indicated in 2011. The NDP
aspires to create 11 million jobs by 2030, with an annual GDP growth rate of 5.4 percent.
How feasible is this with the current trends? There are no clear and immediate solutions to
the unemployment problem. Nonetheless, there are some obvious pre-requisites to finding
sustainable solutions. We need a high quality educational sector that is accessible to
everyone. We need to address widespread poverty, as it limits human development. We
need to find a way for firms and labour to cooperate better. Finally, we need a dynamic
and innovative economy where people are sufficiently rewarded for experimentation and
risk-taking. The task ahead is challenging, and will require exceptional leadership from
multiple constituencies in society.

9.5.

The scourge of crime in South Africa

The scourge of violence and crime remains one of major socio-economic challenges in South
Africa, with a series of crime statistics indicating that the government’s goal of ensuring
that all South Africans are and feel safe is a long way from realisation. Despite various
measures put in place to combat crime and violence; crime statistics released since the
previous national congress continue to paint a gloomier picture on the state of crime, with
marginal fluctuations on annual basis. This includes the latest statistics, which indicates
an increase for all contact crimes; including murder, sexual offences, attempted murder,
assault with intent to cause grievous bodily harm, common assault, common robbery
and robbery with aggravating circumstances. Most worrying has been the 6.9 increase in
the murder rate, signalling in the main the number of firearms roaming the streets, to an
extent whereby 57 people are estimated to be killed on a daily basis in South Africa114.
We have noted that President Cyril Ramaphosa made combating crime a top priority since
the beginning of his term, however, his commitment towards crime prevention has been
set back by a series of criminal elements that South Africa continues to witness, ranging
from increased spate of gender based violence, an outbreak of xenophobic attacks and
shocking violence within schools and universities among others. These crime trends
contribute significantly towards a climate of fear among people living in South Africa,
many of whom do not feel safe enough to walk alone or freely allow their children to play at
the neighbourhoods, to go to school or places of worship. Equally disheartening is the fact
that with each year that violence remains so prevalent, the number of South Africans who
experience and witness violence drastically increases, and so does the extent of national
trauma and subsequently the social fabric as crime adversely affect our ability to raise a
new generation of a safe and healthy nation.
114 http://www.statssa.gov.za/?cat=17
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With hindsight 25 years on, it is evident that despite the great optimism that characterised
the immediate post 1994 period in South Africa, many of the same socio-economic ills that
predated this period continue to persist, with crime remaining at the top of the list. While
the root causes of violent and criminal behaviour are intricate and multifaceted, we cannot
turn a blind eye on many contextual factors that put people at greater risk of criminal
and violent behaviour. One of such factors is that South Africa has one of the highest
unemployment rates in the world, with the highest of 29% in 2019. Additionally, almost
half [49.2%] of South African’s live below the upper poverty line, that is 27 million people
living below R1 183 per person per month115. South Africa’s economy also has one of the
highest inequality rates in the world, perpetuating social inequality and exclusion. Gender
norms are another factor to consider - masculine gender identities that promote the use
of violence are still prominent in our society, and are reinforced by lack of employment
opportunities and historical factors.
The prevalence of crime and violence in South Africa is also pinned on a lack of adequate
resources available to the South African Police Service [SAPS], and other departments
playing a direct role in crime prevention within the criminal justice cluster such as the
Department of Justice and Correctional Services. Taking into cognisance the fact that
the SAPS is constituted by 191 000 police officials, a significant part of which are office
based within the ‘top-heavy’ national and provincial managerial offices, entrusted with
safe-keeping a growing population of approximately 57 million; effective crime prevention
becomes an almost impossible mission to accomplish. It is therefore critical for the
government to substantially invest adequate resources in the departments critical for
crime prevention, the care and wellbeing of our vulnerable women and children, and the
support of families. Inadequate resources for the provision of these services results in an
inability to effectively implement required services such as crime investigation, proper
rehabilitation of inmates and family support initiatives which could, over time, reduce the
need for responsive interventions and services from the criminal justice sectors.
It is also of the utmost value to note that crime and violence prevention in South Africa
requires partnership among various practitioners specialising in this field, from the
government to civil society organisations. While in most cases the responsibility of safety
and security for the country is on the shoulders of the SAPS, this needs to be distributed
more among the entire criminal justice cluster and other role-players as everyone needs
to contribute in creating a safer South Africa free of crime and violence. Just as there is
no single cause of violence and crime, there is no single solution. A multi-faceted, holistic
approach needs to be adopted, with a focus on prevention. This requires stakeholders
from all levels of government, civil society and community-based organisations to use a
wealth of expertise to eradicate this scourge. All efforts need to be coordinated in order to
achieve an integrated approach to violence prevention that tackles multiple risk factors
simultaneously while promoting multiple protective factors.
This National Congress should also note that the 2016 White Paper on Safety and Security
calls for a holistic understanding of what drives crime and violence. The policy document
in reference also requires complete, accurate, readily available and disaggregated crime
data. While there are legitimate reasons to protect sensitive data and police intelligence,
there is a dire need for evidence-based crime prevention actions involving sectors beyond
the police. Availability of accurate, up-to-date crime data down to point level is a crucial
step towards reversing the country’s current crime trends.
115 https://www.southafricanmi.com/south-africa-poverty-lines-1aug2019.html
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As already indicated, safety and security are directly related to socioeconomic development
and equity, affecting the development objectives of economic growth and transformation,
employment creation, improved education and health outcomes, including strengthened
social cohesion in our country. Hence the National Development Plan puts forth a vision
of ensuring the absolute safety of all people in South Africa, which makes the reduction
of contact crimes one of the key priorities of the criminal justice cluster. The NDP, as a
government policy document presenting a bold vision of South Africa by 2030 includes
building safer communities as a core area when stating that safety is a core human right.
Even more than that, POPCRU’s context of safety is more than the absence of violence
and crime; it encompasses physical security and important social dimensions such as
employment, education and health.
We believe that overcoming socio-economic development challenges in South Africa is
possible, we therefore emphasise that there is a dire need for a concerted effort from all
sectors of society – working together we can achieve a safer South Africa.

9.6.

Finance Minister’s [Tito Mboweni] Economic Policy

In August 2019, Finance Minister, Tito Mboweni released a paper he deemed a policy
perspective towards economic growth and reform for South Africa called Economic
Transformation, Inclusive Growth and Competitiveness: Towards an Economic Strategy
for South Africa document. He claimed the economic strategy is aimed at aligning
government’s economic approach towards the achievement of inclusive growth, economic
transformation and competitiveness. Such policy position was not an ANC position, but
a paper released by government department, National Treasury. The ANC interacted for
the first time with the said policy position during the NEC sitting in September 2019.
Mboweni’s attitude and approach was not for the first time. He swum upstream earlier in
2019, when he took an arrogant standpoint against the proposed removal of the Gauteng
e-toll system, maintaining a hard line on the user pays principle. This was against the
ANC’s formal structure – Gauteng Provincial Congress resolution on the matter and he
was making such pronouncement from government platform. Mboweni’s approach will
only succeed in stirring political instability within the alliance which is not good for the
country’s economy.
What does this posture represents? Who is in charge of the country and who should be
formulating policy positions for the country? We have painted a picture under 3 above
how policy formulation processes within the ANC have been manipulated. The same way
Mboweni introduced his paper is what happened in 1996 when GEAR was introduced by
Trevor Manuel in Parliament saying it was non-negotiable. NDP as well was processed
from the side of government to ANC structures. Till today, the economic section of the NDP
is still a sticky area within the Alliance formations. A new policy proposition is now tabled
again from the side of government. COSATU Central Executive in August 2019 resolved
to write to the National Treasury to withdraw the document immediately. The federation
further stated that the policy was exploiting the economic crisis by pushing a right-wing
agenda of privatisation of state-owned enterprises that has been defeated at several ANC
conferences. In rejecting the policy, the SACP said it is this economic policy regime that
has plunged the world into economic crisis and our country into the undesirable economic
situation it finds itself in today.
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The ANC had since resolved to formally engage the Alliance formations on the said policy
position. By implication, it is now the ANC’s formal policy position. What should be the
way forward in this regard? Are there serious concerns on the draft? Yes, if state-owned
enterprises were to be disposed of and proposals to relax labour regime, amongst others
are the proposals, which they are – the draft should indeed be rejected. COSATU and the
SACP had always campaigned against neoliberal measures. The strategy maintained that
opening the market to the private and independent sector would boost competitiveness.
The so-called part-privatisation of government enterprises and opening the market would
indirectly favour the rich at the expense of the poor majority. It is these kinds of policies
that plunged the world into economic crisis and our country into the undesirable economic
situation it is in today, as GEAR did. This draft economic strategy makes the government
incoherent, confused and unreliable. Worse-off, the proposal went totally against ANC’s
economic policy as adopted in the 54th National Congress in 2017. The ANC’s policy was
more about radical socio-economic transformation. If things were normal, economic
policies should first be tabled in NEDLAC before finalisation in Parliament. There was
never any such attempt other than releasing it to the public for comment.
COSATU and SACP should continue pushing a change in policy direction in the interest
of the broader working class and poor. There should be intensification for the SACP’s
programme for the strengthening and adequate funding of the Industrial Policy Action
Plan including adoption of a comprehensive industrial policy, including a digital industrial
strategy. The public institutions and state-owned enterprises should be revitalised for their
successful functioning. These measures could be part of stimulating the country’s economic
recovery. There must be an unambiguous re-assertion of the Freedom Charter, as the
over-arching document that should guide the Second more radical phase of our Transition
as per COSATU’s policy position. It further said our movement’s proposals on economic
transformation have always been centred on the need to implement the Freedom Charter
and to advance the proposals of the Reconstruction and Development Programme. The
pillars of our economic transformation programme should remain: (a) Redistribution
of Economic Power, Resources and Income (b) Democratising Patterns of Ownership
and Control of the Economy (c) Meeting Basic Needs (d) Industrial Development (e)
Environmental Sustainability (f) The Development of the Southern African Region.

9.7.
a.

Social Security System for public servants
What does Social Security entail? Social Security refers to a government
programme aimed at providing basic needs to citizens who are retired, unemployed
or unemployable due to a disability or disadvantage. It is funded usually by
mandatory payroll contributions from both the employees and the employers, and
from the government’s tax revenue. In pre-funded retirement programs, the money is
accumulated in advance so that it will be available to be paid out to today’s workers
when they retire. Debates on developmental welfare and social security policy in
South Africa tend to focus on the importance of survival strategies for the poor,
that is, short to medium term strategies. This begs the question: What are the longterm strategies required for a comprehensive social security policy? According to the
International Labour Organisation [ILO], social security is:
“…the protection which society provides for its members, through a series of
public measures against the economic and social distress that otherwise would
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be caused by the stoppage or substantial reduction of earnings resulting from
sickness, maternity, employment injury, unemployment, invalidity, old age and
death; the provision of medical care; and the provision of subsidies for families
with children”.116
The 1994 new dispensation in in South Africa witnessed the end of Apartheid.
Notwithstanding the political and constitutional changes characterising South Africa’s
transition from apartheid, the distribution of income and poverty within society remained
largely similar to that which prevailed during the era of discrimination under apartheid.
The political transition from Apartheid to an era underpinned by the ideology of equal
rights was not reflected in the economic security well-being of the citizens of South
Africa. What became evident was inequality and poverty levels which still characterise the
country’s economic landscape. Out of this preamble, there is a need for a comprehensive
social security for the country. Social security has been accepted as policy throughout
the developed and developing nations. In the first decade following the end of apartheid
political debate centred on poverty alleviation and redistribution.
Historical background: The genesis of the South African social security system emanates
from apartheid era when the then government sought in attempts to create a welfare state
for whites. The intention was to protect whites against various eventualities by means
of social insurance and, when that failed, social assistance [for example, social old-age
pensions protected elderly whites with inadequate private pension income from destitution].
Over time, social security was gradually extended to other groups. The first pension
fund in South Africa was established in the South African Republic [former Transvaal]
in 1882. The earliest pension funds were not prescribed by legislation or by convention.
As a result, they did not represent social insurance. In the 1920s, however, many skilled
[mainly white] employees obtained occupational retirement insurance. The Pension Funds
Act was enacted in 1956 and played a substantial role in the regulation of the financial
responsibilities of pension funds, although less skilled workers continued to be excluded
from pension coverage. In the context of apartheid, this implied direct segregation of
African workers. Numerous racially differentiated social grants were introduced between
1910 and 1950, including military pensions in 1919, social pensions in 1928, grants
for the blind and the disabled in 1936 and 1937, pensions for war veterans in 1941 and
family allowances for large poor families in 1947.
Fortification against joblessness continued somewhat underdeveloped, because job
reservation and higher education and skill levels assured most whites of employment
since the time of the Great Depression. The institution that was established to do so, the
Unemployment Insurance Fund [UIF], only provided cover against cyclical unemployment,
which was usually mild and of relatively short duration. State welfare expenditure helped
to maintain white support for the apartheid regime. By comparison, the safety net for
other groups initially was rudimentary or underdeveloped. The grants were progressively
extended to other population groups over time, however, albeit initially at much lower
benefit rates.
It was only in the 1960s and 1970s that rapid industrialisation saw a large number of African
workers being drawn into industry, resulting in an expansion of occupational retirement
funds to some African workers. The majority of the African labour force remained outside
the formal sector and therefore outside the coverage of the social insurance net, either
because they were unemployed or because they were employed in industries in which
116 COSATU Submission to Taylor Task Team on Social Security, December 2000
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social retirement insurance was not available in spite of the extension in coverage.49
This left South Africa with high social security levels for a middle‐income developing
country. However, the social security system still largely reflects the historical needs of
vulnerable white groups under apartheid, among whom unemployment was minimal,
given their preferential access to jobs and education. Thus the social security system now
has inadequate provision for the most vulnerable, the unemployed. In contrast, four out
of five pensioners receive a means‐tested social pension – a major poverty‐alleviating
factor in rural black communities.117 According to a submission made by COSATU in
Parliament, reference was made to the 1998 Presidential Job Summit which underscored
the importance of a comprehensive social security system in reducing the impact of
unemployment and placing the economy on a higher growth path. A comprehensive social
security system, which ensures that no South African lives in dire poverty, is critical to
breaking the vicious cycle of poverty. Such a system would combine with other components
to ensure an adequate social wage. Basic components would include:
(i)

Free basic services: These should help ensure that every South African, irrespective
of income or wealth, has the access to minimum services essential for survival. Basic
services must include both the main municipal services – water, housing, transport
and electricity – as well as other government services, especially healthcare, education
and safety and security. This document focuses particularly on the provision of
municipal infrastructure and a proposal for National Health Insurance.

(ii)

Basic income grant: to ensure a minimum income for all South Africans. Obviously, the
key aim is to alleviate poverty. But the grant would also have a broader developmental
effect. It would provide a degree of household and community stability, laying the
foundations for more productive and skilled communities over time. Moreover, it would
ensure that even the poorest households have a little cash, which could contribute to
their economic potential.

(iii)

Existing grants: Old age pension, disability grant, and child support grant. The
current system of social grants does not come close to reaching the majority of the
unemployed and destitute. Most are old-age pensions and disability grants, although
child-support grants should become an important sector in the future. While these
grants are important in alleviating particular hardships, they focus on individuals’
needs and so may prove unresponsive to households’ economic requirements and
family dynamics.

(iv)

Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF): The UIF provides short-term cover for workers
who become unemployed, based on compulsory contributions from employers and
employees. It does not aim to assist the long-term unemployed. Since it only caters
for the formerly employed for a few months, it reaches less than 10 per cent of all
unemployed people. Still, proposals are made to strengthen this mechanism, to increase
its coverage, and improve benefits. Despite its limitations, such a reformed system
it has an important role to play in lessening the impact of short-run unemployment.

(v)

Private provident and pension funds: The retirement industry covers about two
thirds of workers in the formal sector. The Pension Fund Act does not compel employers
or workers to provide for retirement. The retirement sector is therefore fragmented,
inefficient, and expensive. In some sectors, such as sales and catering, thousands of
workers are labelled casual and receive no benefits. It is imperative that the law end
these practices, to permit these workers to make sufficient provision for their old age.

117 P
 aula Armstrong and Cobus – Burger Poverty, Inequality and the Role of Social Grants: An Analysis using Decomposition Techniques, 15/09
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b.

Forms and Nature of Social Security in South Africa In his publication on,
“Accomplishments and challenges for partnerships in development in the transformation
of social security in South Africa”, Jean D. Triegaardt identified the following as forms
and nature of social security in South Africa:118
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Forms of Social Security Nature of Social Security in South Africa
Social Assistance/Grants The government provides a safety net for impoverished
individuals; non-contributory; means tested.
O c c u p a t i o n a l / S o c i a l Benefits to cover risks which are wage-related;
Insurance
contributory; examples – pensions; provident funds;
medical benefits; maternity benefits; unemployment
insurance.
Private savings
Individuals save up for unexpected contingencies;
example, chronic illness; unemployment
Social relief
The government provides funds [short term relief] for
major disasters such as fire, floods or other natural
disasters. Non-contributory; means tested.
Road Accident Fund [RAF] Social protection against risks with regard to motor
vehicle accidents.
Health care [twin system] Both private and free primary health care. The latter
is means tested and for people in need.
Private maintenance
Maintenance Act no. 99 of 1998 provides the means
for individuals to claim maintenance for dependent
children
Compensation
for Compensation for injuries and diseases at work.
Occupational Injuries and COIDA no. 130 of 1993. Domestic workers, informal
Diseases
sector workers and self-employed contractors are
excluded from COIDA.

South Africa does not have a comprehensive social security system, similarly to other
developing nations. The Committee for a Comprehensive Social Security Inquiry [2002]
refers to the South African safety net as being loosely woven. Approximately forty-five
percent [45%] of the labour force is covered by the Unemployment Insurance Fund [UIF].
Many people employed in the informal sector, the “working poor”, the self-employed and
the unemployed who are not covered by unemployment benefits, have no safety net. In
2003, the government extended its safety net to the unemployed by making provision for
domestic workers in the statutory unemployment insurance scheme.

c.

What should be the long-term strategies required for a comprehensive social
security policy? The submission by COSATU referred to above stated that the
provision of the social wage must be linked to a strategy of improving the distribution
of wealth and economic power. This strategy must help guide the country onto a new
economic growth path that can generate employment on a large scale. Measures to
improve the distribution of wealth overlap substantially with the social wage. They
include:

118 Jean D. Triegaardt – Accomplishments and Challenges for Partnerships in Development in the Transformation of Social Security in South Africa.
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d.

(i)

The provision of housing and related infrastructure;

(ii)

Education and skills development;

(iii)

Strengthening community and state capital, including making state-owned
enterprise more accountable and developing social infrastructure [schools,
clinics, police stations, etc.],

(iv)

Land reform and other support for small and micro enterprise,

(v)

Protection for labour rights and strategies to democratise ownership and
decision-making in the formal sector. It follows from these proposals that, to
be effective, a comprehensive social security system must combine various
measures and institutional systems. Critically, as a whole, the social wage
must ensure:
a)

Universality, reaching all the very poor, including those historically
marginalised under apartheid, such as people with disabilities in rural
areas and domestic, informal, migrant and agricultural workers,

b)

Administrative simplicity, which means amongst others avoiding means
testing as far as possible,

c)

Synergy between free provisions and grants, social [compulsory] insurance,
and private provisions, so that the private sector does not effectively
undermine public services and systems,

d)

Adequate measures to support people with AIDS and those whose families
are destroyed by AIDS; and

e)

Compatibility with long-run economic and social development.

Proposals made for a social wage: During the submission at the time, COSATU
stated that social security in South Africa currently consists of a combination of
social grants, infrastructure and housing provision, social services and private
pensions and insurance. Substantial shortcomings emerge in each of those areas
which were identified and attempts were made to propose ways to address these
through a combination of radical reforms to the existing system, and the introduction
of totally new elements which were not in existence:
a)

Income transfers.

b)

The Basic Income grant.

c)

The Unemployment Insurance Fund [UIF].

d)

Health Care.

e)

Meeting the challenge of HIV and AIDS.

f)

Infrastructure and Housing.

g)

The threats to provision for the poor.
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The main threat to provision of infrastructure and housing to the poor remains inadequate
funding. Most poor households – essentially those in the lowest two income quintiles
cannot afford to pay the full cost of municipal services. They certainly cannot afford the
cost of the initial provision of infrastructure. Moreover, their consumption levels may
be initially so low that even if they could pay the full cost of their current usage, it
would not cover installation costs in a reasonable period. Taken together, budgets for
transport and communication, water and housing declined in real terms by 12,5 per cent
between 1996/7 and 1999/2000. That translates into a fall of almost a fifth per capita.
In contrast, Medium Term Expenditure Framework [MTEF] at the time proposed that
in the coming three years, infrastructure provision should increase substantially per
capita. But between R600 million and R1 billion of the annual increase reflects the shift
of the cost of electrification from Eskom to the budget, paid for with new taxes on Eskom.
Taking this into account, the effective real increase will be around one per cent above
population growth. If the budgets for infrastructure do not in fact increase, the risks are
that services will be provided at a low level. That would limit the potential improvement
in living standards. Moreover, it could mean that services would not suffice to support
productive activity. Already, electrification programmes sometimes provide only enough
current for lighting, but not enough for cooking or running equipment. That limits the
hoped-for improvements in productivity, by reducing fuel collection and cooking time
as well as laying a basis for home-based production. Budget cuts have led to an overoptimistic approach to privatisation of services. Those proposals were submitted with the
hope to leverage private capital to provide infrastructure. The problem lies in the failure
to take into account the reluctance of private companies to service the poor, who cannot
pay enough to ensure a normal profit. Indeed, throughout the Third World, privatisation of
services has led to improvements in services for the rich, but a decline for the poor. Even
if the state provides a subsidy to encourage private providers to supply poor households,
it pays the private partner to skimp on services.
Proposals for privatisation include the proposal that electricity production and distribution
and telecommunications invite private competitors. Here, the risk is that, in order to
compete, the state-owned entity will have to cut such unprofitable activities as extending
the infrastructure network to the poor. The proposals for electricity illustrate the problem.
They propose permitting private competition in generating electricity, with direct sale to
large-scale users – that is, industry. This is expected to drive down the cost of electricity
to business, resulting in reduced cross-subsidisation and an increase of between twenty
and fifty per cent in electricity tariffs for households. Moreover, it seems likely to reduce
the funds available for electrification, unless government provides a subsidy from the
budget. In effect, then, it reduces the revenues from electricity for the state, limiting the
funds available for extending and maintaining services for the poor. In addition to the
problem of under-resourcing, institutional and policy factors may limit the effect of current
commitments.


Some communities or local governments may insist on means testing for providing
free municipal services, despite the extremely poor track record of that approach.



The lack of a national strategy to set standards for the free lifeline tariff may lead to
regional discrepancies. If richer regions set higher standards, increased rural-urban
migration may result.



Agencies providing municipal and social services do not co-ordinate their activities
particularly well. That aggravates the transport difficulties for the poor.
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The current housing policy often locates residential areas far from job opportunities
and social and recreational facilities. This increases the cost of commuting, which
is aggravated by substantial cuts in the transport budget and the privatisation of
municipal transport. The result is not only a higher cost of living for the poor, but a
further obstacle for poor people seeking jobs.

e.

Proposals made

To ensure the continued extension of affordable services to the poor, in line with political
commitments at the time, COSATU had called for the following:
o

Adequate funding for housing and infrastructure, as promised by the MTEF, with
stronger subsidies where necessary for poor towns and neighbourhoods.

o

National guidelines laying out a commitment to free lifeline tariffs for the poor,
with adequate levels of service to permit economic activity as well as a substantial
improvement in living standards.

o

Co-ordination of municipal services through Integrated Development Plans, as
required by the Municipal Systems Bill. These plans should ensure the establishment
of one-stop shops for government services, where possible.

o

As agreed at the Presidential Job Summit, a review of the housing policy to make sure
it services the poor by providing adequate shelter as near as possible to employment.
Where residential areas are far from jobs, the state must continue to take responsibility
for adequate, affordable transport. To achieve that end, government should review its
policy on public transport.

9.8.

Corruption within the Private Sector

The narrative portrayed in the country is that the South African government is so corrupt.
We have discussed earlier about our take on state capture and individuals who are
involved in corrupt activities. However, there is more corruption in the private sector than
one can think of. This argument is corroborated by an author/ Conference Facilitator/
Radio Presenter & Speaker, Victor Kgomoeswana who published an article in the Sunday
Independent in July 2017 showing that private sector is more corrupt than government.119
He further stated that big business is increasingly being exposed as the bigger catalyst of
impropriety than the public sector. Only decisive action by the private sector to marginalise
those among its ranks found guilty of corruption can bury this vampire for good. He gave
an example of German enterprise software multinational, SAP which suspended its South
African leadership over allegations of corruption. Money used for dishonesty and corruption
is commonly known by innocuous or inoffensive names on the management reports of
multinationals, for example “business development costs” or “entertainment budget”
or simply “sundry expenses”. This is another hint that corruption, like a mathematical
equation, has two sides – in an alliance of equals. Unfortunately, in the private sector,
corruption is only corruption when their competitor which is government practices it.
When they do it, it is creative salesmanship. Multinationals conveniently look the other
way when their sales development teams report back on how they secured contracts with
African governments. They eschew asking probing questions, for fear of uncovering the
muck under the bonnet. When details come out, like secret service bosses, they can always
blame the impropriety on junior officials – or even suspend them.
119 Victor Kgomoeswana’s, “Private sector more corrupt than government” in the Sunday Independent, 16 July 2017
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In 2015 High-Level Panel on Illicit Financial Flows from Africa Report described that a
figure of $50billion is leaving Africa illegally each year in the form of criminal activity such
as drug and human trafficking. Seventy percent of these outflows, however, are due to the
sleight of the private sector hand. The latter category covers such ploys as transfer pricing
or, more broadly, Base-Erosion-and-Profit-Shifting [BEPS]. This means the methods used
by multinational corporations, commonly those domiciled in developed countries but with
high-growth operations in emerging economies, hide their true earnings from authorities
in emerging economies. The companies easily transfer the costs of running their emerging
markets businesses to their base in developed economies. A European company with
operations in Africa can siphon exorbitant licensing fees and other expenses to the financial
reports of its European base - declaring a loss in Africa. This is made possible by weak
institutions in emerging economies, but also aggressive tax planning by multinationals,
not without some help from professional services firms. If these multinationals can look
the other way while their managers in emerging countries are engaged in illicit practices,
only to blame countries in Africa or Asia or South America for being corrupt, who is more
corrupt - the private or the public sector?
International easily labels African and other emerging-market countries high-risk
territories, using surveys of the very business leaders of the companies domiciled in
Europe, North America and so on, without any sanction for the companies that pay bribes
in these countries. The private sector must prioritise the extermination of corruption in its
ranks - with the same intensity with which it criticises African governments. Corruption
distorts markets and creates unfair competition. Companies often pay bribes or rig bids
to win public procurement contracts. As indicated earlier, many companies hide corrupt
acts behind secret subsidiaries and partnerships. They go to extend of illicitly influencing
political decision-making. Others exploit tax laws, construct cartels or abuse legal
loopholes. Private companies have huge influence in many public spheres. These are often
crucial – from energy to healthcare. So it is easy to see how corruption in business harms
taxpayers’ interests. Another case in point is the manipulation by banks as we outline it
below.
Competition Commission prosecutes banks for collusion: After an investigation by
the Competition Commission which started mid-2015 found that traders had colluded in
fixing the price of the rand, at least a dozen local and international banks were identified
in February 2017. It was found that currency traders had been buying and selling US
dollars in exchange for the rand at fixed prices. This was accomplished by making false
sales to drive up demand or colluding to agree not to trade for specified periods of time.
The Commission found that from at least 2007, the respondents had a general agreement
to collude on prices for bids, offers and bid-offer spreads for the spot trades in relation
to currency trading involving US Dollar/ Rand currency pair. Further, the Commission
found that the respondents manipulated the price of bids and offers through agreements
to refrain from trading and creating fictitious bids and offers at particular times. Traders
of the respondents primarily used trading platforms such as the Reuters currency trading
platform to carry out their collusive activities. They also used Bloomberg instant messaging
system [chatroom], telephone conversation and had meetings to coordinate their bilateral
and multilateral collusive trading activities. They assisted each other to reach the desired
prices by coordinating trading times. They reached agreements to refrain from trading,
taking turns in transacting and by either pulling or holding trading activities on the
Reuters currency trading platform. They also created fictitious bids and offers, distorting
demand and supply in order to achieve their profit motives.
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The Competition Commission referred a collusion case to the tribunal for prosecution
against seventeen banks, including three of South Africa’s big banks. The Competition
Commission said in a statement it has been investigating a case of price-fixing and
market allocation in the trading of foreign currency pairs involving the rand since April
2015. It has now referred the case to the tribunal for prosecution. The banks are Bank
of America Merrill Lynch International Limited, BNP Paribas, JP Morgan Chase & Co, JP
Morgan Chase Bank NA, Investec Ltd, Standard New York Securities Inc., HSBC Bank
Plc, Standard Chartered Bank, Credit Suisse Group; Standard Bank of South Africa
Ltd, Commerzbank AG; Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Nomura
International Plc, Macquarie Bank Limited, ABSA Bank Limited [ABSA], Barclays Capital
Inc., Barclays Bank plc [Respondents]. The commission’s complaint is anchored around
the following five areas:
(i)

The banks allegedly agreed to fix trade and offers on trading platforms by engaging
in collusive posting of fictitious bids and offers in the Reuters trading platform and
dealers owned platforms to manipulate prices.

(ii)

They coordinated trading activities around the fix, with some traders informing each
other how much they needed to sell at a fix to assess their risk exposure and assisting
each other in minimising such risk.

(iii)

They agreed to fix prices of bids and offers quoted to customers by agreeing on price
to quote customers.

(iv)

They also agreed to fix bid-offer spreads by consenting on the size of bid-offer spreads
to charge customers for a certain volume of currency exchange.

(v)

They agreed to co-ordinate trading by assisting each other through manipulating
the price of bids and offers through agreements to refrain from trading at particular
times.

The commission said currency trading involving the US dollar and rand currency pair
accounts for $51 billion of the global daily trades in the market valued at $5 trillion a
day. Understanding the banking sector as being instrumental to the country’s quest for
economic growth and development, their action is an extremely indistinct view of the
activities of the listed banks. The profit-driven assault on the South African rand through
such collusion and corruption by the banks flies in the face of efforts by the South African
nation to prosperity for all. It is further an indication of how the markets are and can be
manipulated by dominant oligopolies to cripple its functioning to suit their wicked plans.
Without any shadow of doubt, this further raises a question of the extent to which the
currency was manipulated with politically motivated intentions. With the same vigour and
zeal directed at public sector corruption, we must be remorseless in fighting private sector
corruption.
A survey was conducted by Business Against Crime South Africa [BACSA] in 2006 within
the private sector to ascertain the level of corruption. The survey measured not only
whether bribes were paid by individuals from the private sector, but also whether they
accepted bribes. 7.3% of respondents indicated that individuals in their company had
received bribes. That was higher than the incidence of bribes paid. Traditional perceptions
are that the private sector is predominantly involved on the supply side of corruption
[paying bribes] to the public sector.120 The figure however indicated that the private sector
also played a significant role on the demand side of corruption [receiving bribes]. There
appeared to be evidence of company-to-company corruption.
120 Business Against Crime South Africa: Research Report on Corruption in the South African Private Sector – 2006.
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9.9.

Threats to the country’s territorial integrity

The defence of the NDR is also centrally about re-building a democratic criminal justice
system and intelligence services aligned to the democratic constitutional values. Our CEC
in 2017 stated that the parasitic-patronage state capture agenda strategically targeted
the criminal justice system and then the State-Owned Enterprises. Working class
communities, in particular, live in a state of insecurity, while the majority in the South
Police Service are poorly trained, demoralised and under-resourced. The upper echelons of
strategic institutions, particularly the Hawks and the National Prosecuting Authority have
been captured by factional parasitic forces, while a dominant but rogue unit within the
Intelligence Services has become the key node of the shadow state. The removal of corrupt
elements in these institutions and ensuring that the criminal justice system returns to
constitutionality and service to the people is now a key priority of defending, deepening
and advancing a second radical phase of the NDR.
Law-enforcement services in South Africa fall under the Department of Safety and Security,
which is responsible for policy determination, direction and overall execution of the
department’s mandate in relation to relevant legislation. As an affiliate operating within this
environment, any threat to the country’s territorial integrity directly affects us. Chapter 12
of the NDP details the need to build safer communities in South Africa through a holistic
view of safety and security. Addressing the country’s priorities lays the groundwork for a
police service that is responsive to the safety and security needs of society, and upholds
a high standard of conduct and professionalism. On the other hand, South Africa needs
to protect its national security at all times. Although national legislation, policies and
directives for the South African Police Service [SAPS] encourage change and the movement
towards change to implement transformation, these principles of transformation were
not successfully implemented. The significance and implications of the legislation and
directives needs thorough scrutiny and the effect they have on transformation in the SAPS.
The ANC’s Policy position on Peace and Stability stated that despite the relative stability
of the country, security assessment identified economic weaknesses as one of the key
threats to national security and interests.121 This was because the economic weakness is
at the centre of the triple challenges of poverty, unemployment and inequality. In addition
to economic weaknesses, our security assessment identified the activities of the Foreign
Intelligence Services [FIS] as an overarching threat undermining our national security
and national interest. The modus operandi of FISs is through penetration, influencing,
manipulation and ultimately subversion in the quest to advance and promote their national
interests. These attacks may result in the diversion of governance and the possibility
that the broader purpose of government will be hijacked by those with ulterior agendas,
sectarian interests and nefarious intent.
The other challenge which affects the police is manifestation of violence during the
constitutionally protected protest action. Moreover, the right to protest is provided with
strong restrictions to violence. Literature has publicised the reasons advanced for these
fierce violent public protests dominating the democratic state and they are amid the lack
of service delivery, maladministration and political squabbles. The majority of citizens
endure everyday life with inadequate access to food, water, electricity, sanitation, housing,
healthcare, education, transport, etc. It is worse for unemployed workers who are forced to
depend on the overstretched wages of employed family members and friends or the paltry
social grants provided by the state. Police officers cannot provide services to an angry
community protesting against any of the services needed. However when such protest
erupts, the police is expected to be the first line to interact with the community.
121 A
 NC 5th National Policy Conference [2017]., “Peace and Stability Discussion Document”. 30th June – 5th July 2017.
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There is a gradual movement away from the country just being a planning, fundraising
and launching pad for terrorist groups to a recruitment base for foreign terrorist fighters.
This is characterised by the targeted internet recruitment of our unsuspecting youth,
high-jacking of mosques by radical preachers and the accelerated expansion of suspicious
faith based groupings. In terms of organised crime; a worrying trend is the unprecedented
growth of gangs and their activities. They are now fully operational in all provinces, though
prevalent in Western Cape, Eastern Cape, Free State, Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal. In the
transnational crime space, issues of human trafficking, people smuggling, illegal trafficking
in and consumption of narcotics remain prevalent. In this theatre, foreign nationals remain
central in the perpetration of these criminal acts.
The challenge we have face and address is that policing in South Africa needs to be
revamped to ensure that policing is properly directed. In so far the background of the
South African Police Force, Lecturer at Wits University, Julia Hornberger, vies that from
its inception in the 19th century, one of the primary roles of the police in South Africa,
mounted and in paramilitary attire, was not to keep peace among people but to police
territory and suppress internal resistance to colonial rule. These colonial regiments of
mounted riflemen – at least in the British territories of Natal and the Cape – followed the
model of the Royal Irish Constabulary, which had a long history and proven record of
suppressing civil unrest and political agitation. Prior to Union in 1910, there was also no
single police force. Mounted regiments were complemented with a potpourri of other police
forces, such as special police for key infrastructure: railway police, private police for the
mines, native administration police and town police. Each of the colonies had one such set
of multiple police forces.122 The security forces of the apartheid state comprised of the SAP,
SADF, homelands police such as the KwaZulu Police [KZP], homelands armies, municipal
and council police and other parastatal law enforcement entities.
The ‘dogs of war’ which South Africa has inherited from the fragmentation of colonial
Southern Africa, including the Selous Scouts of Rhodesia, Koevoet of Namibia and elements
of RENAMO and UNITA from Mozambique and Angola respectively, have in many cases
found their way into the security forces to be formed into ‘special’ units such as the former
32-Battalion. They have been used extensively in township patrolling, in spite of the fact
that their training for lethal warfare made them totally incompatible with peace-keeping
assignments.123 In this context their role was highly dubious and problematic. Gavin
Cawthra designates the police during apartheid as been vital role of the structure of laws,
courts, bureaucracy and armed forces that preserved and upheld the white domination.
The SAP was a quasi-military force which was racially segregated. The police officers saw
nothing wrong in taking up the character of political deployment for repudiating and
countering the threats to the apartheid system. Their approach to the black population was
for all intents and purposes, dictatorial and confrontational and their main assignment
was to put in force repressive and restraining legislation.124 The wicked police actions and
their role in enforcing apartheid contributed to the harm done to the respect in which the
police ought to be held in the community. We have a bigger role to transform this into a
service for the entire South African population.

122 H
 ornberger Julia. “We need a complicit police! Political policing then and now”. http://dx.doi.org/10.4314/sacq.v48i1.2. p19.
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 outh African History Online “A Crime Against Humanity – Analysing the Repression of the Apartheid State”. A Publication of the Human Rights Committee of South Africa,
Edited by Max Coleman. Accessed on 28 June 2019.
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On the other side, new criminality trends like cybercrime have crippled and thus capacity
and enhanced training within the police service is required. The approach to police culture
in South Africa as well needs to be changed by means of recruiting more employees that
are sensitive to the needs of the community. In other words, these recruits must be taken
out of the multi-cultural community to serve that same community. Affirmative action
programmes introduced into the SAPS during 1996 constitute a strategy to enhance diverse
recruitment. However, the new diverse approach faced greater resistance to the influence
of right-wing police pressure, thus making less of an impact to change the culture. This
approach of changing police culture requires the establishment of a partnership between
the community and the police. Police culture is therefore a significant mechanism for
change in the SAPS. South African policing was widely known for its military culture.
One way of impacting on the transformation of the police is through new and different
training. As a change strategy such training courses are limited because of the urgent
and immediate need for change coupled with the large number of policing personnel who
need to be trained or re-trained in a short period of time. Another limitation on the effects
of new training programmes relates to the self-sustaining organisational culture of the
police.
Training may therefore not be an effective mechanism for transforming such a culture
unless accompanied by major structural changes both internally within the police
organisation and within the society at large. There must be a re-appraisal and redirection
of police training, however, not only to educate trainees in more effective investigative
and technical skills, but also to teach them the use of alternatives to violence in solving
problems, and more generally the importance of human rights both now and in the future.
In other words, training should be a central component of reform and transformation of
the police.
We have since sanctioned a research to dovetail a blueprint for an ideal policing. The
outcome hereof is to address all tenet of policing, propose coordination of all policing
agencies to work together or merge some for effecting functioning. There is totally no need
to work in silos whereas operating within the same government. The organisational report
[Book 3] talks more about this approach.

9.10.

Transformation of the Judiciary

An independent judiciary is a fundamental element of democracy. Both institutional and
individual independence are critical to an effectively functioning judiciary that is able to
protect the people and fairly adjudicate disputes between individuals and the government.
The apartheid legislation inevitably undermined the twin foundations of the common law,
respect for the individual and equality before the law, in pursuit of its ideology of racial
separation. An equality before the law was negated by those laws which fixed the social,
economic, political and educational status of the individual in society and allocated rights
and obligations according to race. The rights of the individual to personal liberty, family
life, freedom of movement, speech and association have also suffered through apartheid
legislation. The extent to which this occurred and the role of the judiciary are discussed in
part in the paragraphs below.
All the way through apartheid era, the National Party government, in an effort to legitimate
and appropriate the political order, claimed consistently that the judiciary was independent.
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While formal structural guarantees of independence existed and while the judiciary had
a history of independence and at times rendered decisions contrary to the wishes of the
ruling party, a closer examination of the judiciary’s position, powers and composition
exposes that the judicial division was not truly independent and did not effectively curb
abuses of power by the other branches of government. The judiciary functioned as part of
the apartheid legal order and contributed to legitimising and sustaining it by upholding
blatantly discriminatory and unjust legislation.125 Gordon and Bruce go further to contend
that throughout the 1980s the judges had repeatedly upheld discriminatory and repressive
legislation, consequently increasing unfavourable public perception of the judiciary. Judges
were more and more seen as willing and obedient servants of a repressive legislature rather
than impartial and objective arbiters of and dispensers of justice, stepping in to protect
the individual citizen from legislative and executive excesses.
South African state was characterised by the race-based oligarchy [a form of government
in which all power is vested in a few persons or in a dominant class or clique; government
by the few], as an instrument of class rule and an organ of oppression. The South African
judiciary was divided into two categories, namely the magistrates who were in charge
of the administration of justice in lower courts and the judges of the Supreme Court.
South African judges were all drawn from one small section of the population, the white
minority, by the fascist president, advised by the racist cabinet, which like all political
institutions in South Africa, excluded the black majority. The Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court was dominated by the Afrikaans-speaking judges who comprised 80% of
the membership. There was also evidence that most conservative Pretoria Bar was now
overrepresented on the Bench, and that did not at all augur well for justice.126 Such an
arrangement was not an accident, but a reflective of the apartheid regime’s considered and
deliberate effort to ensure that the judiciary was predominantly occupied by people whose
support and loyalty could not be questioned at all. Whether or not South African judges
supported the colonial regime, most of them have two things in common, namely, loyalty
and commitment to the status quoand a common perspective of the problem facing the
country. Most of them, like most white people in the country, believe that the very fabric
of the society they belonged to and the South African way of life which is predicated uppon
the oppression and exploitation of the black majority, were threatened. They therefore,
owed it to themselves and their threatened society, to do whatever they can as jusdges to
salvage that society.
The apartheid regime’s judiciary existed, as a result, to serve the interests of the all-white
ruling class based upon the preservation of vicious colonial oppression, repression and
gross exploitation of the black majority. It could not be viewed outside the bounds and
context of such a relationship since it was an essential part of the coercive machinery of
the apartheid colonial state. Within this realm, the South African judiciary, been in a class
society, was part of the state, an instrument of class rule and consequently an organ of
oppression of one class by another. The proclivities, partialities, preferences, prejudgments
and the characteristics of the South African judges were shaped and influenced by this
identical relationship, as illustrated by means of examples below.
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The judiciary is exempt neither from the undesirable effects of apartheid nor from the
difficulties concomitant with transformation processes. South Africa’s constitutional
democracy is currently just below three decades old and faces multifaceted challenges
due to the persistent effects of over fifty years of apartheid rule. Overhauling the evils left
behind by apartheid, a legal order that institutionalised discrimination and crushed on
every facet of society, is an intricate, sluggish and often infuriating process. To ellustrate the
challenges that are still prevalent today due to this past legacy, writer and Commentator,
Paul Ngobeni commented on the racially composed legal structures that continue to push
racial agenda. He stated that our judiciary should not acquiesce in racially motivated and
selective prosecution of black legal practitioners by the white dominated General Council of
the Bar under circumstances where white lawyers guilty of comparable or more egregious
offences receive lenient treatment and no punishment. Our constitutional democracy will
be in deep trouble when the judiciary consciously ignores fundamental hallowed legal
principles, unabashedly slopes into the political arena and renders defenceless rulings.127
He criticised Judge Legodi’s ruling which he argued appeared to have been influenced
by the political noise and campaign of public vilification against black advocates, Jiba
and Mrwebi by white-populated General Council of the Bar. Ngobeni was right because
the Constitutional Court later made a finding on the same matter on 27 June 2019. In a
victory for Nomgcobo Jiba and Lawrence Mrwebi, the Constitutional Court dismissed an
application by the said Bar to have the pair struck from the roll of advocates. After the
ConCourt ruling, Mail & Guardian published an article:
“On Thursday, South Africa’s highest court dismissed the General Council of the Bar
of South Africa’s [GCB] leave to appeal a 2018 Supreme Court of Appeal decision to
overturn an order effectively banning Jiba and Mrwebi from practicing as advocates. In
a unanimous judgment, the court found that the GCB did not establish that the matter
falls within its jurisdiction, meaning that the appeal cannot be entertained”.128
For this reason, consolidation of judicial independence becomes a key dimension of the
process of judicial transformation in South Africa. The question that arises is whether
there may be tensions between independence and other key elements of transformation,
including the creation of a judiciary that is representative of the people and that is devoted
to defending and upholding South Africa’s constitutional values, nurturing an atmosphere
of judicial answerability, and improving the efficacy and fitness of the justice system to
ensure access to justice for the entire citizenry.

9.11.

Rural Development and Land Reform

In dealing with the issue of Rural Development and Land Reform, our 8th National Congress
started by saying South Africans have reason to be proud of their achievements over the
past twenty years. Dating from the first democratic elections in April 1994, in which the
country chose democracy as its badge and a rainbow as its symbol, people have set aside
their previous divisions and wholeheartedly embraced one another, united in a shared
vision for national progress on an increasingly competitive international stage. The new
democratic government inherited the worst racially skewed land distribution in the world.
The White Afrikaner land consolidation was institutionalised by the Land Act of 1913
which prohibited black land owners from acquiring land, except in the reserves.
127 N
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This legislation led to whites who constituted about 10% of the total South African
population owned 87% of the agricultural land, whilst blacks who constitute about 90%
of the population owned 13% of the agricultural land. In addition, whites owned most
commercial farms and agribusinesses, whilst their black counterparts are predominantly
confined to subsistence farming, and lived largely by working in the commercial farms
and agribusinesses. The enactment of the 1996 South African Constitution, section
7[1] “enshrines the rights of all people in South Africa and affirms the democratic values
of human dignity, equality and freedom”. Section 25 of the Constitution further
provides for restitution for all victims of racial land dispossession.
Within above exposition, land redistribution to rightful owners is thus considered as
a national priority in South Africa. Unresolved land reforms often result in skirmishes
and conflicts as seen during Zimbabwe land reform process. Another priority was to
facilitate greater access and participation by black people in agriculture and to
enhance the productivity of land and assets on it. This is supported by Moipone
Rakolojane in her dissertation when she argued that land reform, by making changes to
land tenure systems and providing for land redistribution, has been a burning issue for
a long time.129 This has been the case for those countries where conditions necessitated,
and gave rise to, demands for land reform. This is because land constitutes the primary
source of livelihood. A main aim of land reform worldwide has been to raise income levels
of the poor in the countryside. Land reform calls for open and honest debate on the
matter and such engagement need to be at the forefront of political, social and economic
agendas until common solutions are attained. The South African government, particularly
the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform, has challenging but necessary
responsibility of ensuring that land reform is speedily addressed. It is therefore necessary
that land should be redistributed to rightful owners in order to rectify the past racial
imbalance and segregation in the allocation of land.
Ascension to the new dispensation in South Africa began the long and difficult process
of rebuilding the country post-apartheid. One of the most pressing issues for the ANC
government was land reform. Land reform has long history in most African countries that
dated back to the 1960s. That history reflects past political and socio-economic challenges
faced by Africans before independence. The adoption of the Freedom Charter in 1955
crafted a way forward for the „land question” in many ways and in many African countries.
Land is thus considered as the basis of power and wealth, freedom and prosperity. It is
in the context of rural development that land and agrarian reform should promote the
establishment of land ownership that also addresses gender imbalances. It is also on
that basis that people are democratically allowed to claim what is rightfully theirs, and
to start engaging in agricultural production. In a country facing considerable problems
stemming from poverty and unemployment, state-driven land reform was seen as a crucial
part of the programme for reconstruction and development in South Africa. Land reform
is a politically contentious subject that is increasingly the focus of embryonic opposition
parties such as the EFF and social movements of young people and university students.
Albert Makhado submits that the democratic government of South Africa initiated land
reform programmes with the initial long-term goal of redistributing 30% or 24, 9 million
hectares of the total estimated 83 million hectares of white-owned agricultural land by
2014. The target is currently deferred until 2025.130
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The 1996 Constitution formed the basis for a liberal democracy, notwithstanding an
emphasis on socio-economic rights and a clear mandate on the state to redress the
injustices of the past. The constitutional clause on property, section 25 which guarantees
the rights of existing owners but also grants specific rights of redress to victims of past
dispossession.131 It set the legal basis for a potentially far-reaching land reform programme.
Out of the constitutional provision, a number of laws were also enacted so as to speed up the
process of reform. A number of pilot programmes were implemented in the nine provinces
and the aim was to provide an experimental approach from which lessons could be learnt
for a much wider programme. Land reform had three legs, namely redistribution, tenure
reform and restitution. The legal basis for restitution was created under the Restitution
of Land Rights Act [Act 22 of 1994], which provided for the restitution of land rights to
persons or communities dispossessed under racially based laws or practices after 19 June
1913. A Commission on the Restitution of Land Rights was established under a Chief
Land Claims Commissioner and seven Regional Commissioners. A special court, the Land
Claims Court, with powers equal to those of the High Court, was also established to deal
with land claims and other land-related matters.
The primary aim was to redress the gross imbalance in land holding, while maintaining
productivity. It is against this background that this study was undertaken. The land
restitution programme made a slow progress in addressing land reform since 1994.
Between 1994 and March 2010, over 3 million hectares of land were delivered through land
redistribution and tenure to 189 633 000 beneficiaries. The cost incurred for the purchase
of land for redistribution and tenure was over R12 billion. The process of acquiring and
distributing a particular piece of land is often lengthy and this accelerates the cost of
redistribution because the former owner stops investing in the land. Many of the farms
were therefore in a poor state of repair at the point of acquisition. There was often a
decline in productivity on redistributed farms. This led to the adoption, in November 2010,
of a recapitalisation programme aimed at increasing food production and job creation
through the commercialisation of small farmers. The process resulted in sustainable land
transfers, as there was little market disturbance and the beneficiaries received ownership
of the land, but the pace and scale of transfers left much to be desired. One of the primary
reasons for the recent slow progress is that the Department of Land Affairs was burdened
with additional obligations as it became the Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform.132 To some extent, rural development became an unfunded mandate, leading to
funds being diverted away from land reform to rural development. One of the primary
reasons for the slow progress was that the Department of Land Affairs was burdened
with additional obligations as it became the Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform. To some extent, rural development became an unfunded mandate, leading to
funds being diverted away from land reform to rural development. As a result of these
failures, inequality has persisted and some amongst those historically excluded saw
property rights as a barrier to achieving equality.
The above situation was furthermore exacerbated by a reluctance to implement the 2007
ANC conference decision to abandon the ‘willing-buyer, willing-seller’ system of marketbased transactions to acquire land in favour of expropriating land by paying just and
equitable compensation, as provided for in the Constitution. During the 2017 ANC’s 54th
National Conference in Nasrec, a decision was arrived at to speed up land reform by
pursuing expropriation without compensation, provided that it is sustainable and does
not harm the agricultural sector or the economy.
131 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa No. 108 of 1996
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The next step was to channel the decision through parliamentary processes. In February
2018, the National Assembly adopted a motion to amend the Constitution so as to allow
for the expropriation of land without compensation. The matter was subsequently referred
to the Joint Constitutional Review Committee and there have since been public hearings
around the country. Other opposition parties are opposed to the expropriation of land
without compensation.
The other are around land pertains to the Ingonyama Trust. With the land expropriation
hearings taking place across the country, a whole range of people appeared to be getting
worried that their land might be taken by the state. Zulu King Goodwill Zwelithini is one
of them. For him, the Ingonyama Trust which administers about 2.8-million hectares is
under threat. In 1994, the land administered by the other nine homelands, the building
blocks of apartheid, came under the authority of the national government. However, KwaZulu managed to preserve what the other homelands lost. How did this come about?133 A
major sticking point during negotiations between 1990 and 1994 was the future of those
who had enjoyed power and privilege under the old apartheid system. This was especially
perplexing in the homelands. One purpose of the homelands had been to create a social
grouping with something to lose. Ending apartheid had to mean disbanding the homelands.
The issue was how the beneficiaries would be convinced to participate in dismantling their
own power bases. Nowhere was this more difficult than in Kwa-Zulu. A low-intensity civil
war had simmered in the province for years. As the 27 of April 1994 approached, it seemed
Kwa-Zulu was on the verge of catastrophic violence. Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, King
Goodwill Zwelithini and the IFP were intimidating to boycott elections. The king proclaimed
the ‘sovereignty’ of the Zulu kingdom and fears grew that a secessionist war was brewing
[Secession is the withdrawal of a group from a larger entity, especially a political entity,
but also from any organization, union or military alliance]. These fears manufactured
on the stream of information emerging about hit squads within the then notorious KwaZulu police, cooperation with the security services of the white government, stockpiling of
weapons and paramilitary training at Mlaba camp.
Negotiators had to deal with intertwined monarchist and federalist commitments within
the IFP. One, represented by the king, emphasised the continuity of the Zulu monarchy
dating back to a precolonial era. The other, pushed especially by Buthelezi’s ItalianAmerican libertarian adviser, Mario Ambrosini, pursued maximum devolution of powers
from national to regional levels. Both offered a basis for preserving the authority of the
Kwa-Zulu government and the IFP, its ruling party, into a post-apartheid order. One effort
after another to bring in the IFP failed. The last attempt involved flying in a team of foreign
mediators. This too failed; nonetheless its failure brought together two key figures. Neither
was originally intended to be there: Washington Okumu and Danie Joubert. Joubert was
deputy secretary-general in the Kwa-Zulu Government [KZG] department of the chief
minister, seconded by apartheid government in 1990. He had observed with growing alarm
as the IFP/KZG took an increasingly militant posture. Buthelezi said if the position of the
Zulu kingdom could be guaranteed somehow, he was prepared to listen. The proposal
was presented and agreed to by former President, de Klerk, first and legislation for the
Ingonyama Trust was formulated. Without the Trust, Buthelezi faced a choice between
two unattractive options. He could go through with the election boycott, lose the IFP/KZG
institutional base, and possibly pursue a paramilitary option to resist the consequences,
or he could choose to join elections with an uncertain outcome, potentially still lose the
IFP/KZG institutional base, but avoid a doomed war of resistance.
133 M
 ail & Guardian [2019]., “Secret details of the land deal that brought the IFP into the 94 poll”. Article by Hilary Lynd 07 Aug 2019.
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The Trust was a possible way out of this impasse. Over time, the positive contribution of
this peace deal has faded. The impasse it was created to solve has long since disappeared.
The future of the Trust is uncertain, however its backgrounds need not be. The panel
appointed by President Cyril Ramaphosa last in 2018 recommended that the Ingonyama
Trust Act – which was passed in 1994 to create the Ingonyama Trust to control almost
three-million hectares of the former Kwa-Zulu homeland on behalf of King Goodwill
Zwelithini – be repealed. The recommendations echoed those of Parliament’s High Level
Panel in 2018, which also called for the Trust to be scrapped.

9.12.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution [4IR]

We stand on the brink of a technological revolution that will fundamentally alter the
way we live, work, and relate to one another. In its scale, scope, and complexity, the
transformation will be unlike anything humankind has experienced before. We are told
the 3rd revolution used electronics and information technology to automate production.
Now the 4IR is building on the third one, the digital revolution that has been occurring
since the middle of the last century. It is characterized by a fusion of technologies that is
blurring the lines between the physical, digital and biological spheres. Phathizwe Malinga,
Managing Director of SqwidNet argues that there is thinking and then there is blue-sky
thinking. The latter is defined by how industry and individual can look at a situation
through the eyes of what could be, or what might be achieved. The former should be
defined by innovation and opportunity. When it comes to the 4IR, it is blue-sky thinking
that may yet allow South African organisations to sidestep the hype and the fear and
instead achieve the potential. There are infrastructural, cultural, economic and social
issues that have to be overcome before the continent can leap anywhere, but these hurdles
are not insurmountable. Rather, they are an opportunity for the entrepreneur, public
sector and enterprise to explore new ways of working and reshaping the future.
According to the SACP’s Discussion Document for the 4th Special National Congress,
the unfolding deepening and widening digitalisation1 of production, together with its
multiplying digital processes and products, is set to bring about transformation on a
sufficient scale to characterize them as ushering in a digital industrial revolution. One
of the still nascent new technologies, quantum computing industrial development [QCID]
could alone render many existing digital technologies redundant. It is widely recognized that
the impact of what we are styling the DIR and QCID is one of the most pressing economic
policy issues. In addition to the technological space, the process is set to profoundly impact
the social, physical, health as well as biological spaces of human life – in other words it
will profoundly transform not just the sphere of production but also of reproduction and
the wider ecology. Furthermore the process has already demonstrated the potential, and
is further advancing the capacity, to couple different aspects of, and create convergences
across, the above mentioned spheres. With regard to the SACP Programme, the South
African Road to Socialism, likewise, the process affects all the pillars, key sites of struggle
and significant centers of power. As communists our specific perspective is to understand
that this revolutionisation of the technical conditions of production as well as product
development is taking place within the specific context of a globalized capitalist regime
emerging from crisis, and is being driven in the quest to restore profitability and maximize
profits.
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For South Africa, so far at least, public debate and analysis on the impact and meaning
of the 4IR has focused almost exclusively on the new products, machinery, and industrial
processes – and very little on what it will all mean for people. While the impression to the 4IR
has taken root in South Africa, few people have questioned what this will mean for social
relationships. This seems to be an incongruity. Analysing what big philosophies, similar
to the emerging 4IR, have meant for South Africa’s people has informed political struggle.
It is certainly so that there has been talk on what the 4IR will mean for one important
corner of our political economy, the future of work. This talk has raised questions on
how it is that in the past two decades, jobs have been emptied of content, purpose and
offer no security – either social or tenure. This suggests that local conversations on the
Fourth Industrial Revolution have drawn on ideas from elsewhere. Nonetheless, in truth,
there is little evidence of local thinking and writing on the deeper issues around the 4IR
and its underlying purpose and politics. This becomes a shame because although the
transformative power of the 4IR is global, the final local form we experience will have to be
distinctively South African. Despite the promise of the global, for the average citizen, local
is everything. A conceivable explanation for the lack of attention to the local implications
of the4IR is that the chattering class is wholly absorbed with the everyday notions of the
local politics. However pressing these appear to be, to ignore the transformative force of
the 4IR on the country is to court calamity.
A number of possibilities have to be scrutinised. First, we need to grasp how it is that the
message of the 4IR is coming to us. In essence, it is delivered through two self-reinforcing
discourses – the urgency of economic language and interminable assurance of science.
Like the performance around the presentation of market statistics, economic language is
a call to action. If numbers are bad, a kind of state of emergency is declared and all other
social relationships are deemed to be of a lesser importance to the predicament in the
economy. The latter discourse accepts that everything within scientific consideration must
be seen as advantageous to humankind. So Big Data, Artificial Intelligence and processes
– concepts which are largely unintelligible to most citizens – must be seen as forces for
progress. Diagnosing that these discourses are methods of public persuasion does not
mean that the country should not take the 4IR earnestly. But it is essential to understand
that the 4IR shoves or jostles with other discourses in our national life. It cannot, therefore
be given the exclusive rights to define the future.
Second, and this follows the promise of science, we must not believe that the 4IR will
provide the proverbial silver-bullet that will resolve all of South Africa’s problems. It will
be useful here to draw loosely from the work of another social theorist, Jürgen Habermas
who contended that modern societies have resorted to technical solutions to overcome
intense political and social differences. So, bureaucrats, administrative procedures are
called upon to provide outcomes which minimise conflict. Likewise, protagonists of the
4IR suggest that series of ready-made outcomes to social issues is buried in numbers. The
hard truth is this: conflicts over land, the wealth gap, identity politics – and many, many
more – will continue notwithstanding the promise of the 4IR. Indeed, the revolution may
exacerbate the structural unfairness in our society. Accordingly, the 4IR will not preclude
the need to talk about persistent social and political relationships.
The third contention could be the question whether embracing the 4IR will enable the
country to jump or leapfrog into a new stage of economic prosperity and political harmony.
Whatever the 4IR promises, life will remain unwarranted for most people in South Africa.
Credibility is added to this by recognising that while the total number of people living
in absolute poverty across the world has decreased in the past few decades, the social
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and economic divides in countries like South Africa have increased. At the base of this
particular issue is the core question in all critical thinking, who will benefit from it? The
final dialectic is the issue of 4IR as an instrument of social control. Its very techniques seem
to be resting on collection of data and on surveillance which can be used for regulation.
Despite many reservations, there is an inescapability or unavoidability about the 4IR. How
we should think about the 4IR? Should it be regarded as a transformative idea or is as
important as how practically the country prepares for it.
We need to conduct a comprehensive research to deal with all the advantages and
disadvantages of the 4IR so that as we explore further, we are well informed from all angles.

9.13.

Commercialisation of religion and abuse of people’s belief systems in South
Africa

Religion is a universal human phenomenon involving many other different spiritualties,
including Christianity. There has been an issue of the relationship between the Christian
faith and traditional beliefs and practices which became an important consideration since
the very early days of the church. Emmanuel Ngara articulated in an article, “Christian
faith and African tradition” that what may be called the first Council of the Church was
held to deal with this very issue of the Christian faith and traditional beliefs.134 Religion
is an important part of millions of people’s lives across the world. Thousands of African
people are converted to Christianity every day and in Nigeria about 20 new religious sects
or groups come into being every month. More than ten million Jews from all over the
world observe the Sabbath every week and millions of Muslim pilgrims travel to Mecca in
the Middle East every year. They do this because they have certain religious beliefs and
because their religions guide their lives. There are many different religions and some of
them have been celebrating their faith, telling their stories and teaching their principles
for thousands of years.
People have looked to religion to answer questions like, “Where did the world come from?”,
“Why are we here?”, “Why do bad things happen to good people?” and “What happens to
us when we die?” for as long as they have been in existence.135 South Africa is called the
rainbow nation because of its variety of people, cultures and religions. The people follow
many spiritual traditions and religious faiths. In South Africa the constitution protects
freedom of religion. Everyone is free to follow whatever faith they want to, or not to follow
one at all. The major faiths practiced in South Africa are Christianity, Islam, Hinduism,
traditional African religions and Judaism. European and other foreign settlers brought
most of these religions. Traditional African religion is very popular and arrived here with
our North and West African ancestors. It is often combined with elements of Christianity
and Islam. The most important thing is that in the new South Africa religion and spirituality
are used to create greater understanding and harmony rather than to divide people as was
done in the past.
In this day and age, it is becoming more and more apparent that we as a people face some
very trying times. The pressures and densities of life, family and the inner weaknesses
that all of us wrestle with certainly have become greater and greater, and our society has
concurrently developed colder and more impersonal. Many among the population turn to
religious and spiritual avenues in an effort to address these concerns and in so doing, find
134 Ngara E, [2012]., “Christian faith and African tradition”, Published July 22, 2012 – Updated July 12, 2017.
135 South African History Online [2011]., “African Traditional Religion”, an article produced by South African History Online. Accessed on 22-Mar-2011.
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fulfilment, understanding and happiness in their lives. On the other hand, many others are
enthusiastically and sincerely concerned with their well-being and that of their children,
but they found just the opposite in their own religious journeys. As a substitute of finding
fulfilment, they have become bound by fear, frustration, indoctrination and manipulative
mind control that have made their pursuit of God an endless drudgery punctuated by a
driven and legalistic lifestyle. This is an all too mundane state of affairs in too many places.
There is observance of the world’s most populous and institutionally powerful religion,
Christianity, fast losing its historic moral credibility and spiritual cogency. The mysterious
reality of religious abuse is all too obvious in today’s world. We see the bitter fruit of this
all around in devastated lives, wrecked homes and the proud arrogance noticeable by
the cultic movements and abusive churches about their right to control and dominate
everything and everybody around them. South Africa has been witnessing the mushrooming
and proliferation of churches. Many of them are neither legally registered nor spiritually
genuine. Some of them are owned by husbands and wives, or boyfriends and girlfriends.
Self-enrichment, self-gratification, extortionist and a “get-rich-quick” motivation are the
principal drives behind the existence of such churches. False prophetic claims are usually
made and propagated with the sole aim of boosting attendance. Unknown persons from
foreign countries are imported and prepared to bogus sicknesses or disabilities. All those
who are allegedly “cured” are usually not known in nearby communities. When innocent
congregants began seeing their prophet instructing a wheelchair-confined person to rise
and walk, they suddenly and innocently start to believe in the healing powers of that
prophet. Upon observing such so-called “miracle”, church members start contributing
more money to the church. That is exactly what these false prophets are interested in –
amassing of capital. Upon the conclusion of the church service, a “brown envelope” would
exchange hands.
The unexplained mushrooming of false prophets and dodgy pastors within the Christian
domain is crippling the moral greatness of that hallowed religion. For centuries, Christianity
has always been modelled on the virtues of eternal love, truth, honesty, compassion,
selflessness, philanthropy, respect, dignity and equality. Religion is now succumbing to
the devious influence of false prophets and ultra-greedy pastors. The ancient moral tenets
and ethical prescripts of Christianity are no longer visible in the current body polity of
Christianity. As a substitute, the scourge of commercialisation and self-enrichment has
assumed prominence and supremacy in the Christian church. There is apparent growing
trend of devious religious leaders preying on their unwitting congregants by collecting
cash from them in the name of worship. For example, in Limpopo, a 24-year-old self-styled
prophet was found spraying, in the name of Christianity, insect-killing Doom in the eyes
of congregants claiming that it will heal them of their sicknesses; this caused an outcry on
social media platforms. To date, there have been numerous episodes of religious trickery.
In Gauteng, there have been reports of these dubious prophets who make their congregants
eat live snakes and rats. Some unscrupulous pastors are known to command church
members to drink petrol, paraffin and even bleach. According to the Sunday World, the
notorious charismatic pastor Shepherd Bushiri is apparently making so much money
from his churches in South Africa that he’s able to send R15 million a month back to
Malawi.136 It is alleged the money leaves in vehicles including his private jet. Bushiri has
faced criticism for allegedly encouraging the poor to hand over their savings and even sell
their belongings in exchange for miracles.
136 Citizen, [2018]., “Prophet Bushiri being investigated for ‘laundering millions’ in Malawi” – report South Africa 1.4.2018 11:42am.
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South Africa has in recent months seen an increase in pastors and prophets who claimed
they could heal or instantly create wealth for congregants using illegal means. In the
Eastern Cape, a group of men killed multiple police officers at Ngcobo after opening fire in
a police station. Mancoba Seven Angles Ministry had no fewer than 100 sex slaves, with
girls as young as 12 being freed together with babies. The children were freed after the
church became a crime scene following the shootout that broke out on Friday night, 23
February 2018. Police were raiding the church after receiving a tip that the killers were
being sheltered there. In this church it is forbidden to have identity documents. Children
are not allowed to have birth certificates and they are not allowed to attend school.
The rogue churches have been widely criticised for robbing the poor and vulnerable while
church leaders lived in luxury. Some of the churches are compelling their members to
persistently contribute ten percent of their respective monthly salaries. On top of that,
those church members are also obliged to donate unspecified money during daily church
services. These religious malpractices constitute a flagrant contravention of citizens’ right
to freedom of religion. This is exacerbated by lack of accountability structures in most of
these churches. There are pastors stopping people from going to hospitals and give them
water which they say is anointed. In the process of such pious craziness, people are dying.
We have witnessed victims of HIV that are not able to take their ARV’s because these rogue
pastors are lying to them that they can heal HIV. These fake pastors have gone beyond the
doctrine and are in a business that cannot be recognised as any religion.
Around the world, political leaders, media commentators and ordinary folk appear intent
on using religious language to describe every aspect of life and all forms of behaviour, both
good and bad. Born-again churches in Africa are becoming ever more popular, politically
powerful and lucrative. But criticism may also be growing. The plundering deceitful
prophets and greedy pastors who pretentiously call themselves “the servants of God” are
essentially a grave danger to the spiritual discourse of Christianity. These fake prophets
and tsotsi pastors are abusing and exploiting religion, Christianity in particular, so as
to extract financial benefits from unsuspicious congregants. Today, nearly two-thirds of
the world population subscribes to Christianity as their preferred mode of religion. Some
unprincipled and dishonest persons have corrupted the soul of Christianity by turning it
into a money-making enterprise. Commercialisation of religion, predominantly Christianity,
has become the fundamental driving force behind the formation of these churches
nowadays. Illicit capital accumulation and self-enrichment have, unexpectedly and most
evidently, become synonymous with Christian priesthood and religious leadership. In an
all-comprehensive critique titled ‘Gospel Principles’, the following critically appropriate
and intricate interrogations are scrutinised:


How does disbursing of tithes and offerings in church show gratefulness to God?



In what ways is tithing a principle of faith more than a principle of money? In what
ways and how does the church leaders use tithing funds and other offerings?



Should these rogue prophets who claim to possess healing powers not be compelled to
appear before a panel of medical experts to prove their healing powers?

These questions are critically important because they actually hit at the heart of the
sickness that is afflicting and corrupting the soul of Christianity today. Under these
prevailing conditions, we are correctly obliged to urge government to regulate and audit
the financial transactions of churches.
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According to an article by Africa Identity, “Pres Kagame cracks down on churches
and mosques to better regulate the religious sector”, the churches and mosques often
makeshift operations which threatened the lives of followers in Rwanda.137 Due to the
immoral activities by some of the churches, Rwanda’s government has made it a priority
to close thousands of churches and dozens of mosques as a way to assert more control
on the religious community. Authorities say the churches and mosques’ often makeshift
operations have threatened the lives of followers. The closures have been met with mixed
reactions as human rights groups have long accused President Kagame’s government
of clamping down on freedom of expression. However, the government has defended the
move explaining that aside from safety it also aims to tighten rules on registration and the
functions of churches thus reducing the numerous fraud cases against religious leaders
who take advantage of their impoverished followers. Anastase Shyaka, the head of the
Rwanda Governance Board that regulates faith-based organisations said in a statement
that, “Prayer houses were found in such poor physical conditions, and we are not targeting
any religion. We are closing prayer houses of all different denominations and asking them
to meet existing health and safety standards for their followers”. Is this not the right move
to be urgently followed in South Africa?
Within the above exposition, we must congratulate and salute the Commission for
Protection of the Rights of Religious, Cultural and Linguistic Communities [CRL] for
commissioning a holistic inquiry into these mysterious activities of churches. The CRL
commission completed an investigation of all religions and their unscrupulous practices.
The report was handed to Parliament last year. The report showed that churches had
been turned into money-making schemes by rogue pastors and prophets who lived off
vulnerable people seeking help from churches. The probe found that there were in-house
services paid for by the vulnerable congregants seeking God’s help. The commission found
that some churches even had ATMs and speed points for congregants to withdraw cash for
tithes and the purchasing of “holy water” and other services.
With absolute regularity, church leaders must explain and unfailingly account for the
monies donated by congregants during church services. The regulations shall serve as
empirical procedures for the financial auditing of churches. The regulations would avoid
a situation where religious organisations and their powerful leaders, such as Nigeriannational ‘fake-prophet’ Omotoso’s Jesus Dominion International Church, have the leeway
to take advantage of their congregants’ faith. We should as a result, support the Commission
to enforce sweeping regulations to root out some of these charlatan practices.

10.

POPCRU – Moving Forward, Politically

Unity, cohesion and discipline shall remain the lifeblood of the state of our organisation.
We are on the right track on political activities; however, we can and should do more. At
least we have, as a policy position, dealt away with the issue of leadership contestation to
be a permanent conspiracy and plotting against each other. We took the right resolution
to remove the element of being in a state of lobbying from one conference to the next.
The way we lead the movement, execute our political work, discharge our organisational
responsibilities must promote POPCRU’s positive image, which is its permanent brand.
The organisation pays heavily whenever there are public fights and bleeds profusely out
of self-inflicted wounds.
137 A
 frica Identity, [2018]., “Pres Kagame cracks down on churches and mosques to better regulate the religious sector”, By Kylie Kiunguyu on April 26, 2018.
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POPCRU came into existence before many of us occupying leadership positions at various
levels. This movement will outlive all of us. Our historic task is to carry its precious torch
through the brief time we are in leadership, and pass it on undiminished to the generation
that will follow. That torch, whose flames keep upward the hopes of our membership,
burns on the fuel of our own selfless contributions, which rests upon our acceptance
of the values and conduct of our fore-bears: courage, generosity, honesty, self-sacrifice,
humility, truthfulness, integrity and self-restraint. These are the values that must reside
in POPCRU’s membership, which is the foundation upon which the life of our movement
rests.
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